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Ex.Doc~
{ No. 31.

SEN.A.TE.

2d Session.

IN THE SENATE. OF THE UNITED ..STATES.

·1 E i 1 TE R
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF T·H-E INTERIOR,
TRANSMITTING

An agree1nent with the Nez Perce tribe of Indians in Idaho, together 'With
the report of the commissioner appointed to negotiate with said Indians~
a,nd a draft of a bill to conjirui cind ratify said agreement.

JANUARY

29, 1894:.-Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to be
printed.
.

DEP .A.R'l'MENT OF THE IN'.rERIOR,

Washington, January 27, 1894;
Sm: I have the honor to transmit an agreement with the Nez Perce
tribe of Indians in Idaho, together with the report of the commission
appointed to negotiate with said Indians, and a draft of a bill to confirm and ratify said agreement and to carry the same into effect.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
HOKES-MITH,

Secretary.
The PRESIDEN'l' OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES SENATE.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washi.ngton, D. O., January 13, 1894.
Sm I I have had the honor to receive, by reference from the Hon.
Wm. H. Sims, Acting Secretary, of the 26th ultimo, a letter from the
honorable Commissioner of Iudian Affairs, dated the 14th ultimo, relative to an agreement made with the Nez Perce Indians, in Idaho, for
a cession of their surplus lands, etc., .and submitting the draft of a
bill for the ratifi.cation of the agreement and for giving effect thereto,
together with other papers, the same being referred to me for eonsideration and report, and for the return of the papers to the Department.
I have, therefore, to return the papers herewith, and to report as
follows, viz :
·
The letter of the commissioner and accompanying papers above
mentioned set forth the circumstances under which the agreement was
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made, and explain the stipulations tbereof: He concludes by stating
that he sees no objection to any of its provisions, and recommends that
it be submitted for the consideration of Congress. He transmits therewith a draft of a bill, and in reference thereto says:
.Although it is probably not the duty of this office to draft a provision for the
opening of the lands to settlement, I have incorporated a section for tliat purpose,
and suggest a reference to the Commissioner of the General Land Office for his
views thereon.

The section referred to is the third, which reads as follows, viz:
That the lands by said agreement ceded, sold, relinquished, and conveyed to the
United States, shall, as soon as practicable after tbe completion of the first payment
to said Indians and the issuance and receivjng of trust patents for the allotted
lands, as provided for in said agreement, upon proclamation by th~ President, be
subject only to settlement and entry under the homestead and town site laws of the
United States, ( except section twenty-three hundred and one of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, which shall not apply), excepting the sixteenth and thirtysixth sections in each Congressional township, which shall be reserved for common
school purposes, and be subject to the laws of the State of Idaho: Provi.ded, ·rhat
each settler on said lands shall, before making a :final proof and receiving a certificate of ent.ry, pay to the United States for the land so taken by him, in addition to
the fees provided by law, and within :five years from the date of the first original
entry, the sum of three dollars per acre, one-half of which shall ue pa.i d within two
years, but the rights of honorably discharged Union soldiers and sailors as defined
and described in sections twenty-three hundred and four and twenty-three hundred
and five of the Revised Statutes of the United States shall not be abridged except
as to th13 sum to be paid as aforesaid.

The price proposed to be required of the settlers for the land, $3 per
acre, is the same price stipulated in the agreement to be paid the
Indians for the cession of the land. The purpose appears to be to
reimburse the Treasury by means of the payments by the settlers for
the money to be paid the Indians. In reference to the price the commissioner in bis report quotes a remark of the commission by which the
agreement was negotiated as follows, viz:
Much of the land, however, is fine agricultural land, worth perhaps $8 or $10 per
acre, while from one-third to one-half is of little value. We therefore think that
this price, while liberal, is fair and equitable, both to the Indians and the Government.

A urning this to be correct, it would appear possible that while the
portion of the land worth $8 or $10 per acre would be eagerly sought
by ettlers at 3 per acre, the remainder, being from one-third to onehalf, which is of little value, would not be taken by settlers at the price
propo ed. If this is so, it occurs to me that it would be expedient to
make the price vary by appraisement or otherwise, as nearly as practiable, according to the actual value of the land, with a view to rendering the propo ed reimbursement of the Treasury more secure by obtainin for the one-third to one-half which is of little value, whatever it
will bring, perbap less than $3 per acre, and compensating for the
deficiency in the price thereof by a greater price to be obtained for that
portion whi h i estimated at from $8 to $10 per acre. This is presented rather a a sugge tion than as a serious objection to the proposition cominO' from the Indian office, to whose opinion I am inclined to
defer in regard to matters affecting in any manner the rights or intere t of the Indian .
The aid third ection provides that the settlers shall pay the price
of th ;land before making a fi.nalproofandreceivingacertifi.cate of entry,
whi h may b don under the general home te~d law at any time after
fl.
ar and witllin ev n y ar from the date of entry, and at the
am ime 1 rovide tllat uch payment hall be made within :five ear
from the date of tlrn fir t original entry. I suggest that the words
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"and within :five years from the date of the first original entry," where
they occur therein, be stricken out, and that after the words '-one-half
of which shall be paid within two years," occurring therein, there be
inserted the words, "from the date of this entry."
It is suggested in the commissioner's report that this office '' consider
the propriety of asking an appropriation for completing the survey of
the ceded lands." In connection therewith I would state that the existing appropriation for the survey of the public lands for the current
fiscal year would be considered available for completing the survey of
the ceded lands, but it appears to be limited by the act of March 3, 1893
(27 Stats., 592), making the appropriation, in the words following, viz:
Provided, That in expending this appropriation preference shall be given in favor
of surveying townships occupied in whole or in part by actual settlers ancl of l ands
granted to the States by the acts approved February 22, 1889, and the acts approved
July 3 ancl July 10, 1890, ancl other surveys shall be confined to lands adapted to
agriculture and lines of reservations.

And to avoid any question of its applicability to the survey of all of
these lands, none of which are yet occupied by settlers, and some of
which may possibly not be adapted to agriculture, I suggest that an
additional prov_ision be inserted in the draft of the bill, making a
special appropriation of $8,000 for completing the survey of the ceded
lands.
The Commissioner further states in his report as follows, viz:
In cQnnection with this matter, I have the honor to state that I am in receipt, by
reference from Hon. Fred. L. Dubois, of a communication from F. A. Fenn, chief
clerk of the Idaho State board of land commissioners, dated May 3, 1893, in which
he requests the Senator to ascertain the policy of the Administration regarding
selections of land by the State within the limits of the reservation when opened to
settlement, and states that it is of very great importance that the State should b9
allowed to select lands within the present limits of reservations, when opened to
settlement; that the Nez Perce Reservation probably contains the largest body of
valuable unoccupied agricultural lands that can be found anywhere; that the State
might easily secure 150,000 or 200,000 acres there, but if it be debarred from that
privilege just that much land of second quality will have to be taken instead.
He also states that the north line of the reservation as originally run fell something like ;100 rods south of the line recently "delimited" (sic) by Mr. Briggs who
Slfrveyed the reservation for allotment; that settlers on land adjacent to the reservation on the north have secured patents from the Government for their land; that
the new line established by Briggs cuts throu~h all these patented places, as well as
unpatented ones; that if approved this would deprive the settlers of a very great
deal of Janel, which they have honestly approved and paid for under the homestead
preemption and timber-culture laws; that the line cuts through several school sections which have been sold by the State, which receives the land unde1· its grant,
according to approved plats on file at the time of the making of the grant; and
that if the Briggs line be declared the true one, then the strip lying between the
Brigg-s line and the original survey never belonged to the United States, and hence
coulcLnot pass by the grant and the State had no right to dispose of it.
He thinks this brief outlin'3 will show the importance of having the Briggs survey
rejected so far as it relates to the north line of the reservation, and securing the
a,pproval of the old line.
With reference to Mr. Fenn's first suggestion, it is remarked that by the bill prepared in this office it is proposed to reserve sections 16 and 36 for school purposes as
has been done in the ratification of all agreements for the cession of Indian lands.
I do not know of any good reason for making further grants to the States out of
these lands which are to be purchased and paid for by the United States.
As to the north boundary of the reservation, Mr. Fenn seems to be somewhat iu
error.
pnder d~te of May 2, 1891, Special Agent Fletcher reported to this office that certam land m the north west quarter of the reservation had been patented to one
George"!· I!'ollette, j_r., and submitted a diagram showing the true boundary of the
reservation as established by Deputy Surveyor Thompson, and of the line as shown
by the township plat of township 37 north, of range 5 west.
·
The General Land Office, having been called upon for an explanation of this discrepancy, replied under date of July 27, 1891, that the surveyor-general of Ida.ho
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confirmeu the e~istence of the irregularity in the approved township plat, so far as
it related to section 24, and that he had been instructed to cause amended plats to
be made in conformity with the original field notes .
It is the understanding of this office that Deputy Surveyor Briggs did not establish a new boundary lino, but discovered and followed the approved survey of
Deputy Surveyor Thompson, made before the subdivision of the adjoining lands.
The error, therefore, occurred in making the latter surveys.
As a matter of fact no allotments were made in the disputed strip and the lands
are included in the cession, the 1nc1ians being justly entitled to compensation
therefor.
The question as to whether th~ settlers on this land, who may have been misled by
the erroneous township surveys are entitled to relief of any kind seems to be one
for the consideration of the General Land Office, and it is suggested that the attention of the Commissioner be called to the matter.

I find that the Commissioner's statements as to the surveys of Deputy
Surveyor Briggs and of Deputy Thompson agree with what appears on
the records of this office in reference thereto.
The error by which George W. Follette, jr., was allowed to make
entry of a small portion of land in the northwest corner of the reservation in section 24, township 37 north, of range 5 west, as stated, and by
which he obtained a patent therefor, which issued November 30, 1888,
was confined to said section 24. Until the· title thus acquired by him
is recovered, no other disposal of the land can be made, but it only
extends to 42 acres of the reservation.
On examination of the records of this office, it does not appear that
any other entries have been allowed along the north boundary extend·
ing into the reservation, as alleged.
Except as hereinbefore suggested, I see no objection to the draft of
the bill submitted.
Very respectfully,
S. W. LAMOREUX,
Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,

DEP ARTMEN'.1.' OF THE lN'.1.'ERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN A.FF AIRS,

Washington, December 14, 1893.
Under date of October 31, 1892, the President, uuder the provi. 1ou contained in the fifth section of the act of February 8, 1887
(24 tat., 3 8), authorized negotiations with the Nez Perce Indians in
Idal10 for the cession of their surplus lands, and on November 14, 1892,
tbe ecretary of the Interior appointed a commission for that purpose.
• bruary 13, 1893, the commissioners submitted a report to the
ffect t~at they had prepared an agreement which had been signed by
117 nd1c ns, not a sufficjent number. They suggested, in view of the
unf". vorabl weather, that further negotiations be postponed for forty
or ixty day.
. ar h 15, 1803, the commission reconvened, one of its members not
b u_1g pr ent, and on May 1, 1893, the two commi. siouers submitted
th 1r final r port, accompanied by an agreement sigµed by a sufficient
mun b r of the male adults of the tribe.
All gation having subsequently been made to thjs office that
improp r influence and undue pre sure had been u, d to , ecure the
agre ill nt, I in tructed ~pecial A.O' ut Jolm Lane, on September 21
1 3, to make a thorough inve tigation as to these cl1arge , with the
vie of a certainiug whether the agre rneut lrnd been freely and volun·
. ~IR:
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tarily signed by a majority of the male adults without undue pressure
or improper influence.
·
.
.
I am now in receipt of his report, dated November 25, 1893, m which
he concludes as follows:
I am, therefore, taking all the evidence introduced on both sides into consideration,
fully justified in saying that there was no fraud, undue pressure, or improper meth-

ods used in procuring the signatures to said agreement.

By the :first article the said Nez Perce lndians cede, sell, relinquish,
and convey.to the United States all their claim, right, title, and interest in and to all the unallotted lands within the limits of their reservation, saving and excepting described tracts, embracing some 30,000
acres of wood and timber land.
By the second section it is stipulated that certain described tracts of
640 acres, known as the " Langford claim," shall also be excepted from
the cession, and that the United States will pay to William G. Langford, his heirs and assigns, the sum of $20,000 upon the execution of
a satisfactory release and relinquishment to the United States of all
title, etc., in said tracts. It is stipulated upon the part of the Indians
that, upon the execution and approval of such release, their right of
occupancy shall im,mediately terminate, and complete title vest in
the United States: Provided, That any member of the said Nez Perce
tribe entitled to an allotment, now occupying and having valuabfo
improvements upon any of said lands not already occupied or improved
by tbe United States, may have the same allotted to him in such subdivisions as shall be approved by the Secretary of the Interior, in
lieu of an equal quantity of agricultural land allotted to him elsewhere, and for this purpose shall relinquish any patent that may have
been issued to him before the title to said Langford tracts shall vest in
the United States.
Five acres of the tract upon which the Indian Presbyterian Church
is located is to be patented to said church.
·
By the third article the United States agree to pay to said Indians
{he sum of $1,626,220, to be disposed of as follows: $626,220 to be paid
to said Indians per capita, as soon as practicable after the ratification
of the agreement, the remainder to be deposited in the Treasury of the
United States to the credit of the ''Nez Perce Indians of Idaho," to
bear interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, principal and
interest to be paid Sf1id Indians, per capita, as follows: At the expiration of one year from date of ratification the sum of $50,000, and semi3!nnually thereafter the sum of $150,000, with the interest on the unexpended portion of the fund of $1,000,000 until the entire amount shall
have been paid; no part of the funds to be derived from this cession
to be diverted or withheld from the disposition made by this article on
account of any depredation or other act committed hy any Nez Perce
Indians prior to the execution of the agreement; but the sum is to be
actually paid to the Indians in cash, in the manner and at the times
stipulated in this article.
By the fourth article the United States agrees to purchase for the
use of the Nez Perce Indians two portable steam sawmills at a cost not
exceeding $10,000 each, and to provide for said Indians for a period
not exceeding two years, and at a cost not exceeding $2,400, a competent surveyor for the purpose of fully informing said Indians as to the
correct locations of their allotments and the corners and lines thereof.
By the :fifth article it is stipulated that the lands by the agreement
ceded shall not be opened to public settlement until trust patents for
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the allotted lands shall have been duly issued and recorded and the
first payment shall have been made to said Indians.
Article VI stipulates that any religious or other organizations occupying, under proper authority, for religious or e~ucational work among
Indians, any of the lands ceded, shall have the right for two years from
date of ratification within which to purchase the lands so occupied at
the rate of $3 per acre, the same to be conveyed to such society by
patent in the usual form .
.Article VII stipulates that all allotments made to members of the
tribe who have died since·the same were made, or who may die before
the ratification of the agreement, shall be confirmed and trust patents
issued in the names of such allottees respectively.
By .Article VIII it is agreed that the first per capita payment shall
be made to those members of the Nez Perce tribe whose names appear
on the schedule of allotments made by Special .Agent Fletcher, and to
such as may be born to them before ratification : Provided, That should
it be found that any member of the tribe has been omitted from said
schedule, such member shall share in said payment and shall be given
an allotment, and each subsequent payment shall be made to those who
receive the preceding payment and those born thereafter: Provided,
That not more than one payment shall be made on account of a deceased
member.
Article IX provides that all lands by the agreement ceded, those
retained and those allotted, shall be subject, for a period of twenty-five
year , to all the laws of the United States prohibiting the introduction of
intoxicants into the Indian country, and th.at the Nez Perce Indian
a1lottee , whether under the care of an Indian agent or not, shall for a
like period be suQject to all the laws of the U uited States prohibiting
the ale or other disposition of intoxicants to Indians.
By Article X it is agreed that investigation shall be made of the
claim of certain Indians (list of 53 Indians attached) for services as
cout , couriers, and messengers under Gen. 0. 0. Howard, and such
proper remuneration as may be found to be due shall be made to each
of uch claimants at not exceeding $2.50 per day each for not exceeding ixty days.
aid article also recites that .Abraham Brooks, a member of said
tribe, wa, engaged in the service of the United States in the war with
J ~ . ph' band; was wounded in said service, by reason thereof is in
frul_mg health, and that he is now nearly bliud in consequence thereof.
It 1 agreed that an investigation of the facts shall be made by the
pr p r authorWes of the United States and if the facts be found subtantially a represented, or if found worthy under the law, he shall be
allowed and paid by the United States a pension adequate to the service nd di ability.
rticle I continues the existing provisions of all former treaties
wi h aid Indians not inconsistent with the agreement.
rticle II provides that the agreement shall not take effect until
ratifi d by ongress.
The agreement i signed by Robert Schleiche~t. James F. Allen, and
Cyru Beede, commi ioners on the part of the united State , and by
. B. Lawyer, and by 241 other male adults on behalf of the tribe, 6
having igned by power of attorney. P. B. Whitman, interpreter
mpl y d by the commi sion, Edward Raboin, CT. S. interpreter, and
Jam Grant, interpreter employed by the commission, ertify that the
agre m nt wa fully interpreted to the Indian and they made to under tand the same; that after said interpretation tho e Indians whose
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names appear subscribed signed the same or authorized it to b~ signed
in their presence; and tbat said subscribers are male adult members of
the tribe over 21 years of age.
Warren D. Robbins, U. S. Indian agent, certifies that the adult male
population of the Nez Perce tribe of Indians is 398, from ~is best
knowledge, belief, and information, derived from the records of lus office,
fortified by all other sources of information as to ages. The agreement
is therefore signed by 42 more than a majority.
The Nez Perce Reservation in Idaho was created by the treaty of
June 9, 1863 (14 Stats., 647), by which the Nez Perce Indians relinquished to the United States the lands theretofore reserved for their
use and occupation, saving and excepting the tract of land reserved
for a home for the sole use and occupation of the tribe, and described
in Article n, as follows:
. Commencing at the NE. corner of Lake Waha, and running thence northerly to a
point on the north bank of the Clearwater River, three miles below the mouth of
the Lapwai; thence down the north bank of the Clearwater to the mouth of the
Hatwai Creek; thence due north to a point seven miles distant; thence eastwardly
to a point on the north fork of the Clearwater, seven miles distant from its mouth;
thence to a point on Oro Fino Creek, five miles above its mouth; thence to a point
on the north fork of the south fork of the Clearwater, five miles above its mouth;
thence to a point on the south fork of the Clearwater, one mile above the bridge,
on the road leading to Elk City (so as to include all the Indian farms now within
the forks); thence in a straight line westwardly to the place of beginning.

A portion of the reservation has not been subdivided. It is estimated to contain 756,968 acres. The allotments have been made in the
field, and a schedule of 1,665 is now ready for transmission to the
Department; the remainder, some 240, can not b,e scheduled until the
plats of the latest surveys are received from the General Land Office.
They are expected within a short time.
The quantity of land allotted is estimated at 182,234 acres.
The number of acres reserved from cession is 32,660, including the
Langford claim, leaving the quantity of lands ceded 542,074 acres, and
upon this basis the compensation was agreed upon at $3 per acre.
As to this price the commission remarks as follows:
Much of the lan<l, however, is fine agricultural land, worth perhaps $8 or $10 per
acre. while from one-third to one-half is of little value. We therefore think that
this ·price, while liberal, is fair and equitable, both to the Indians and the Government.

As to the terms of payment the commissioners say:
The ~ommission was strenuously opposed to the payment of the entire purchase
money m so short a period, but could not remove the objection of the Indians to smaller
paym~nts covering ~ ~onger period. The Nez Perce Indians, however, have been
practically self-sustammg for some years, and we do not•think the Government need
fear that it will bo called upon to assist them.

It may also be remarked that the ultimate cost of these lands to the
Government is greatly diminished by making the entire payment in a
comparatively short time.
The entire amount of interest to be paid under this agreement is
some $91,000, while the Sisseton Indians, who ceded their lands for
$2.50 p~r acre, are to be paid some $75,000 interest per annum. If this
be contmued for twenty-five years, as is probable, it will amount to
some $1,875,000, making the actual cost of tbe lands some $5.50 per
acre. This agreement, therefore, seems to be favorable to the Government in this respect.
The history of the "Langford claim" may be found in Senate Ex.
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Doc. o. 12, Fifty-first Congress, :first session. Briefly stated, it is as
follow·:
In ovember, 1836, the .American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis ion , by their agent, Rev. H. H. Spaulding, entered upon and
occupied the tract of land in question for a permanent station among
the Indians. The board subsequently cultivated the land, planted
orchards, and erected buildings thereon, which consisted of a church,
schoolhouse, printing office, dwelling house, mills, and barns, and continu d to occupy the premises until December, 1847, when on account
of au Indian outbreak the place was abandoned.
August 14, 1848, Congress passed an act (9 Stats., 323) providing for
a Territorial government for Oregon, within which this tract was then
located, containing the following proviso:
'fhat the title to the land, not exceeding 640 acres, now occupied as missionary
stations among the Indian tribes in said Territory, together with the improvements
thereon, be confirmed and established in the several religious societies to which said
missionary stations respectively belong.

This land is within the lands ceded by the Nez PerC(~S under the
treaty of 1856 (9 Stats., 957), and also within the reservations created
both by that treaty and the one of 1868.
Eai-ly in 1862 the Indian Department took possesssion of such of the
buildings of the board as then remained standing. On June 2, 1862,
the board served notice on the Indian agent that it claimed the 940
acr ' upon which the land was situated and afterwards brought suit
iu th courts of Idaho.
February 14, 1868, the board conveyed the premises by deed to William G. Langford. Various attempts have been made by him to recover
po e ion of the property or to obtain compensation for the same, but
without success, the Department maintaining that whatever might be
fr. Langford's ultimate rights in the matter the Indians were still
entitled to pos ession.
The commissioners state that they found this claim to bea soro nbj ct with the Indians, a number of whom are living on the claim, with
sub tantial improvements.
AJter consultation with attorneys representing the claimants we concluded that
th be t thing to be done was to extinguish the claim by the payment of a fair
m unt to the Langford claimants, and allow the Indian occupants to take their
allotments so as to include their improvements. If the payment proposed to be made
to th. Langford heirs or assigns is not accepted, the Indian occupancy of title will
r ?lam as heretofore. We have reason to believe, however, that these claimants
will exe ute the relinquishment. A.s the Government undertook to grant the land
b for the Indian title was extinguished and allowed the Indians to make improve~ nts th reon, we think there is no doubt that it is ,justly bound to extinguish the
tL 1 , so a to allow the Indians to hold the lands, at its own expense.

I am informally advised by one of the commissioners that unless this
provi i n had been inserted it would have been impossible to obtain
th o~,ent of a majority of the tribe to the proposed agreement.
Ju 1c to the Indians undoubtedly requires that the title to said tract
h uld b o cleare<l as to allow them to have as allotments the lands
on bi ~ th y are located and which the Government has permitted
h m to improve. Some 26 families have their homes upon this land,
t
bi h a i generally the case with Indians, they are warmly
atta ·h d.
It i h ught that a precedent for this payment may be found in the
a t of Jan 16z.J. 60 (12 Stat ., 44), which authorized the payment of
·2
Oto the mi . ionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church
for land and improv ment in Oregon embraced within the military
re r a ion at The Dalles.
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The provision for the two sawmills was inserted at th~ request of the
. Indians af'ter the price had been agreed upon, and will undoubtedly
prove of great benefit to then~.
. .
..
I see no objections to any of the prov1s1~ns of the agreeme~t and_ have
the honor to recommend that it be submitted for the considerat10n of
Congress.
I have prepared the draft of a bill for the ratification of the agreement
and transmit the same in duplicate.
Although it is probably not the duty of this office to draft a provision
for the opening of the lands to settlement, I have incorporated a section for that purpose and suggest a reference to the Commissioner of
the General Land Office for his views thereon. It is also suggested
that he should consider the propriety of asking an appropriation for
completing the survey of the ceded lands.
·
In connection with this matter I have tbe honor to state that I am
in receipt, by reference from Hon. Fred. T. Dubois, of a communication from F. A. Fenn, chief clerk of the Idaho State board of land
commissioners, dated May 3, 1893, in which he requests the Senator
to ascertain the policy of the administration regarding selections of
land by the State within the limits of the reservation when opened to
settlement, and states that it is of very great importance that the State
should be allowed to select lands within the present limits of reservations when opened to settlement; that the Nez Perce Reservation
probably contains the largest body of valuable unoccupied agricultural
lands that can be found anywhere; that the State might easily secure
150,000 or 200,000 acres of land there; but if it be debarred from that
privilege just that much land of second quality will have to be taken
instead.
He also states that the north line of the reservation, as originally
run, fell something like 100 rods south of the line. recently "-delimited"
(sic) by Mr. Briggs, who surveyed the reservation for allotment; that
settlers, on land adjacent to the reservation on the north, have secured
patents from the Government for their land; that the new line established
by Briggs cuts through all these patented places, as well as unpatented
ones; that if approved this would deprive the settlers of a very great
deal of land which they have honestly improved and paid for under
the homestead, pre-emption, and timber-culture laws: that the line cuts
through several school sections which have been sold by the State,
which receives the land under its grant according to approved plats
on file at the time of the making of the grant; and that if the Briggs line
be declared the true one, then the strip lying between the Briggs line
and the original survey never belonged to the United States, and
hence could not pass by the grant, and the State had no right to dispose of it
He thinks this brief outline will show the importance of having the
Briggs survey rejected so far as it relates to the north line of the reservation, and securing the approval of the old line.
With reference to Mr. Fenn's first suggestion, it is remarked that by
the bill prepared in this office it is proposed to reserve sections 16 and
36 for school purposes, as has been done in the ratification of all agreements for the cession of Indian lands. I do not know of any good
reason for making further grants to the State out of these lands, which
are to be purchased and paid for by the U nitecl States.
As to the north boundary of the reservation, Mr. Fenn seems to be
somewhat in error.
Under date of May 2, 1891, Special Agent Fletcher reported to this
office that certain land in the northwest quarter of the reservation had
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been patented to on e George W. Follette, jr., and submitted a diagram
showing the true boundary of the reservation as established by Deputy
Surveyor Thompson, and of the line as shown l>y the township plat of
· 37 north, range 5 west.
The General Land Office having been called upon for an explanation
of thi discrepancy, replied, under date of July 27, 1891, that the surveyor-general of Idaho confirmed the existence of the irregularity in
the approved township plat, so far as it related to section 24, and that
he had been instructed to cause amended plats to be made in conformity with the original field notes.
It is the understanding of this office that Deputy Surveyor Briggs
did not establish a new boundary line, but discovered and followed the
approved survey of Deputy Surveyor Thompson, made before the subdivi ion of the adjoining lands. The error, therefore, occurred in making the latter surveys.
As a matter of fact no allotments were made in the disputed strip
and the Ia.nds are included in the cession, the Indians being justly
entitled to compensation therefor.
The question as to whether t.be settlers on this land who may have
been misled by tbe erroneous township surveys are entitled to reHef
of any kind seems to be one for the consideration of the General Land
Office, and it is suggested that the attention of the Commissioner be
called to the matter.
I al o transmit duplicate copies of this report, the agreement, report
of the commission, proceedings of councils, and of the report of Special
Agent Lane.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. M. BROWNING,
Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

LEWISTON, IDAHO, May 1, 1893.
SIR: We have the honor and satisfaction of reporting to you the
ucce ful issue of negotiations with the Nez Perce Indians, of Idaho,
for the relinquishment to the United States of that portion of their
urplus land not allotted to them and not reserved for their own use
a timber land.
u are already advi ed by our report of February 13, last, of the
ne otiations up to that date and of the difficulties we encountered in
t~ be 0 'inning of our work, and also that we had tben obtained 117
1gnature to the agreement out of 204, which was the number we at
that time on idered nece sary.
h n the commi ion reconvened on March 15, we found the tribe
a embleg. in council, with quite a number of those who had formerly
mo t tretmou ly oppo ed the agreement most anxious for its speedy
omr 1 ion, and within two day we obtained some 40 more signature .
Other came in from day to day, until to-day, when compelled to
adjourn by limitation of our time, signing was concluded with 236
name , which i a majority of 37, 398 being. the total number of adult
male m mb r of the tribe according to the certificate of the U. S.
Indian ag nt in charge of the agency.
Thi e timate we kn w to be ery nearly correct, from a careful
examination of the allotment book put at our dispo al by the Depart-
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ment, and a count as accurate as could be made of those Indians who
have died, as well as of those who became of age, s~nce they were allott~d.
We had sent a power of attorney to the supermten<l.ent of the traming school at Carlisle, Pa., for the signatures of Nez Perce pupils there;
and it was returned with 6 signatures out of the 8 young men
there of proper age. Having in the meantime been instructed. by tlie
honorable Secretary of the Interior not to accept any signatures by
110wer of attorney, we have not included those 6 names in our count
of a majority, but add them to the agreement on a separate shee_t, and
would respectfully recommend that they be included, as the signers
thereof have expressed a -desire to have their names appear with the
other progressive members of the tribe. This would raise the majority
to 43.
The names marked (2) from No. 107 to 112, inclusive; appear again
between Nos. 229 and 230; they are those of young Nez Perces serving in the U. S. Army at Fort Walla Walla, Wash., who requested
their agent in January, last, to sign their names by power of .attorney;
we allowed them to be signed, not having any instructions to the contrary at the time. They, however, having visited the Agency lately
in a body on military duty, we permitted them to sign again in their
own hands.
The names from 99 to 106, inclusive, marked (1), were signed before
the agent and agency interpreter during the absence of the commission at Kamiah, in January last. After receiving later instructions
we bad them acknowledge their signatures beforeus; hence we embrace
them in the count.
Name No. 8, by mistake, signed again at No~ 55, and is ther~fore
deducted from the total number.
On resuming our work, on March 15, we had every reason to believe
that ere this we should be able to report that we had secured a unanimously signed agreement. The very liberal propositions we made the
Nez Perces, as they were being better understood by discussion among
the · Indians ·themselves, had brought the great majority of them to
look upon them with favor. It is only through the false representations of the four Indians who recently visited Washington, ul).der the
leadership of one T. D. Page, actuated by purely selfish and sinister
motives, that the agreement is not made practically -unanimous. The
motive . of these-- Indi;ms is that the bulk of the reservation may be
kept for the use of their own vast herds and those of a few others,
constituting the wealth of the tribe, to·the exclusion of all benefits to
the rank and file.
W efully explained these motives in our letter to the honorable Oommissioner, dated April 3, and called attention to the scheme of -T. D. Page,
above referred to, ot preventing the consummation of this agreement
for the purpose of allowing a syndicate of capitalists to lease all the
agricultural lands on the reservation, both allotted and unallotted, for
a number of years.
It would be gross injustice to the Nez Perces as a tribe to-judge
them by these four •visitors -to Washington, who in reality are only
representative of an element which is in a decided minority.
The progressive and best portion of the tribe are headed by such
men as James Lawyer, Archie Lawyer, James Reuben, James Stewart,
James Grant, Eddie Conner, who really are public spirited and progressive, who look after and maintain the.interests and rights of their
people, without any manifestation of selfish interest. As an instance
of this we would mention the case of James Reuben, who some years
ago went to Washington at his own expense, and appeared before
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committees of the Senate and House aud secured legislation to return
his fellow tribesmen of Joseph's band, then exiles in the Indian Territory, to their own homes.
These representative men in all our councils with the tribe have
manifested the true leadership in discussing the merits and demerits
of the agreement, and assisted in perfecting the same, so as to make it
a sati factory one to their people, one that they could advocate and
work for; while the other four Indians, with a few followers, persistently refused to entertain any propositions made to them by the Government through us, stating repeatedly that they were not ready for
a change, but wanted to remain Indians as their fathers had been, did
not want to become citizens, etc.
In view of these facts, and that we are not informed to what extent
these four Indians have been rebuked or encouraged in Washington,
but, from their actions before leaving here, are fully convinced that
they will return to the reservation claiming that they will be sustained by the powers that be, notwithstanding they promised their
people that if the authorities at Washington assured them that this
commi sion represented the Government in making this agreement,
and ad vised them to do so, they would return home and cheerfully sign
their names thereto; we respectfully recommend that no action be
taken in anyway delaying the benefits to accrue to the tribe by this
agr ement, without giving the better class of Indians, the educated
and progressive ones, an opportunity to present their claims in person
to the Department.
.Article II of the agreement provides for the payment of $20,000 for
the extinction of the Langford claim. This amount may seem large,
but when it i remembered that all the agency improvements are on
the land claimed, and that a number of Indians are located thereon
with valuable improvements, it seems almost absolutely essential to
quiet the title, and we have been informed that this is the lowest
amount which will satisfy the claimants.
~ re append a list of the names of Indians who claim to be entitled
to allotments, but have not been allotted, mostly cases where they
were absent from the reservation while the allotments were being
mad . There has also a number of cases been brought to our notice
wher . a few minor changes in allotments would be greatly beneficial
to th allottees, and, therefore, take the liberty to recommend that the
In<liau agent in charge be authorized to employ a competent surveyor
to a ,•i ·t him, and that he be directed to allot lands to those who have
not receiyed allotments and are entitled thereto, and make such few
chan , rn the allotments of others as may be required.
All of whi h i re pectfully submitted.
our obedient servants,
ROBERT SCHLEICHER,
CYRUS BEEDE,
00111,rnissioners.
The O llSSIO ER OF INDIAN AFF .A.IRS,
Washington, D. 0.

LEWISTON, ID.A.no, February 13, 1893.
SIR: .Referring to rour telegram of 11th instant, in re ponse to ours
of th m tant, grantmg our reque t to be relieved from duty for the
pre ent as commis ioners to negotiate with the ez Pere~ Judians of
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Idaho for the surrender of a portion of their surplus lands, and direct~
ing us to report our doings to date, we s1:10J?it report as _follows:. · · ·
Under the instructions of the Oomm1ss10ner of Indian Affairs, of
date November 17, 1892, approved by you, the commissi?ners assem~
bled at this place December 1, 1892, and on th~ ~ucceedmg d_ay proceeded to the agency for the purpose of not1fyrng the Indians to
meet ti.sin council the following week. Upon our arrival there we found
the Indians already assembled in considerable numbers in- anticipa-tion of our mission, and that they had selected a chief councilor and
chairman, with twelve assistant councilors to act on their behalf in
council with the commissioners.
The council was opened on the 5th of December and continued from
day to day (with the exception of two or three days), until the 15th of
December. From the beginning of these councils the speakers manifested and expressed a decided unwillingness to part with any of their
surplus lands ; various complaints were made as to the manner· in
which their land had been allotted (which in nearly every instance were
apparently groundless). They also expressed their opposition to any
sale until the patents to their alloted lands had been issued, so they
would know what land was unallotted; Many of the speakers insisted
that the unallotted lands should be retained for their unborn children.
The commissioners patiently endeavored to remove their objections by
showing them the advantages to be derived from the funds arising
from the sale of the lands, and offering to incorporate in the agreement
provisions that the lands should not be opened to settlement until the
trust patents should be issued, and to keep a surveyor on the reservation at the expense of the United States, for one or two years, in order
to show the corners and lines of their allotments to any Indians who
were not informed as to their locations.
At the fourth daJ 's council we submitted a written statement embody~
ing the provisions of the agreement which we proposed to submit to
them for their signatures. In this statement we offered them an
average price of $2.50 per acre, amounting to $1,274,758, some 65,000
acres to be retained by them for wood and timber. Of this sum $474,785
was to be paid to the Indians in cash per capita as soon as practicable ·
a.fter the ratification of the agreement, the remainder to be invested in
the Treasury at 5 per cent interest, to be paid in annual instalments of
$100,000 with interest. We were still unable to elicit any expression
from any member of the council in favor of a sale of a portion of the
lands, but at the fifth day's council James Reuben expressed his willingness to consent to a sale provided the Government would pay
$2,250,000. Eddie Connor, another of the speakers, .concurred with
Reuben.
;
At the eighth day's council we informed the Indians that we would
raise the offer to $3 per acre. At this council we endeavored to obtain
an expression of opinion from Indians other than those who had been
selected as councilors, but without much success. We were at the
time aware of the fact that a majority of the Indians present were in
favor of signing the agreement, but had been intimidated by the speakers,
who went so far in their own councils as to threaten any Indian witl;i.
ejection from the house should he presume to express an opinion not in
accordance with theirs.
At the tenth day's council James Reuben submitted a number of
amendments to which the commissioners could not give their consent,
whereupon he refused to sign the agreement, as did all the others
present. The council then adjourned for a time.
S.Ex.1-2~
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We alled another council for the 29th of December. The Indians
from amiah and other pojnt remote from the agency sent word that
they were unable to attend, owinO'to snow and cold weather. We subse u ntly 1 arned that the rank and :file of the tr~be were anxious to
me t the ommi sion, but were prevented from domg so by the leaders
of the oppo i tion.
.
.
.
Cotmcil were then held daily for several days with such of the Indian a l i eel within a day's ride of the agency, and they did this to a
great xtent against the wi h of the chiefs and speakers living in the
ettlement, who went to the trou~leof go!n~ 01;1- th~ road to me~t incoming Indians, and turn them back either bymtimidat10n or by telhn&· them
that there would be no council held that day. At these coune1ls the
proposed agTeement was discussed and explained at length and several
modifications agreed upon; and upon submitting the agreement for
signatures, the two speakers who had been atten<ling these councils,
with their following of 50 or 60 Indians, appended their signatures, and
were followed by 20 or 30 more whom the commission visited at their
ettlements. Some three weeks were spent at this work.
The commission then determined to visit Kamiah for the purpose of
ounciling with the Indians there, in the hope that time and reflection
had overcome their opposition at last. We were strengthened in this
hope by the request of the chairman of the committee of speakers, who
i a resident of that portion of the reservation, to come there, as himself
and 0 or 50 more of his people were now ready to sign.
We remained there at considerable risk of being snowed in for the
winter for four days, being compelled to camp on the ground, there being
no other accommodation. We held full councils, but succeeded only
in curing the assent of the chief councilor, A. B. Lawyer, and two
oth r . This was a demonstration to the commission of the intimidation
and influence exercised over the common Indians by a few leaders who
prevented them from signing when it was their wish, previously expressed,
to do so. Those Indians told usrepeatedlyin council that could we in"duce
their three leaders to append their signatures, every man in the council
would gladly shake hands with the commissioners and obey the wishes of
• the Government.
We then returned to Lewiston with the intention of abandoning
further efforts for the time being, but information received on the very
d y of our return led us ro believe that some of the leaders who had
b r tofore opposed us were now changing their minds. This information, however, proved to be to some extent unreliable.
The weather is now such that it will be impossible to visit Kamiah
and other outlying settlements with safety for the next forty or sixty
days.
·
We have thus far secured the signatures of 117 Indians, including
19 by power of attorney, requiring, according to our instructions, 87
more to make a valid agreement. Agent Robbins states that the male
adults of the tribe number 407.
.
e desire to refer briefly to some points in the agreement as signed
by the above number of Indians.
~he price which we agreed to pay is $3 per acre, or $1,626,222, of
which 626,222 is to be paid per capita in cash upon the ratification of
~he agree~e~t, and the remainder in semiannual installments, with
mtere t, withm four and one-half years. The price per acre is in excess
of that heretofore paid for any considerable body of Indian land, so
far a we are advi ed. Much of the land, however, is fine agricultural
land, worth, perhaps, 8 or 10 per acre, while from one-third to one-
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half is of little value. We therefore think that this price, while lib~
eral, is fair and equitable, both to the Indians and the Governrne1;1-t.
·The comniissiou was strenuously opposed to the payment of the entire
purchase money in so short a period, but could not remove the objection of the Indians to smaller payments covering a longer period~
The Nez Perce Indians, however, have been practically self-sustaining
for ·some years, and we do not think the Government need fear that it
.will be called upon to assist tltem.
We also endavored to have a provision made for the support of the
school, but to this they would not listen.
The "Langford claim" is so well known to the Department that it is
not necessary to give a history of it here. We found, it however, to be
a sore subject with the Indians, a number of whom are living on the
claim, with substantial improvements.
.
After consultation with attorueys representing the claimants we con•
cluded that the best t.hing to be done was to extinguish the claim by
the payment of a fair amount to the Langford claimants, and allow the
Indian occupants to take their allotments so as to include their improvements. If the payment proposed to be made to the Langford heirs or
assigns is not accepted the Indian occupancy title will remain as heretofore. We have reason to believe, however, that these cla.imants will
execute the relinquishment. As the governor undertook to grant this
lan<l before the fodian title was extinguished and allowed the Indians
to make improvements thereon, we think there is no doubt that it is
fully bound to extinguish the title so as to allow the Indians to hold
the lands at its own expense.
The principal obstructions to our complete success in the negotiations
thus far are not wholly apparent from the proceedings of the councils
as reported; they have, however, been gathered with more or less exactness, and may be briefly stated as follows, viz:
.(1) A proposition by one T. D. Page, a quarter-blood Umatilla
Indian, claiming to represent a syndfoate of capitalists and railroad
officials, to lease some 250,Q00 acres of the unallotted hnd on the Nez
Perce Reservation for ngricultural purposes, paying the Indians therefor a rental which would in ten years far exceed in amount the price
offered by the commission for an absolute purchase. While the Indians are informed that such lease can not legally be made, they are
encouraged in the belief that it might be tolerated from -the fact that
a portion of their allotted lands are now being farmed by whites, under
leases obtained from the Indians through Page, assisted by James
Reuben, a leading Indian of the tribe; presumably without the knowledge of tbe Department.
(2) We :find among the Indians a class of men who, from the fact that
they are sons of former chiefs, are assnming a supervision of the affairs
of the tribe at large. These men with a few others, perhaps a dozen
in all, are heavy owners of cattle and horses, holding perhaps 90 per
cent of all the live stock in the tribe. These men are naturally
opposed to parting with the surplus lands, preferring to retain them as
pasturage for their herds, thus dividing the benefits of a half million
acres of lands among a few instead of dividing the proceeds of a sale
equally an:.ong all the members of the tribe. The speakers of the
council wue largely of this class of men, or of those representing
their interests.
(3) As before intimated, the poorer and more ignorant people were
greatly intimidated by these leaders and largely influenced by them,
as they recognize their wealth and ability.
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(4) Another cla s appear to have a greater regard for their unborn
children than for the aged and helpless oft.he tribe.
e are, however, of the opinion that all the obstacles could be overcome in a rea onable time if we could obtain free access to the various
ettlements. The reservation extends for a distance of 70 miles and is
divided by a high range of mountains. One of the principal settlement , that at Kamiah, is divided by the Clearwater River, which was
formerly cro sed by a ferry, but the boat is now a total wreck. At the
time of our visit we were unable to cross owing to floating ice in the
rapidly flowing river. Three of the Indians 1iarrowly escaped drowning
while fording the river to attend our council. The reservation is also
intersected by many deep canyons and other o"!=>structions which render
travel almost impossible during winter weather.
Evidence is accumulating as we write this report that the influence
of the chiefs and leaders js waning and even that some of these men
will eventually sign the agreement.
In view of the state of the weather, the natural obstacles as stated,
and the fact that the available funds were about exhausted, we deemed
it advisable to postpone further negotiations until a more favorable
time, a indicated by our telegram of the 8th instant.
For further information of the Department, we inclose a copy of the
propo ed agreement, as also a copy of the recorded proceedings of the
coun il o far as reduced to writing. We were unable to obtain a
stenogrc pher for the councils subsequent to December 15. The original
a Teement i retained in the hands of our chairman for use in further
n · tiations, if the Department deem it wise to authorize the commisi n to re ume such negotiations.
In conclu ion, we deem it proper to recommend that, if practicable,
the trust patents for the allotted lands be prepared and forwarded to
the commi sion for delivery to the allottees, when it resumes its labors.
We al o desire to express our high appreciation of the valuable
ervices rendered and courtesies extended us by Agent W. D. Robbins
and Superintendent Ed. McConville.
Very respectfully, your obedient servants,
RO:BERT SCHLEICHER,
JAMES F. ALLEN,
CYRUS BEEDE,

Hon.

JOHN

w.

Commissioners.
NOBLE,

Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. 0.

UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE,

Nez Perce Agency, Idaho, November 25, 1893,
. Sm: I have the honor to report that, in obedience to your instructions contained
m office 1 tt r of eptember 21, 1893, marked II Land," I arrived at Lewiston, Idaho,
on h 7 h day of October, 1893, and reached Nez Perce Agency on Monday, the 9th
day of ·tober, 1893, and immedfately dis1rntched Indian policemen and notified all
inter . ted parties to meet me at the agency on the 13th day of October, 1893; that
on S3'.1d_ day, quite a number of Indian , among whom were George Moses, Utsin
Mehhkm, and Rev. William Wheeler, three of the persons who visited Washington
on b ha~f of the opposition to the agreement for the sale of the surplus land on said
reservation, were present, as, also, were ex-Agent W. D. Robbins and ex-Commissioner
Rob rt Schleicher.
After xplaining to the persons present the object of my visit, to wit, that certain
charges had b en made against ex-Agent Robbins, and by implicatiou other p:uties,
to the effe~t that si gu a ~urc to sai!Ja ~reemen t for sale of surplus la,n d had been obtamed
by undue influence or IIDproper metnods, and that! was there to.hear proof in regard ;
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to the same, and that they 'should have every opportunity to prove said charges, Ge?rge
Moses, as spokesman of the opposition, notified m~ that nea~ly all of the India~s
belonging to the reservation were in the mountams on thell' annual hunt, and 1t
would be impossible to obtain witnesses before the first day of November, 1893, and
requested me to grant them that length of time, to which I acceded. Oll the said
first day of November Messrs. Robbins and Schleicher, together with three or four
Indians,· put in an appearance, and George Moses again requested a postponement
to the 22d day of November, for the reason, the Indians had not returned from the
mountains, and he could not procure his witnesses until their r eturn. I again
granted their request. The Indians commenced collecting from Kamiah and other
distant parts of the reservation on the 19th of November, a.nd on the morning of the
22d of November, the day · set for the hearing, I found a large number of Indians,
together with ex-Agent Hobbins and ex-Commissioner Schleicher, on hand. We
commenced taking t estimon y and continued until 4 o'clock in the evening, adjourning at that time until 9 o'clock a,. m. of the 23d, at which time we resumed and continued until all the testimony was in, completing our labors at 4 o'clock a. m. of the
2·4 th.
The evidence, which is very voluminous, is forwarded by to-day's mail. In order
to carry out your instructions (which are as follows, to wit, "Upon receipt of these
instructions, you will proceed to Lewiston, Idaho, and the Nez Perce Reservation,
and make a thorough investigation with the view of ascertaining whether this
agreement was freely and voluntarily signed by a majority of the male adult::; of the
tribe, ·without undue pressure or improper influence. Your investigation should be
thotouo-h and searching, and all parties desiring to be heard should be given opportnnity n'), I permitted full latitude in taking the testimony and run the investigation
on the broad-gauge system, admitting a great deal of testimony which would not
be admissible under any rule oflaw.
The following-named witnesses were called, duly sworn, and testified on the part
of the opposition to wit: Jesse Spotted Eagle, Amos Wap she la, George Moody, Peopeo tab likt, Charles Homer Allen, J esse James alias Jesse Hart, On high, Amos
Wilkins, Charles Moses, Joseph Kentuck, Frank Powers, James Davis, Daniel Moffet;Rip kip li peh li kin , and Utsin Meh li kin. Of these witnesses Jesse Spotted
Eagle, Amos Wap she la, Peo peo tah likt, Charles Homer Allen, Jesse James,
George Moody, and On high testified that they had signed the agreement, but as a
matter of fact, as is shown by the evidence, George Moody and On high never signed
the original agreement, but instead, after the commissioners had completed their
work, adjourned, and sent their report to the Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs at
Washington, D. C., they appeared before Roberp Schleicher, one of said commissioners, and expressed their regret at not having had an opportunity to sign the
same, and said commissioner drew up a paper expressing such regret, together with
a desire upon their part that said agreement should be consummated and their surplus
land sold in accordance therewith, which said paper is here'Yith attached to the evidence herein and marked Exhibit A, and this is the paper they :,igned, thus leaving
but 5 out of the 15 witnesses who testified in behalf of the opposition, to wit:
Jesse SpottedEagle, Amos Wap she la, Peo peo tah likt, Charles Homer Allen, and
~esse James, who signed said a,greement; and their evidence, if it stood unimpeached
and uncontradicted would be sufficient to establish the fact that any fraud, undue
pressure, or improper methods were u41ed in procuring the signatures to said agreement, hut, on the contrary, the evidence introduced upon the part of those who support the legality of the agreement in effect impeach several of said witnesses and
~bsolutely contradict all.
·
The other ten witnesses who testified in behalf of the opposition, each and all
swore that they never signed the agreement for the sale of the surplus laud. That
b eing true, their evidence must be taken as negative, and in contemplation of law
such evidence should not be considered, or have any force or effect whatever; but if
the greatest weight was given to it that the best evidence 1s entitled to, it would
D:Ot be sufficient to prove or establish the truth of the charges made by the opposit10n. Every scintilla of the evidence on the part of the opposition that had a tendency to show or squinted at anything wrong in connection with the matter of procuring signatures to saiu agreement, bas been snccessfully contradicted and explained
away, and the truth of its falsity establisheu beyond a doubt. The greater portion
o.f the evidence on the part of the opposition is hearsay, and none of it of whatever
nature or kind, either directly or by innuendo, proves that ex-Agent Robbins or a11:v
one under him, or that said commissioners or either of them, or any one by their
direction, or under'their authority, did anything wrong or improper in connection
with the execution of said agreement.
The following named witnesses were introduced, duly sworn, and testified in
lJehalf of the validity and l egality of said agreement, to wit: Robert Schleisch er,
James Rubens, Felix Corbett, James Grant, James Stuart, Edward Raboin, Robert
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, tainton and,,. D. Robbin , of whom James Rubens, ~elix Corbett, James Grant,
• dward Raboin, and Jam
tuart are ez Perce Indians, each and all of _whom
i n d th agr ment. ,Jam Rn,b ns, Felix (?or?ett, and James G~ant _are .1udges
f th onrt f Indian offou. e . Edward Raborn 1s the duly authonzed_mterpreter
for the
z rce Ag ncy and Jame Stuart was the iuterpreter. for Miss Fletcher
hil 11 w
nO'a,o- din allotting lantls in severalty to the Indrnn~i all of.':hom
ar er <htable wiLne
al)(l worthy of belief, and all of whom ~estified P?sit1v~ly
that n undue inflaen e or wronO' was committed or pe!Petrated m conn_e,ct10!1 with
the
cntion of aid agreeme1Jt, and, further, all the witnesses w_ho test~fied m supp rt f tb 1 .gal ity of saicl agreem n~ macle t1?-e same ~tatement m r~lat1on theret_?.
Th wbol tronbl on this reservation relative to said agreement 1s embraced m
h tin la t qn tions and answers in testimony given by Mr. Robbins. While
th r ar a few Indians quite wealthy, owning large numbers of horses and cattle,
ta a rul tbc Indians are poor. It is these rich men who head the opposition to
th agre mcnt, knowing that as soon as th~ reservati~n is thrown open their grazing
land will be contracted and the opportumty for makmg money thereby lessened, or
in oth r word they will be deprind of the privilege of letting their herds graze
upon the lands of other Indians .
I am, ther fore, taking all the evidence introduced on both sides i~to consideration,
fnllyjn tified in ayinO' that there was no fraud, undue pressure, or improper methods
u din pro nrino- the ignatnres to said agreement.
R pectfully submitted.
T

JOHN LANE,

U. S. Special Indian Agent.
Tho
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STATE BOARD LAND COMMISSIONERS,

Boise City, Iclaho, May 3, 1893.
m: enator honp, when here a few days ago, told General Parsons that
Idaho · nator had endeavored to so arrange matters apropos of the opening of the
' z P re J eservation that the State, when the reservation should be opened, could
1 ct lan<l within its limits in satisfaction of its varfous special grants; and the
enator n(J'ge tod that it would be well for you to interview the officers of the new
Admini tration having charg of the matter, aud endeavor to discover their policy
regarding s lectiou of land by the State within the limits of the reservation when
op necl for ettlement, if yon have not already done so. In view of the peculiar
ondition here, it is of very great importance to the tate that she should be permitt cl to select lands within the present limits of reservations when they are
thrown open. Probably the ez Perce Reservation contains the largest body of
valuable unoccupied agricultural lands that can be found anywhere. The State
might asily ecure one hundred and fifty or two hundred thousand acres of land
th r if she had the privilege of selecting. If she be debarred from that privilege,
just tbat much land of second quality will have to be t<tken instead.
l tra t that yot1 will do all within your pow~r to have the treaty so framed that
th tate can take advantage of this magnificent opportunity. Please let me hear
fr m you when you have leisure. Another thing in regard to this reservation matt r honld r ceive careful consideration. The north line of the reservation as originally run fell something like 100 rods south of the line recently delimited by Mr .
.BrirrO's, who ha b en urveying the reservation with a view to allotment and opening for ettlcmont.
ettlers on land adjacent to the reservation on the north have
secnr d patents from the Government for their land. The new line established by
Mr. Brigg cuts through all those patented places, as well as many unpatented
on s; and if approved would deprive the settlers of a very great deal of land
wbi h they have hon stly improved and paid for under the homestead, preemption,
and timber culture laws. Th line cuts through several school sections and that
por ion of such ·ections off the reservation has been sold by the State to actual
t!ettler in good faith.
The tate receives the land under its grant, according to the approved plats on
file at the time of the making of the grant, and when tho land in question was sold,
there was no doubt of the right of the tate to dispose of the same. If, however, the
Bri g line be d clared to be the true line, then the strip of land lying between the
Brigg line and the ori~nal sn.rv y never belonged to the United States, and hence
oulcl not pa s by the grant, and, furtheri the tate had no right to dispose of it to
th ettler. I think this brief outline wi l show you the importance of having the
Brigg urvey r jected, so far as it relates to the north line of the reservation, and
DF.AR,
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securing the approval of the old line as t~e true. one_. Nothing you cou!d do would
be more heartily approved than the securmg of Justice to the settlers m regard to
this reservation line.
Respectfully~ ·your-friend,
F. A. FENN.
Hon. FRED T. DUBOIS,
Washington, D. C.
Respectfully referred to honorable Commissioner Indian Affairs.
·

FRED

T. DUBOIS.

Ag1·eement.
Whereas the President, under date of October 31, 1892, and under the provisions
of the act of Congress entitled " an act to provi'de for the allotment of lands in severalty to Indians on the various reservations, and to extend the protection of the
laws of the United States and the Territories over the Indians, and for other purposes," apprnved February 8th, 1887, authorized negotiations with the Nez Perce
Indians in Idaho for the cession of their surplus lauds and
Whereas the said ~ez Perce Indians are willing to dispose of a portion of the
tract of land in the State of Idaho reserved as a home for their use and occupation
by the second article of the treaty between said Indians and the United States, concluded June 9th, 1863; ·
Now, therefore, this agreement made and entered into in pursuance of the provisions of said act ot Congress approved February eight, eighteen hundred and
eighty-seven, at the Nez Perce Agency, by Robert Schleicher, James F. Allen, and
Cyrus Beede, on the part of the United States, and the principal men, ancl male
adults of the N.ez Perce tribe of Indians located on said Nez Perce Reservation, witnesseth:
ARTICLE

I.

The said Nez Perce Indians hereby cede, sell, relinquish and convey to the United
States all their claim, right, title, and interest in and to all the unallotted lands
within the limits of @aid reservation, saving and excepting the following described
tracts of lands, which are hereby retained by the said Indians, viz:
Acres.

In township thirty-four, range four west: Northeast quarter, north half and
southeast of northwest quarter, northeast quarter of southwest quarter,
north half, and east half of southwest quarter, and the southeast quarter
of southeast quarter, section thirteen .... ··-··· .................... ··--··
In township thirty-four, range three west: Sections ten, fifteen, thirty-six ...
In township thirty-three, range. three west: Section one; northwest quarter
of northeast quarter, north half of northwest quarter, section twelve ....•
In township thirty-five, range two west: South half of northeast quarter,
northwest quarter, north half and southeast quarter of southwest quarter,
southeast quarter section three; east half, east half of northwest quarter,
southwest quarter section ten, section eleven; north half, north half of
south half, section twenty-one; east half of northeast quarter, section
twenty; sections twenty-two, twenty-seven, th:rty-five ..................•
In Township thirty-four, range two west: North half, southwest quarter,
north half and southwest quarter and west half of southeast quarter of
southeast quarter section thirteen; section fourteen; north half section
twenty-three; west half of east half and west half of northeast quarter;
northwest quarter; north half of southwest quarter; west half of east half
and northwest quarter and east half of southwest quarter of southeast
quarter, section twenty-four; section twenty-nine .............•...........
In Township thirty-three, range two west: West half and southeast quarter
section six; sections sixteen1 twenty-two, twenty-seven; north half and
north half of south half sect10n thirty-four ...................•.....•. _...
In Township thirty-four, range one west: West half section two; sections
t~1ree, four; north half and southwest quarter section eight; north half section nine; north half a?-d north half of southwest quarter section eighteen;
northwest quarter section seventeen .. _..................................•
In Township thirty-seven, range one east: Section twenty; section twentyone, less south half of south half of southwest quarter of southeast quarter; (10 acres) .......•.................................••...........•.....
In to"'.'nsbip thirty-six, range one east: South half of sections three, four;
sections eleven, twelve ...•••..•• _... _•••.......•.•. _••••••••.•••••..•.••.

440
1,920
760

4,200

2,700
2,880

2,960
1,270
1,920
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.Acres.

In town l1ip birt •-six:, range t,"'o ea. t:
ctions sixteen, s~ventcen, eight~en,
w n y· all of
cti n twenty-fiv wet of boundary lme of reservation;
ecti n w nty- ix tw nty-,· ven ...... ···-·· ···-·· ··-~·· ··-.--· ··---· ....
Io town biJ thirty-fiy , rang two n t: . o!·th h'.1-lf of ~ections sixteen, sevenn · s tion tw nty- even· north hnH oi ect1on thirty-four ..... - - - - .. - . In town. hip thirty-four ra?rr'o two ast: Ea, t half and cast half of west half
of utliC'a ·tqua.rt .r ect1011twenty-fonr .............. --····:-····:····· ·In town hip thirty-four mn,re three a t: onth half of sections nineteen,
w nty • north iialf north lrnlf of south half, southwest quarter an,1 north
half of ontb a. t quarter of outlnve t quarter; north half of south half of
uth a. t quart r section twenty-three, north half; north half and north
half of utbwestquartera"nd outheastquartor of southwest quarter; sontha t qu, rt rs ctiontwenty-fonr; north half an cl southeast qnarter of northt <J.Uarter · northhalfof northwest quarter s~ctio1;1 twenty-five; south h_alf
of northra t qnarter of northeast quarter oi sect10n twenty-six; sect~on
tw nty-niuo · n rthcast quarter of northea t quarter and south half sect10n
thirty; northw t quarter and north half of southwest quarter section
thirty-one; nortliea t quarter, north half and southeast quarter of northw st quarter section thirty-two; northwest quarter, north half of southwe t quarter section thirty-three .... - . -.................. - ... - . . . . . . . . . . .
In township t)Jirt;ir-tlu e, range four east: Sou~h half of southe~st q~rnrter,
ection ei,Yhteen; northeast quadcr a,ncl fract10n northeast of river rn east
half of northwest quarter, section nineteen; fraction W. of boundary line
of r . in ection 22; west half and southeast qua.rter ·cction thirty-five ._
In town hip thirty.two, range four west: Fraction in west half of northeast
quart r f southw st quarter, frac. in northwest quarter of southeast
quarter section 0110; ection two; so nth half of sec~ion six; west half and
011th a t quarter of northeast qnartcr of sectto11 nm e ........... ... -----In town hip thirty-on , r:mgc four west : Son th half of 1rnrtbenst quarter,
s ntbcast <Jnnrter of northwest <]uarter, northeast f)na.rter of sonthwcet
quart r, son th east quarter sec ti on seventeen; north west qua,rter section
tw nty-O11 ... .. ....... - ..... - .... - ... - . - •............. - - ... - . - . - .•.. - . . •

4,240
1,600
100

3, 700

1,440

1,410

480

Tota.l .. _... _. _....... - ....... -.• -........ .. -.. - ..... - •... - . -.... - - . - . 32, 020
ARTICLE

II.

Iti also stipuln.tcd and aO'rced thn.t the place known as "the boom" on the
Clearwn.ter River, near th mouth of Lapwai Creek, Rh all h e excepted from this cession and roscrv cl for the common use of tbe tribe, with foll right of access tl1ereto,
:md that the tract oflancl adjoining said l.Joom, now occnpiecl l.Jy James Moses, shall
be allotted to him in such manner as not to h1terferc with snch right. Also that
th r , hall be re orved from ai cl ce sion the land des cribed as follows : "Com mencing at a point a,t the margin of Clearwater River, oiJ the south side thereof, which
is thr e hundred yarc1s below where the middle thread of Lapwai Creek empties
into said river; run thence up the margin of said. Clearwater River at low water
mark, nin hundred (900) yards to a point; run thence south two hundred and :fifty
yards to a point; thence southwesterly in a line to the son th east corner of a stone
buildinp: partly finish ,1 as a church; thence we t three hundred yards to a point;
tb n ·c from said point northerly in a straiO'bt line to the point of beginning; and
al o tbe adjoinmg tract of land laying southerly of sa id tract, on 1,lte south end
tber of · omm neinp; at the said corner of said church, an<l at the point three hunore!l ya.n1s west thcr of, and rnn a line from each of saicl pointi;.
On of saiu lines rnnuiug on the east side and tbe other on t110 west of said Lapwai rr- k; along the footbiUs of each side of said creek; np tho same sufficientl y
far o tlrn.t a Jin beino- drawn east and west to intersect the aforesaid li11 es
shall eml)rnce within its boundaries, together witl1 the first above described tract
of land, a suffici nt quantity of land as to include and comprise six hunclred
and forty acr ; 'for which de cribecl tracts of land tbc United States stipulnt and a.gr cs to pay to William G. L::wgforcl, bis heirs or assigns, the sum of
tw nty thon ·ao,l dollars, upon the execution by said Langford, bis heirs or assigns,
of a r lease and relinqui. hmeut to the United Sta.tea of all right, title, interest, or
claim, eith r legal or equitable, in and to said tracts of land derived 1 y virt,ue of a
quitcJaim <1eeil of February 14th, 1868, to the said William G. Langford, from Langdon . "\J a.rel, treasurer of the American board of commissioners for foreign missions,
which r 1 a. e and relinqui hment shall be satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior; audit i stipulat d and agreed by sa.id Nez Perce Indians that upon the execution amt approval of such relea e and relinquishment the right of occupancy of
s:.iid Indians in said described tracts shall terminate and cease, and the complete
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title thereto immediately vest in the United States: Provided, That any member of
the said Nez Perce tribe of Indians) entit.led to an allotment, now occupying and having valuable improvements upon any of said lands not already occupied or improved
by the United States may have the same allotted to him in such subdivisions as shall ·
be prescribed and approved by the Secretary of the Interior, in lieu of an equal
quantity of agricultural land allotted to him elsewhere; and for this purpose shall
relinquish any patent that may have been issued to him before the title to said
'Langford' tracts of land shall vest in the United States, and shall have a new
patent issued to him of the form and legal effect prescribed by the 5th section of the
act of February 8th, 1887 (24 Stats., 388), coverfog the new allotment and that portion of the former allotment not surrendered. It is further agreed that five acres of
said tract upon which the Indian Presbyterian Church is located, as long as same
shall remain a church 1 shall be patented to the trustees of said church; that the said
five acres ,s hall not inc;lude improvements made by the United States; the said ,five
acres to be selected under the direction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs."
ARTICLE

III.

In consideration for the lands ceded, sold, relinquished, and conveyed as afore-,
said, the United States stipulates and agrees to pay to the said Nez Perce Indians
the sum of one million six hundred and twenty-six thousand two hundred and
twenty-two dollars, of which amount the sum of six hundred and twenty-six thousand ·two hundred and twenty two dol1ars shall he pa.i d to said Indians per capita
as soon as practicable after the ratification of this agreement. The remainder of
said sum of one million six hundrnd and twenty-six thousand two hundred and
twenty two dollars shall be deposited in the Treasury of the U. S. to the credit of
the "Nez Perce Indians, of Idaho," nnd shall bear interest at the rate of five per
centum per annum, whichprindpalandinterest shall be paid to said Indfanspercapita
as follows) to wit: At the expiration of one year from the date of the ratification of
this agreement, the sum of fifty thousand dollars, and semiannually thereafter the
sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, with the interest on the unexpended
portion of the fund of one million dollars until the entire amount shall have been paid,
and no part of the fonds to be derived from the cession oflands by this agreement made
shall be diverted or withheld from the disposition made by this article on account
of :1ny depredation or other act committed by any Nez Perce Indian, prior to the
execution of this agreement, but the same shall be actually paid to the Indians in
cash, in the manner and at the times as herein stipulated.
ARTICLE

IV.

It is further stipulated and agreed that the United States will purcha,se for the
use of said Nez Perce Indians two portable steam saw mills, at a cost not exceeding
ten thousand <lollars, and will provide for said Indians, for a period not exceeding
two years, and at a cost not exceeding twenty-four hundred dollars, a competent
surveyor, for the purpose of fully informing said Indians as to the correct locatiorni
of their allotments and the corners and lines thereof.
ARTICLE

V.

It is further stipulated and agreed that the lands by this agreement ceded shall
not be opened to public settlement until trust patents for the alloted lands shall
have been duly issued and recorded and the first payment shall have been made to
said Indians.
ARTICLE VI.
It is further stipulated and agreed that any r131igious society or other oro-anization
now occupyin~ under proper authority for religious or educational work ~mong- the
Indians any of the lands ceded, shall have the right for two years from the date of
the ratitication of this agreement within which to purchase the land so occupied,
at the rate of $3 per acre, the same to be conveyed to such society or oro-anization
0
by patent, in the usual form.
ARTICLE

VII-

It is further stipulated and agreed that all allotments made to members of the tribe
who have died since the same were made, or may die before the ratification of this
agreement, shall be confirmed, and trust patents issued in the name of such allottees,
respectively.
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ARTICLE

VIII.

It i forth r stipulated and aCTr ed that the first per capita payment? provided for
in
ti le III of thi airreement, shall be made to those members of tne ~ez Perce
tri wb . e name appear on the schedule of allotments macle by Special Agent
Fl tch rand to uch a may be born to to.em before the ratification of this agreem nt: Prwided That should it be found that any member of the tribe has been
omi ted from s~id schedule, such member shall share in the said payment, and shall
be giv n an allotm_ent, and each s1tbsequent payment shall be. made to those who
r ceiv th pr ceclrng payment and those born thereafter: Provided, That not more
than one payment sliall be made on account of a deceased member.
ARTICLE

IX.

It is further agreed that the lands by this agreement ceded, those retained, and
those allotted to the said Nez Perce Indians shall be subject, for a period of twentyfive years, to all the laws of the United States prohibiting the introduction of intoxicants into the Indian country, and that the Nez Perce Indian allottees, whether
under the care of an Jnclian Agent or not, shall for a like period b.e subj.ect to all
the laws of the United States prohibiting the sale or other disposition of intoxicants
to Indians.
ARTICLE X.
Representation having been made by the Indians in council that several members
of the ez Perce tribe, to the number of about :fifty, as per list hereto attached,
served the United States under General 0. 0. Howard, in the late war with Joseph'B'
baud of said tribe, as sconts, couriers, and messengers, and that they have received
no p y therefor; it is agreed that the United States, through its properly constituted
authority, will carefully examine each of the cases herewith presented, and make
such remuneration to each of said claimants as shall upon such examination be
found to be due, not exceeding tho sum of two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) per day
each, for the time actually engaged in such service; it being understood and agreed
that the time of service of said claimants in no case exceeded sixty (60) days. And
it, also, having been made to appear that Abraham Brooks, a member of the Nez
Per ·e tribe of Indians, was engaged in the service of the United States in the late
war with Joseph's band of Nez Perces, and it also appearing that the said Abraham
Brooks was wounded in said service, and that by reason thereof he is now in failin O' health, and has been for several years; that he is now nearly blind in consequence thereof; it is agreed that an investi~ation of all the facts in the case shall be
made by the proper authorities of the Umted States, as early as practicable, and
that if found substantially as herein represented, or if found worthy under the law
in such cases, provided, he shall be allowed and paid by the United States a pension
adequate to the service and disability.
ARTICLE

XI.

The existing provisions of all former treaties with said Nez Perce Indians not
inconsiRtent with the provisions of this agreement are here by continued in full force
and effect.
·
ARTICLE XII.
This airreement shall not take effect and be in force until ratified by the Congress
of the nited tates.
·
In witn s whereof the said Robert S0hleicher, James F. Allen, and Cyrus Beede,
on the part of the Unite<l. tates, and the principal men and other male adults of
the ez erce tribe of Indians have hereunto set their bands.
Concluded at the Nez P~rce Agency, this first day of May, A. D. 1893.
ROBERT SCHLEICHER,
JAMES F. ALLEN,
CYRUS BEEDE.

1. A. B. awyer.
2. Pet r Lind ley.
3. James Reubeens.
4. James Stnart.
5. Antoine Broocbe.
6. Je sie Hart, his x mark.
7. Edward Proncheau.
8. Basil roncheau.
9. Billy avi , his x mark.
10. Panl Broncheau, his x mark.

11. Looie Broncheau, his x mark.
12. Norman, his x mark.
13. Moses To kai a laht, his x mark.
14. E. J. Conner.
15. Thomas Beale.
16. oah Bredel:.
17. Eagle.
18. George Reymond.
19. Samuel Lott.
20. Peter Hane.
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53.
54.

55.
56.
57.

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

65.
66.
67.

68.
69.
70.

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

84.
85.
86.
87.

Charlie Bartlett, his x mark.
John Wish la noc a, his x mark.
Philip Yum to lote, his x mark.
Billy Compo, his x mark.
Benjamin Anderson, his x mark.
John Levi.
Joe 'Bronchet; his x mark.
John Allen, his x mark.
Mat Whitfield, his x mark.
Fred Lott.
Carry Tab a boo, his x mark.
,Jim Doolitle, his x mark.
()harles Stevens, his x mark.
John Cut nose, his x mark.
David Wish ta kin, his x mark.
Captain John, his x mark.
Jacob She we ka set, his x mark.
Seth, his x mark. .
Peter Pliter, his x mark.
Captain Kane, his x mark.
Sam Willy, his x mark.
Thompson Skoh la tum a, his x mark.
Til lop its, his x mark.
Yap in sote, his x mark.
Jacob Ta wish wai, his x mark.
Eugene Rowley Ta me me o hat, his
xmark.
Abraham Brooks, his x mark.
Jonah Hayes, his x mark,
Red Wolf, his x mark.
Silas Whitman.
Caleb Charles.
Darwin Corbett.
Charles Lindsley.
Thomas Bronche.
Basil Broncheau.
Osias Lawrence.
Si kam kul, his x mark.
Edward Pa kal a paik, his x mark.
Wishtashcut, his x mark.
Willie Smith.
Tak::i, akowkt, his x mark.
Three Feathers, his x mark.
John Minthorne, his x mark.
Jim Wat yat mash Yownyown, his x
mark.
Coyote, his x mark.
Tom Isaac, his x mark.
Wa tsa tash ilp ilp, his x mark.
Wa yuh pa aw een, his x mark.
James W. Maxwell, his x mark.
Johnnie Pinkham, his x mark.
Sam Morris, his x mark.
Tes la wood, his x mark.
Jesse Paul, his x mark.
John Tab a boo, his x mark.
James Grant.
Nat White.
Edward Raboin.
Abel Newton.
Titus Thompson, his x mark.
Pe tum ya non, his x mark.
James Fleming, his x mark.
James Snow.
William Jackson.
Charlie John.
Amos George, his x mark (Hin ma
tum se lu).
James Slickpoo.
Tom Carl, his x mark.

Nip Nop ti nepos, his x mark.
J ohu Mathen, bis x mark.
Carl Ip nap ton si yico, his x mark.
Sam Wilson, his x mark (Tahmayood).
92. 8am Frank, his x mark (Wet yat
kikb).
.
93. Joseph Mathew.
94. Frank Housis Capsis, his x mark.
95. Rev. Silas H. Whitman.
96. Paul Corbett, his x mark.
97. Henry Pow eke, his x mark.
98. McCarty Mesh uu, his x mark.
99. Dick Te was ka ip ots, his x mark.
100. George Lo ha hos (1), his x mark.
101. Jeff Davis (1), his x mark.
102. Tepe Lan nat kipt (1), his x mark.
103. James Moses (1), his x mark.
104. Thomas Crooked Leg (1), his xmark.
105. Harvey Tse ni yo (1), his x mark.
106. Eneas As hu na poo (1), his x mark.
107. William Carter (1), his x mark.
108. Star J. Maxwell (2).
109. Frank Viles (2).
110. Sampson Smith (2),
111. · Charles Horner Allen (2).
112. Michael Conyes (2).
113. Jesse Andrews (2).
114. Felix Corbett, his x mark.
.
115. Abram Johnson, police, his x mark.
116. Samuel Jabeth, his x mark.
117. M. Joseph Ta wis wa haikt, his x
mark.
118. Samuel Bricklett, his x mark.
119. Ned Webb, his x mark.
120. Warren Corbett, his x mark.
121. Henry Emos, his x mark.
122. Thomas Allenwood, his x mark.
123. George Weaskcss, his x mark.
124. Fitch Phinney, his x mark.
125. Tom Hudson, his x mark.
126. Yellow Bear (Ha hats Mox Mox).
127. Pierre Corbett,. his x mark.
128. Watesilpilp (Johnson), his x mark.
129. Geo. Washington, his mark.
130. Fra.ncois Broncheau, his x mark.
131. Benjamin Daniel, his x mark.
132. Louis Hoo nah, his x mark.
133. Temena Ilpilp (Red Heart), his x
mark.
134. Yellow Bull, his x mark.
135. Charles Miles (We ow a Seps kun),
his x mark.
136. James Sawyer.
137. Bartllolomew Moody, his x mark.
138. Johnnie Allen (Tash Wa tash), his
x mark.
,
139. Phillip Williams (Lap ayh lu te),
his x mark.
140. Jay Gould, his mark.
141. Jason Condit, his x mark.
142. Kentuck Corbett, his x mark.
143. Benjamin Five Crows (Cottonwood),
his x ma.rlc
144. Harry Anderson, his x mark.
145. William Jonas (Wislata).
146. Isaac Bonaparte, his x mark.
147. Willie Wat (Wat tsiks Kavnin), his
x mark.
148. W a, Le Ha, his x mark.
88.
89.
90.
91.
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149. W ti Lomoc, his x mark.
150. Wa ha ne ca to Kit Korn, his x
mark.
151. H liu (Wolf), his x mark.
152. Bob,fam (Him sl kin),bi xmark.
153. imon Whitlllan, his x mark .
lM. Philip :[ Farland.
15 . hn.rl
fo()onville.
156. H m r onditt.
157. Philip\ illin.ms.
15 ..Jo ph All n, his x mark.
159. fose (I ta milek), his x mark.
160. Th ma. Moore (Wah nick nute), his
x mark.
161. Billy 'orbctt (Pamapoo ), his x mark.
16"'. Andrew Moody.
163. Jesse ( ' potted Eagle), his x mark.
161. Jame H . Williams.
165. Tom bu h ('l'Ris lee), bis x mark.
166. Joseph (El ow yute), his x mark.
161. Jes e ('re nat tak a yun), hisxmark .
168. Jim (Red Coyote), his x mark.
169. Thomas (Pai yush hush ush hi), his
x mark.
170. Tommy Gould.
171. eorge Peyapyo we tah leeket, his x
mark.
172. Tom 'hits loo, his x mark.
173. Dick ,Johnson, his x mark.
174-. Pa ko lee ka at, his x m,uk.
17!5. Robert Willi::uns,jr., his x mark.
176. Hy yy no hin, his x mark.
177. Half Moon, his x mark.
17 . James To ye hill, his x mark.
179. Amo Wap she li, his x mark.
1 0. William Williams, his x mark.
181. James Nat, his x mark.
1 2. ilas Corbett.
1 3. Es tnt Kar s· r ye, his x mark.
1 4. Walter Nesbit, his x mark.
1 - . Charles Half Moon, his x mark.
1 6. Jim Yal Mash, bis x mark.
1 7. tephen A. Meek.
18 . Mel melsh tale kai ya, his x mark.
1 9. Pah Kas la pikt, his x mark.
190. Ip she ne wi h ke n, his x mark.
191. John Ruben ( ha wish wa tas), his
X m11rk.
192. Enoch McFarland (Kawa han), his
xmark.
193. Yat mahosote (Charlie),hisxmark.
194. Pa ka ha la wat yakt, his x mark.

195. Henry (Ena lumpkt), his x mark. '
196. Wish tash kut, his x mark.
197. Alexander Tsek yah wit, his x mark.
198. Reel Owl (Josias), his x mark.
199. Panl ,Jackson, his x mark.
200. Red Bird, his x mark.
201. Elute pa ow yeen, his x mark.
202. Las ko la tat, his x mark.
203. Phillip, his x mark.
204. Daniel Naks wap a kaikt, his x mark.
205. Wye na kat Ilp ilp, his x mark.
206. Asa Wilson, his x mark.
207. Courtney W. Meek.
208. Joseph L. Meek.
209. See law wa kikt (BilJy), his x mark.
210. Nicholas, his x mark.
·
211. Lee Phinney.
212. 'fhomas Williams, his x mark.
213. Charlie ( Ta wees wa kikt ) bis x
mark.
214. Danil Lamont.
215. Its eta yah yah Esuwa nin, his x
mark.
216. William Jackson.
217. James Moody.
218. Joseph Broncheau.
219. Lewie James.
220. Lewis Carter.·
221. Re<.l BuJI, his x mark.
222. Sela wat, his x mark.
223. Amos Moffet.
224. Te at Mos, his x mark.
225. Luke Sam, his x mark.
226. Oliver S. Lindsey.
227. Luke W. Williams.
228. Willie Smith.
229. Isaac Michael.
108. Starr J. Maxwell.
109. Frank Viles.
112. Michael Conyes.
110. Samson Smith.
111. Charles Horner Allen.
113. Jesse Andrews.
230. George Mox Mox.
231. Jack Allen.
232. George Samuel, his x mark.
233. Titus McAtter, his x mark.
23.J.. Barnebas, his x mark.
235. Jim Wilson, (Snake Jim), his x mark.
236. Moses Kaintuck, his x mark.
237. Peter Noah, (Eya mak sa mat kekt)
his x mark.

o. 8, who again signed at 55, to be deducted, leaving 236.
237. L wio William , per Ed Mcconville, attorney in fact.
23 . Hugh Thompson, per Ed McCouville, attorney in fact.
239. , amn 1 Tilden, per Ed McConville, attorney in fact.
240. Jo. iah Red Woli~ per Ed McConville, attorney in fact.
241. David McFarland, per Ed McConville, attorney in fact.
242 . Ralph Armstrong, per Ed Mcconville, attorney in fact.
YL v A rTIA, Coitnty of Cumberland:
Know all men by these presents that we, whose names arc hereby subscribed, do,
carh for him elf, and all together, hereby nominate, constitute, and appoint Ed
1c onvill , uperiutendcnt Fort Lapwai industrial school, our attorney in fact, for
u and in our nam , to execnt and sign the contract now being signed by members
of our trib at Lapwai A ency, Idaho, between commi sioners on the part of the
nited tate :md the ez Perce tribe ofindians for the relinq n ishmentto the. United
tates of all their right, title, and interests in and to tracts of country in said State
'!'ATE OF PE:N

T
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of Idaho, except t~e allo~ments to the Indians _in s~id. contract provided fo_r. This
power is further given with full power of substitution of another for our sa_1d attorney in fact by him a-..1d without right of revocation. And_ whatever o~r said attorney may do in the prenises we ~nd each of us hereby ratify and confirm. .-i\nd we
further certify that we are advised and understand the contents and conditions of
said contract.
Witness our hands and seals this 7th day of April, 1893.
DAVID McFARLAND.
RALPH ARMSTRONG.
LEWIS WILLIAMS.
HUG.II THOMPSON.
SAMUEL TILDEN.
JOSIAH R. WOLFE.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL,] ~
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Witness:
R. JI. PRATT,
Capt. V. S . .A., Supt. Carlisle Indian Indust1·ial School.
NEZ PERCE AmrncY, !DAI-IO, May first, 1893.
We, P. B. Whitman, Edward Raboin, and James Grant do certify that the annexed
- and foregoing agreement by and between the United States and the Nez Perce tribe
-of Indians in Idaho was by us fully interpreted to said Indians and they made to
understand the same; that after said interpretation the said Indians, whose names
appear subscribed to said agreement, signed the same or authorized it to be signed in
our presence.
·
We further certify that said subscribers are members of said tribe and reside upon
the reservation set apart for said Indians in Idaho 1 and that said subscribers are male .
adults over the age of twenty-one years.
Given under our hand; at the Nez Perce Reservation, this first day of May, 1893.
P. B. WHITMAN,
EDWARD RABOIN,
JAMES GRANT.
NEZ PERCE AGENCY, IDAHO, May 1, 1893.
I, Warren D. Robbins, U.S. Indian agent at Lapwai, Idaho, hereby certify that
the male adult population of the Nez P erce tribe of Indians is three hundred and
ninety-eight (398).
This certificate is made upon my best knowledge, information, and belief, derived
from the records of my office, and fortified by all other sources of reliable information as to ages.
,
·
Given under my hand, at the Nez Perce Agency, this first day of May, 1893.
WARREN D. ROBBINS,
U. S. Indian Agent.

List of scoiits, coiiriers, and messengers referred to in article ten of the Nez Perce arireement.
Young Timothy.
Sam Lott.
J.ohn Levi.
Benjamin Pahat Ko Koh.
Daniel.
Johnnie Allen.
Moses Stimilh.
Phillip Yum to lote.
Sam She kamtsets kun in. Jonah Hayes.
Its ka hap, Dick.
Wish tash kat.
Jacob She wa sat.
Abraham W a tsin ma.
Charlie rrlitl kim.
Henry Yum ush na kown.
Nesqually John.
Frank Hush ush.
Titus Elu e nikt.
Joe Rabusco.
John Reuben.
Yu wish a kaikt.
Abraham Brooks.
Matthew Sot tokas.
Noah Peep horn kan.
Ish ka Tsets kun tsets kun
Levi (Old).
in.
Paul Kalla.
Lu~e Billy Pa ka yat we
James Connor.
km.
Paul Hot bosh.
Ta ma lu shim likt.
John Cut Nose.
Michael Trap tash tsetsFred Lott.
kun in.

,James Slickpoo.
Peter Slickpoo.
Paul Slickpoo.
Ha hats Ilp ilp Red Bear,
Sam Lawyer (Atpips.)
James Too ye hin.
Amos wap she lai.
Young Noah (Bre dell.)
Thomas Pai ush Hush ushin.
Kai wee push Simon.
Its ke a (Levi).
Sakiah wit_(Left Hand).
Capt. John.
Luke Um ush na kown.
Me op·kow it (Babe).
Asa Wilson.
Johnny Leonard.
Kentuck.
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LAPWAI AGENCY, IDAHO, Deceniber 2, 1892.

Organization of the council of the Nez Pm·ce tribe of Indians in the State of Idaho
and on Nez Perce Reservation.
Chief councillor and chairman: Rev. A. B. Lawyer.
Assistant councillors : J arnes Lawyer, Harrison Kop Kop pa lih kin, U tsin ma lih kin,
Kamiah; G orge Moses, Jonah Hays, James Reuben, Lapwai; Rev. W:illiam Wheeler,
Rev. James Hines North Fork; Bartholomew, Meadow Creek; Eddie Connor, Cottonwood Creek; Peo peo mox mox, Potlatch Creek; Thomas Es ka win, Mission
Creek.
The above headmen are seleuted by the general council to act on behalf of the
Nez Perce tribe of Indians in council with the United States commisioners who are
already here to treat for the surplus lands.
.
Council will be opened with the commissioners on Monday, the 5th <l.ay of December, 1892.
FIRST

DAY

OF COUNCIL.

DECEMBER 5, 1892-1 o'clock p. m.
Rev. ARcmE LA WYER wishes to say a few words to the com.missioners from Washington. He makes a welcoming speech to the commissioners and suggests that with
the consent of the commissLoners the proceedings of the council be opened with
prayer.
Rev. RommT WILLIAMS (Indian) offered prayer in Nez Perce, which with speech
of .Archie Lawyer aforesaid not reported.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. You have known for several years, since the
special a~eut was sent to allot your lands, that a commission would be sent to buy
your Ian.as. Your allotments were completed several months ago, and commissioners have now come to treat for your surplus lands, you reserving enough timber
land for yourselves and children.
We were appointed by the Government, which has your best !interests at heart.
Should we not deal fairly with you the Government would not approve. The Government desires au agreement fair to you and to it.
The reputation which the Nez Perce nation has borne, your advancement in civilization leads us to believe we can make an agreement as behooves business menthat you will not ask anything unreasonable and that we· shall not ask anything
unfair.
We will proceed slowly so that everythh1g may be fully understood. We have
secured the interpreter you want, and have also tried to obtain .a stenographer, as
suggested by Reuben, bnt we have not so far been able to do so. It may be necessary for one of us to go back to town, as we may be able to get one from Pomeroy.
We think it important to have a full record, and will try to take down and typewrite these proceedings.
We now ask yoa the :first question. Are you willing to cede to the Government!
If not iii is no use to go further until you come to that question. As you have
appointed a committee we would wish to hear them first, but the matter is so
important we desire to hear aRyone who wishes to speak.
Rev. WILLIAM WnEELER wishes to know if commissioners desire the speakers to
speak, others to follow, etc.
~nswer by Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. Yes. If anyone else has any•
thrng to say, as we should be blamed if unsuccessful and were we to refuse to hear
a,nyone.
WBEELER. Committee has already made up their minds; outside of any agreement between co_mmittee and commissioners no one else should be allowed to say
anything with reference to selling the lands. Someone else may have something
to say.
J .AMES LAWYER. It is not for us to listen with interest to all kinds of runners, but
to such a have been commanded to come here I lend an ear. It almost fills me with
shame that commissioners will listen to these common people treaty of 1853 and 1865
made by bis father with the chiefs. Those who have been delegated to talk are the
ones to whom the com.missioners should listen.
JAMES REUBEN would like commissioners to understand that these have been
selected and are the best. They are representatives of thew hole peoplo. There would
be no fear but what after they had made any agreement the others would fall in.
The common people regaird them as representatives, and there would be no opposition from them as to what their leaders should do. The commissioners are to direct
their conversation to committee and they to them. From all settlements and all
localities they have taken care to seloct the best representative, and .Archie Lawyer
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has supervision over us. We have alrea,J.y fixed the matter up as whites select a
chairman. This is the way he explains it to the commission.
JAMES LAWYER. Is the sale ofunallotted lands tbe only objecU
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. Yes; the land you do not require after your allot. men ts are made and what timber and wood land you need. The commission has
your interest at heart. I was selected by the Secretary of the Interior as your
special friend. We are authorized to treat, arrange terms, and no other bmdnese.
The Government believes that if you cede these lands at a fair and reasonable pric_e
you will receive a payment for them, the balance to be invested, drawi_ng 5 per cent
jnterest, which will be paid to you every year or expended for your benefit as agreed
upon. These lands can be of small benefit to you. The Government tries too ke~p
trespassers off and cattle o:ff, but is not always able. If you have the money frorp.
this sale you will be sure of receiving it.
JAMES REUBEN. We want to know where commissions and instructions are. Commissioners should exhibit all letters transmitting commission.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. If, as suggested, you desire a stenographer, it
will be necessary for one of us to return to town, where it is probable one can be
obtained from Spokane or Pomeroy. This is desirable, as the Secretary may want
to know what was said in this council; and, as Rueben has said, it will be interesting for your children to read in after years. Otherwise it will be necessary for
yon to trust to your memory.
Mr. REUBEN desires a shorthand reporter, as otherwise all the commissioners can
not listen. The fact may be known across ocean and everything should b-e preserved in writing. The manner in which Nez Perce Indians received commissioners
would be know:µ all over, and everything said must be put down. When agreement
is done there will be no difficulty, and cheating makes mjsunderstanding between
whites and Indians. It is well for one commissioner to return to Lewiston and
obtain the reporter and return to-morrow. They will be ready.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. We thought we had secured a stenographer, but
he had to leave. We tried to get another, but could not hear from him in order to
keep our appointment.
JONAH asks the commissioners if that is all they are authorized outside of allotments. Is the land which is not alloted the one you came for~
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. Yes. It js now understood that we should
now adjourn to meet you to-morrow with a typewriter, when you will be ready to
answerf Yes. It is my intention to get him here by 1, but he may not get to Lewiston till noon, so that h e would not get here till 2 or 3 and possibly not till the
day after.
GEORGE MOSES wants a thorough understanding that they may know how to
answer.
Commissioner SCHLEICHER. We have been instructed by the Secretary to negotiate for land not allotted. Before going farther it will be necessary for you to mak~
up your minds whether you will sell.
GEORGE MOSES. The way I understood was that it was imperative for them to
answer yes or no to-morrow.
Commissioner SCHLEICHER. No, take your time.
Commi~sioner CYRUS BEEDE. If you conclude that you are willing to dispose of
your unallotted land that does not fix terms, but that you are willing to try. It is
~ell to go slowly. Take each step firmly. We don't want you to do anything hurriedly. Take all the time necessary, and then when we make agreement all will be
satisfied.
HARRISON. You are my senior and I look upon you with interest, and I agree that
nothing must be clone hurriedly, and we do not want a misunderstanding. The
conclusions we come to in writing will be an agreement.
REUBEN. Do you know how many acres there are outside of allotmenU
Commissioner ALLEN. There are 575,000 acres.
REUBEN. About how much per acre will the Government allow!
Commissioner ALLEN. We can not answer to-day.
Move to adjourn.
LAWYER. We want an official typewriter.
Council adjourned until three o'clock to-morrow afternoon.
SECOND DAY OF COUNCIL,
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1892-3 o'clock p. m.
Rev. ARCHIE LAWYER. With the consent of the commissioners we will agam
open our conncil with prayer. Brother Pond lead us.
Rev. ENOCH PoND (Indian) offered the opening prayer in Nez Perce language, all
present rising and i·em.aining standing during the prayer. (Not interpretecl and
reported.)
·
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A.RomE LA.WYER (acldrnssing the commissioners, Messrs. Allen, Beed_e, ~nd Schleicher, Mr. P. B. Whitman interpreting). A few wor<ls to t1e co~1ss1oners~ My
heart is fiHed with warmtl.t. I turn my eyes back to 1855 and to thIB treaty and my
heart is filled with warmth to see you here. Tl1e treaty was siined here in 18_55.
Governor tevens, oftheTerritoryofWasbington, was the Superintendent of Indian
Affairs, and he made the treaty with our chiefs, and I lay that matter before you.
He knew them, our seniors, we11, a,n d there are but few, four or five of those older
men, now here who wern there at that time.
.
H ere we are visible from head to foot. I show to you that we have llved up to
tlrn,t treaty of 1855. We favor that treaty and the treaty laws of the United States.
Whatever is done is to be done in accordance with that treaty and treaty principles
and in accordance with law.
I speak as for all, including the women and children in this council. The conduct
of the United States has cause(l ns to be friends to you and we are on the side of
law and with the Government. We wish you, as well as the Government, to know that
our friendship is not flimsy o.r vascil1ating.
We hold fast to law and treaty stipulations and think not that we propose to
abandon treaty or treaty stipulattons. We wish to be considered as acknowledgjng
allegiance to the Government. We want everything done in a friendly shape and in
friendship.
In times past we were different, but now you see us in citizen's clothes and different
from what it was long a.go . We have, by our exertions and in part by our own
money, built the church building in which we are now assembled in council. A
great many of the people that you see before you are now living in warm houses
since they made treaties with the United States; and you must not think they live
in such houses as you see out here in the tents in our camp.
I have shown you what we have done since the treaty of 1855 to the present, and
we must go forward to show up the facts to each other in a truthful manner.
We have no idea or wish to abandon our allegiance to the Government. We have
built this church and have thoughts in the direction of religious matters. In case
of any trouble or discord with reference to treaties we will find a friend in the
United States, whfoh idea is assented to by the councH.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. This commission is well pleased. to bear the
speech of your chairman. We believe the feelings he has expressed. will aid us in
our labor.
This whole country knows that the Nez Perces have been very friendly with the
whites. It is well known that at the times that the other Indians attacked the
United States Government, there was one nation, the Nez Perces, that staid by this
Gov rnment and this has been remembered by our people. Some fifteen years ago
when war broke out those here were friendly to the Government. I see some here
before me who were wounded, and I knew some who were killed. With this before
us wo know we shall get along nicely.
The Government knows your advancement. That you have abandoned your old
ways; have built churches with your own money, and have educated your children
and your young men, and some of these preach to their own people and among the
whites in the nei~hboring settlements. Also, that your settlements are an example
to the whites, ana. knowing thjis we will have no trouble in making a settlement.
I expect to live among y ou the rest of my days, and your interests are our interests. l would not consent to anything that you would regret in after years. Under
the laws now passed the Government will soon make you citizens of the United
tates. And by your importance and numbers you will take an important part jn
the local affairs of the Government. And the Government at Washington does not
expect us to make any treaty with you that would not be satisfactory to you. The
Secretary of the Interior would not consent to any treaty unfavorable to you. And
in a urance of this he has sent Mr. Allen from that office to see that your interests
are protected. I went to Lewiston and sent to Pomeroy and to Dayton and sought
to get a shorthand reporter, but was unable to get such reporter at any of those
pl3'.ces! but I have brought a person with me who wm take down what is said, and
wnte 1t down so that you can see what is said is correctly reported to you.
As I told you yesterday what we are here for, if you in your council have determin d upon anything t.hat you are now ready to tell us of, we would be glad now to
listen to some of you.
AIWHIE LAWYER. I show that [holding book in hand] as the treaty of 1855 which
'!e have lived up to. There was not this number of people at the council at the
time that treaty was made. In case we had known at the time the allotment was
being made that such a treat.v as this was to be made, we would have been now
better prepared for this council.
JAMES LAWYER. I understand you to say, as it were, that I have my mind made
up, but I do not consider that 1 have my mind made up. Previous to the time that
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Miss Fletcher came to our people my friendship to the whites was unlimited; she
at that time told me that our lands were to be allotted. I, as it were, took that for
granted; that that was the case, receiving, as it were, from my seniors the Government. Miss Fletcher, contrary to my idea, allotted the lands in a manner different
from what I would liked to have had them allotted. An Indian approached me and
told me that the piece of land he wanted she would not allot to him, and he did not
get it. And that Indian said to me the allotment is over and I have none. She
filled me with delight in speaking to me in the first instance, but on the contrary
with sorrow in the latter instance in not giving him the land.
On that land already allotted, in nearly all instances there are now no improvements as yet, and here you come to talk to us about that which is left. That much,
my friends.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. In answer to Mr. Lawyer's remarks, I will state
that if it is shown to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that any member of this
tribe has not received an allotment of land, he will be allowed to make a selection
before any land is opened under agreement. If he will tell me the name of the
Indian who has not received an allotment I will try and ascertain whether it is correct or not.
JIMMY HIMES. My seniors, I have heard which you have said. At the t,ime that
woman arrived we had a council, and all these Indians that you see here were there
to hear what she had to say. She pointed out cases where white men had places on
the reservation and we, the Indians, would have the privilege of having those
places, and have them allotted to us. I asked Miss Fletcher is the reservation
already laid out, and I told her we had made two treaties, one after the other,
which one of these do you intend to go byf That which your seniors have already
signed is'the one I shall go by. We told her there were a good many whitei, on the
inside on the reservation, and she told us all of those shall have to leave. Such a
place is occupied on the reservation by whites, and if -you fancy it let me know,
and you shall have the place. We were with her on the other side of Clearwater,
and she did not do as she had agreed.
.
At the time that allotment was made it was her request for myself and William·
Wheeler to accompany her to the Lapwai. And we came with her here up the
creek, and instead of making any white men get off the reservation it was so laid
off that we could get two pieces on the south of the white men, and instead of giving me and William Wheeler as she had promised, ehe told him and other Indians
to take pieces on the south side and left the white men on the land.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. Who is that white man V
JIMMY HIMES. There are several instances; too many to remember the names.
That much of my trouble I have shown you.
·
WILLIAM WHEELER. I would like to say a few words as to what Himes has said, as
he has not been explicit enough. What Miss Fletcher had reference to was to those
lands on the inside of the reserv::ttion, and that those over tliere [pointing] had
already paid the Government for the land, but I shall take that that is on the reservation from the whites there and give it to you. And that myideais that you shall
go further toward the center of the reservation and leave that on the outside. And
the second time she did not say that, but it did not accrue to us. This much I have
said.
GEORGE MOSES. Arr address to the council of Indians delivered in Nez Perce and
not interpreted.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. I have listened with a great deal of interest, and I am
very glad this discussion progresses so harmoniously between you and us. It appears
that you have had an allotment made of this reservation by Miss Fletcher. I don't
know her, but I understand she has made an allotment of land to you. Whether
every one of you have allotments I don1t know. If you have not had that the Government will give you such. But remember that while you criticise Miss Fletcher,
remember she had a large number of allotments to make, and it would be strange if
she ha<l. not made any mistake. But should any such mistake have been made the
Government will cheerfully rectify it. Neither doubt for a moment that.the Government will make all t,hings right with the Nez Perces. Let nothing prevent you from
moving forward in this matter.
As I said yesterday, make haste slowly, but let every step be an advance step.
I only wanted to speak these few words before adjourning, that each may feel that
the other has the other's interests at heart.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. As it is now getting late, I move that we
adjourn until to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.
,
ARCIIIE LAWYER. We will adjourn with a word of prayer from Brother Hayes.
Rev. JAMES HAYES closed the council for the day with prayer, all standing during
the prayer. Prayer in Nez Perce, and not interpreted.
Adjourned until 10 o'clock to-morrow morning.
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THIRD DAY OF COUNCIL.

10 O'CLOCK A. M.
Commi sioners of United Sta.tes and Indian councillors present in council hall at
hour appointed .
ARCRrn LAWYER. With the consent of the honorable commiss ioners tbe council
will be opened with prayer. Broth er Felix Corbett.
FELIX CORBETT (Indian) offered the prayer in Nez Perce. Not foterpretod at the
time.
Rev. Ancnrn LAWYER (chairman of Indian council). Messrs. Commissioners, you
now see us present. We are glad to meet you, and we listen with pleasure to your
words.
Commis ioner ROBERT ScHLEICIIER. We statoJ. to you tbe other day what the
obj e t of thi~ was, and for fear you may not understand it we will repeat it.
The main object is for the Government to purchase the balance of your lands.
That means the r est of your lauds after you luwe your lands allotted to you.
The Government recommends that you should not sell it except for your advantage. That you should keep sufficient timber land, at convenient places on the
reservation, so that you shall have an abundance, for all time, for building, fuel
and fencing. And the bala.nce the Government proposes to purchase from you.
And the proceeds will be applied to the improving of your ]ands, the education of
your children, and making your homes more comfortable. How much tbe Government is willing to give you, you must decide on that, anu what yearly payments,
with interests, you will require afterwards, to pay this; and any other conditions
that you see will be for the best interests of the tribe, should be now included in
this agreement.
·
And as this is likely the last agreement you will be required to make you should
include everything that you think you require and the Government will grant.
First, then, you should agree among yourselves what amo unt of timber land you
desire for your own use. And anything else that you may desire can come into the
agreement afterwards.
Neither this commission nor the Interior Department can make any agreement
that is binding until it is assented to by the Congress of the Uniteu States. And
now if I have explained everything yon want to know I will stop . But if there is
anything further which you desire to know I will answer you; otherwise I will say
no more.
JAMES REumrn now speaks to the assembled Indians in Nez Perce. Not interpreted.
Mr. WIIITMAN says to the commissioners: Reuben has now said to the Indians
that there is now ~n opportunity to ask such questions as you desire and to make
use of the opportunity or hereafter hold your peace.
GEORGE Mo ES. I would like to know everything pertaining to what you commi ioners were sent here. I do not wish under a mis llnderstanding to assent to
anything you say.
The treaty which our fathers made is contained in the under book lying there,
telling us how we should do clay after clay. That which was laid down in that book
t? our chiefs has not been carried out, the promises contained therein. We would
like you to show to us what the Government promises to us in-this matter of Jetting
them have the laud. How will it bo from time to time from this on in case we dispo e to you of our land outside of tbe a1lotments. I conside1· that the land which
we have left after the allotment is made belongs to us and our stock that runs on
that land.
I hear from you that the Government has a friendsh,ip for us and I want to know
what we can expect from the Government from this time on from time to time.
Commi ~oner JAMES F. ALLEN. early six years ago the Government passed a
law by which every member of an Indfan tribe should have secured to him a home,
a p_iece. of l_aud which could _not be taken from him for twenty-five years, aft~r
which ttm~ 1t was to become bis absolutely, in the same way the white man holds his
land . Th1 law does not aff ct the Jau<l not allotted, which remains the property
of the whole tribe just as the whole lanu did before. Under this Jaw a.llotments
have been mad to many tribes and the Government has then n egotiated with them
for the cession of thefr surplus lands just as we are doing now with you . Agreements h~v.e been made with many tribes by which the Government has secur_ed
many millions of acres of land. This land the Government disposes of to white
settl rs for the samA price which its pays the Indian.
ver the mountains the is ton and Wahpeton Indians have sold their land. The
ionx have sold a la.rge part of their land. The Cheyenne and Arapahoe and the
Kiowas. The Wichitas, 'aces and Foxes and many other tribes have sold th ir
land. I do not now remember a single tribe which has refused to dispose of their
surplus lands to the Government. The Nez Perces were known to be a progressive
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tribe havinO' in a great measure adopted the habits of the white man; many of them
well
do, ~any of them well educated and well fitted to become citizens of the
United States.
The Government then allotted vour lands expecting to purchase from yon the
lands you do not need. And the n1oney which we expect to pay you you will use in
improving your allotments and in giving you more of the comforts ~f life. As Mr.
Schleicher has 8aid, we want yo u to keep enough of your lands for timber and :firewood. When you indicate that you are· willing to sell your surplus lands and agree
upon the ainonnt of timber lauds you want we will tell you what we will give you.
'l'he Government wants to buy your lands, not that it wants them for its own use,
but that the white men may buy and settle upon the land, which we believe is for
your benefit and theirs, au<l. you can rest assured that what we agree upon, provided
it is agteed upon by the great council or congress, will b_e performed.
ARCHIJf LAWYER addresses the council briefly in Nez Perce. Not translated at
this time.
JAMES LAWLER. We again meet together. At the time of the treaty I was present
at Walla Walla and listened or heard. Previous to that time my people were wild.
They had no father. At the time the treaty was made they concluded from what
they heard that they had a father in the President. At that time this reservation
was laid out. It was not to be infringed upon and was inviolate. Then we were
told that whites without business on the reservatiou should not step on to it.
After that treaty was made there was another made by Mr. Hale (meaning the
treaty of 1863) with the same stipulation as to the whites coming on the reservation . Although there were two treaties setting apart, as it were, two reservations,
yet the whites came o,n and made vast amounts of money ou our la.nds. And then
here lately Miss :Fletcher came on and promised the same thing to us, that it should
be he1cl to and for us and as sacred. She told us that at such time as the allotment
is over that which is unallotted shall be for onr use forever. That which is left
after the allotments are made I hold to tenaciously for myself and my people,
altho ugh I give to the whites the privilege to pass through, over, and around it following their business avocations. With due deference to the Government, acknowledging it as our father and protector still, we say to them we wish to hold on to our
lands, that part which is not allotted. With deference and profound respect I have
said what I have.
HA.RIHSON. This is the ·t hird day and I am now hearing what you have said. 'l'hat
woman came to us when we were assembled in council. We were all there, and we
listened·and heard what she had to say. That which she said with reference to the
unallotted land was to the effect that we should have that to ourselves for tw'e nty:fi ve years, I myself hearing that _a nd all my people. At the expiration of that time
you will be called npon to consider what you will do with that. It is yours from that
time. I firmly held to that promise and to the reservation lines as they are for my
children and people. The re8ervation as it is is small, of which I can let them have
none.
JAMES REUBEN. I want to know of the commissioners if there is any body of
lancl not allotted on which there are any mines.
Mr. SCI-ILEICHER. Yourselves know better than we do what there is on the reservation. I know of no mines except what Mr. Lawyer told me of. That is all we
ever heard of.
ARCHIE LAWER. Up there at Meadow Creek I came across a place where some
rock was piled up, and it is known by the whites all around that our reservation is
rich in mines, and these white men around us know all about it.
WILLIAM WHEELER. I have a few words to say. v\Te are fondly attached to that
part of the country that is unallotted. It is the same as referred to by Harrison.
It fills me with pleasure to hear from your commissioners that this council is to be
concluded strictly in friendship. To the end that our children and the rising generation should have a place to live we are fondly attached to the unallotted land for
homes for them. I do not wish to be harsh or refuse, but wish the Government to
kee-p it for them.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. I think there seems to be a mistake somewhere.
My friends seem to think we want to take from them what is their own, and they
repeat that the land has been given to us and our children. That is so; we don't
dispute it. The Indians who own land and horses on a thousand hills call them
theirs, and yet men go to them an d buy a pony. 'l'he man knows that and goes to
them because they are his. If we did not regard this reservation as belonging to
the~ ez Perces we might as well go to the Sioux to buy it. We know it is yours and
that 1s why we came to you and ask you to help us to make a bargain. That is why
we came to purchase. I believe [ would not ask this or ask you to do what I would
not do perso11ally myself. I think, if I owned this reservation, I would be willing to
tlispose of it for- a fair and reasonable- consideration. So-when I ask you to sell this
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res rvation I am only asking you to do what I would do myself. Some of these
preachers here remember a passage of Scriptu~e wb_ich says, "A womay gave it to
me and I did eat." There seems to be a woman m tb1s. The woman sa1d you were
to bold this for twenty-five years. The very act says _tbattbe unallotted land shall
b di po ed of. When Miss Fletcher told you that you owned the land she was
right but when Miss Fletcher said you would hold these lands for twenty-five
y ars' she told you what she was not authorized to tell you. Because the Governm nt asks eveTy Indian tribe to dispose of their surplus lands just the same as I
would go to Mr. Webb or Mr. Luke to sell me a surplus horse. No Indian would
regard that as a hardship. I was born in a distaut State on the homestead of my
fath r grandfather, a,ud great-grandfather, and in my early days I thought a great
d eal of' that homestead, but as I became of age and saw other parts of the country
I became satisfied that that was not the only good spot on earth and when that
came nearly into posses~ion of myself and brother we advised my father to sell the
home toad. We solll and fonnd good homes elsewhere.
Not so with the Nez Perces. You have received allotments and we only ask you
to sell what yon don't need. I control two farms and town property when I am at
borne, but anybody who wants to pay me a fair price can have any pa.r t of them or
all of them. Now, when you come to look this whole matter over and get means to
build houses and barns to keep your working ponies, become a part of the citizens
of the country, help to govern the country instead of being governed by it and
instead of your judges being such for an Indian court only, to be eligible to be
advanced to higher positions, it seems to me you will be willing to accept the
advantages we offer to you.
I have visited many reservations in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Dakota,
several in Nevada, all in tho Indian Territory, all in Kansas,· and the Seminoles in
Florida, and I take great pleasure in making the acquaintance of the Nez Perces,
and I take &'reut pleasure in telling you I :find as intelligent faces in this council as
I have founa on those reservations. I want no advantage of you, and this commission wantsno advantngeofyou . TheGovernment ·w antsno advantage of you. They
want to take yon in as brothers, recognize you all as eq11als. You will have a voice in
voting for our own President, members of Congress and all the Idal10 officers. Now,
I want to ask yon as my brotliers and friends, whom I love, to think seriously, carefully, thinking of your own best interest, thinking that you and we are children of
one common Fa,ther, travelin°· the same road, accountable to the same Great Being.
Study carefully, and give an answer as a brother.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. J move that we now adjourn until 2 o'clock
this p. m.
Council adjourned.
AFTERNOON SESSION OF THIRD DAY,

2 O'CLOCK . .
A.RcmE LA WYER. Tbe council has already been opened with prayer and the
as mbled Indiaus are before the commissioners and attentive to your words.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. Just before adjourning this forenoon our
fri nd and your friend, Mr. Beede here, made you quite a long talk, in which he
tried. to explain every point raised by your speakers. As far as we can see, he covered all yo ur points; still, if there is any other point be did not a11swer, either he,
Mr. All n, or myself, as far as we may be able, will auswer.
JAME REUBEN. This elderly gentleman with glasses on I asked a question. I
a k d him what price per acre tho Government would pay us for our land. His
answer was, "We wish to hear your price per acre :first." These Indians are before
you, and ~heir minds ~re all made :UP not t~ sell to you. I was standing alone when
I asked him the question and he did not thmk best to then answer my question. If
I bad heard the price I might have taken some action. From the fact that he would
n t give me the price, I have been unable to talk to the people as to what the price
per a r would be. Thus much I have said differing from you as to what the price
would be and cliffering with you as to whether you should have set a price for the
land.
ommissioner CYRUS BEEDE. If I were to go to Mr. Luke or Mr. Webb and talk
abo~t bu}_'ing some ponies be would naturally want to know how many I wanted,
and 1f I did not want but one he would not ask me the price of a thousand. We
have a k d you your price an<l we don't know how much you want to reserve. We
don't know how many acres you want to keep or to sell.
If I went to Mr. Luke or to Mr. Webb it would be no use to ask me how many I
want d. I would want to know what he asked for his ponies before I would tell
him h w many I would buy.
have b en waiting these several days to see if you wanted to sell. We have
becu rcad,Y all the time to talk price to you as soon as we could get near enough to
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make the price. If you want us to make all the price and you make no p~:i'ce we
don't want to do that.- We are willing· to buy the reservation not allotted, but we
want you to determine how much you want to reserve and how much to sell. Now
we are ready to set the price but you can determine t,he price per acre and we can't
adjust it to the land until we know how much you wish to reserve and how much
you are going to offer to seit. And you must remember we propose to make you
a good handsome cash pa,yment when agreement is ratified by Congress. Now we
want you to determine how much timber land you want to reserve and where and
how much of this reservation you want to sell to the Government.
ARCHIE LAWYJ~R. It is very true Webb Testament has a good many horses, but if
you wanted to ride one or to break one, it might buck and throw you off. And I
would not want to go arnl ask him to sell, as he might be breaking that particular
one, and as it would not bring much until it was broken and trained Webb might
not want to sell it, but to keep it until it was gentle and would bring a good price.
The allotment bas been :finished in the last past three months, and on the allotments there have been no improvements made. We are very glad it has been allotted to us, but we have no improvements made on them yet, and the Government
will not be willing to pay us any price for the unimproved and uncultivated lands.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. The law that was passed six years ago provided tha·t after the allotment is made within a short time, a commission would be
appointed to negotiate for the unallotted la,nds. The purpose of this was that by
sale of lands the Indians would get considerable money so as to enable them to build
houses on their land and make such other :improvements as to put their lands on a
:paying basis. And while we know that the.re are a number who have the means to
improve their lands, we are informed that there are a good many who haven't the
means to go on their allotted lands and live there comfortably, and that is the reason the Government proposes to give them money so they can make a good start. .
J'AMES .REUBEN. In that same law in reference to which you have just spoken itis
also provided that when the allotting is finished that patents shall issue, and the
persons remain on and hold their lands, and the title to that laud which has been
allotted would have affixed the seal of the Secretary of the Interior. And whereabouts are both of these from Washington. None of us has any patent for any of
the land. We don't know that the Secretary has attached his signature and made
it binding·. We can't promise ourselves any stability in the occupation ofit.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. My friend, James Reuben, has referred to the law
which authorizes the President to treat with n,ny Indian trib e for the relinquishment
of their surplus lands after the allotments have been made. The law, however, goes
a little farther and says that the President may at any- time before the allotments ·
arf\ completed negotiate for the surplus lands if, in his opinion, the interests of theIndians will be promoted thereby. Your allotments have been completed so far as
work on the reservation is concerned, and the President in considering the matter
thought it would be for your interests to sell these lands, or some part of them, and
so instructed the. Secretary of the Interior, who appointed this commission. So far
as the issuance of the patent with the seal of the United States is concerned, that
will be done as soon as the work can be done in the Department, and my friend
Reuben knows there is a good deal to do_ there; and that it takes time to
write up these allotments, enter every name and description in a book, and write
out the patents and have the seal placed on them and then copied into the records
of the General Land Office, so that when that is done . you each one will have his
patent. There will be a record of the land in the Indian Department and a copy of
your patent in the General Land Office, so that jf you lose your patent you will have
a record in two different pla.ces, and you can have it recorded in the county record
office if you ~es~re. This la.nd that has been allotted we don't want you to sell; you
couldn't sell 1t 1f you wanted to; we do want you to sell your other land, or a part
of it, to give those people some money so they can improve their allotments or make
snch other use of it as they see fit.
They a.re now ":orking on the~e allotments in the Indian Department, writing
them o~lt and _g ettmg the matter m good shape to make patents. Mr. Briggs is also
prepa.nng the plates and notes of the land he surveyed last. Now this takes time,
but you can rest assured that your patents will all be issued and sent to you as soon
as that can be done.
JAMES REUBEN. With reference to that law of which you have just spoken, the
same law is expected to confer the right of citizenship at the time the allotment is
completed. That is the way we have understood it. All of us who receive allot"?ents from the woman we should have received the right of citizenship at that
time.
There are many who do not know where the lines of their allotments are in case
we should conclude to let you have the unallotted land or any part of it.
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That in case any such thing should get out, as word of the opening of the reeerya- .
tion, the re ervation would be overrun, and a white man would come along, stick
down a stick and it wouJ.d remain, and if I should go and tell him it was my land it
woulcl be only an effort of my mouth, and the only way I could have any advantage
over such a man would be to produce the patent, and without that I would be to a
di advantage and only his slave.
Commi ioner JAMES F. ALLEN. We are perfectly willing to put into the agreement a stipulation that no land shall be opened to white settlers until patents shall
have been issued and delivered to the Indians. If we make an agreement it will
take some time to get it before Congress a,nd have it ratified. By that time I presume the patents will be ready, but for fear that they may not be we are willing to
agree that the land shall not be openecl until the patents are issued.
ARCIIIE LAWYER. Very thankful to Mr. Allen for what he said and for what Reuben saitl. We look upon what Reuben says that it is to solidify our occupation of
the allotments. All these Indians, you can see them, not one has a patent to his
allotment. Even if there were there are several who haven't allotments. Not only
th at, we have friends outside and they may want to come and settle on the reservation. ·
Commissioner JA111Es F. ALLEN. As to what my friend Lawyer says, these persons
have had four years to take their allotments. If there is anyone between the two
seas who has none, if you get him here before any agreement we can make can go
into effect, which will not be before the 4-th of March, we will provide that he shall'
have an allotment, if entitled to it. If there are any number of Indians who do not
know where their allotments are we will agree to employ a surveyor for one or two
years, if necessary, for the express purpose of showing people their allotments.
,JAMES REVUEN. In reference to waiting for patent and at this time coming to an
agreement for our lands, would the whites have any respect or reverence for anything of that kind. The whites have already fallen short of giving the reservation
due respect. There are very many ofus here who know very well the actions of the
whites. It is already recorded in the words of the trea.ty "white men will not be
allowed to go or to settle on the reservation or to remove anything like grass for
bay or timber," that is already in the books, and the Nez Perces have ratified it by
their senior and it is ra.tified by the President, and yet the whites are on our reservation anu take our timber and grass. Such men as have not stopped cutting on the
reservation our timber would not have respect to the line. Without any right or
authority from us, whites are now on the reservation, steal our cattle and horses,
and we are accusell of th at ourselves. I think there wonld be a wagon load of pa11ers
in Washington as to complaints, and we have had no assistance .
Thi teaches me that we must have and hold as from the Government. I go on
and regard this treaty and have received no assistance.
'rhe left-band man with glasses, and we reverence him as resembling Mr. Spal<ling,
would not wish to take anything from us; but so long as we have no patents to show
they will not resvcct our a llotments.
This much 1 have said and I have a grea.t reverence for yon.
Commi., ioncr JAMES F. ALLEN. We know that the United States agreed to keep
white people and cattle off your reservation, and the Indian Office bas been tr.dug
to do it for you. I cau a sure you that if any white people or cattle are here, they
ar l1cre against the wish and efforts of the Department. It is a forge reservation
and extends ov r a large extent of country. We send some one to drive them off and
wh~n our hac~ are turuNl they come back. It is one reason for buying this lancl.
White m ll will be amoug you ancl they will keep off these trespassers.
Wlrnre th re are large tracts of land white men come iu and steal the timber.
And the Land Of/foe keeps men employed all the time to keep off these men. But
tboy can do but little towards keeping them off. Bnt when your country is settled
v ry man is an agent to prevent the stea1in0' of timber.
As I said 1> fore, you will get your patenti, arnl when the white ma,n sees your
pat 11th will r p ct it. He will not meddle with vour allotted l ands .
. You wiJl luwc money to fence your fields and pastures. You will have this money
rn st ncl of this land, which is now ofno u e to you.
JO. 'All HAYE . To our friends who have arrived here and see us. We have a
gr_ at r svect for the law of our seniors (meaning- the Government). We do not
~v1 h o lo or ay anything that will impair what has been said in this book (rueanrng_ the tr aty). It s_e ms to me you say there is no way by which you can take such
whit men a are on 1t. Is that true or not¥
I have _gr at re pect for the treaty in that book and for the whites, and what is
r ~orcl c~ rn that book, (referrinO' to the treaty). And I hold on to the wording or
t1pnla~10n ofth tr aty andhavecv rsincetheyweremacle. I don't know whether
or n rn a .·oar h nee I will drink of the water that is going by us in this creek.
The watering places on the reservation have been by the whites fenced up. I came
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on when I was quite a young man and I do not feel like breaking the treaty by
making another.
Mox Mox. We have already talked for two days and have of course grown tired.
I do not say but it is so that you have brought the question from Washington with
reference to the land matter. I have listened to all of you. I have listened to all of
you, even to the one with glasses resembling Mr. Spalding. These to whom you have
listened have been the choice oftlrn people. They have listened to you and heard what
you say. They know and understand :mdsee with their own eyes that you have come
from Washington. I whose name is Peo Peo Mox Mox, I say we can not spare the
land or let it go, that which is nnallotted.
Commissioner CYRUS BE~E. Much has been said about trespassers on the reservation. I tind by these treaties that certain persons are authorized to remain on the
reservation-people to occupy postal ro:1ds and stations. I presumo that these complaints are not as to those.
I understand that on the north side of the reservation there are whites. I don't
know them. I never met them. I understand that in the surveys of the reservation
there was an error. It lapped over, and I understand that on that disputed lan(l
there are white settlers; and before the Government knew of that error one or two
patents bad been issued. And now to show you the good fai-tb, having made that
mistake, they include in th.e purchase all that land and a,r e willing to pay you for it.
They include in the reservation all the land it originally embraced and do not ask
you to take a dollar less, and pay you all of it. Now 1 am not surprised that a few
wealthy men may desire to keep land as a reservation, but for the great mass who
have only a few horses and can keep them on their own allotments, who are poor and
have no houses, I am surprised that these who are poor, who have no houses, that
when we desi!'e to build them houses and place them as it were on the level of their
richer neighbors, they reject our offer. I believe that there was never a time when
the Government was willing to do more or better for you than now, and I fear that
if yon neglect this opportunity you will regret it. The great majority of the young
whites would be glad to embrace this opportunity to set themselves up in a comfortable and profitable way.
ARCHIE LA WYER. I am very glad to hear you talk as you have. Did I not grasp
my idea that you would be glad to pay a small price for a horse that was partly gentle
and get him for a small pr:ice.
ARCHIE LAWYER here addresses the Indian assembly in Nez Perce. Not interpreted.
Commissioner SCHLEICHER. I movt) we now adjourn until to-morrow morning at
10 o'clock.
. ARCHIE LAWYER. We will then close our council for the day with the consent of
the Commissioners, with prayer, brother Wheeler leading us.
Prayer offered by Rev. William Wheeler in Nez Perce language not interpreted.
CouncH adjourned until 10 o'clock to-morrow morning.
FOURTH DA Y's COUNCIL.
Opened with prayer by Rev. James Hayes (Indian) in Nez Perce language.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. As we promised you yesterday, we came prepared this morning to make the proposition promised yesterday, for the sale of your
remaining lands on this reservation. Even if you are not disposed to sell it, it is
our duty to the Government to make you this offer, and your duty to consider it,
and of course give such answer to it, after a few day's consideration, as the best
int~rests of your tribe will direct you to do. A great many of you spoke yesterday,
and. a great many of you spoke from the he art, and even if your opinions differ from
ours you are entitled to our respect and friendship. It is the greatest privilege of the
free man to speak his heart as he feels it, and if it is the final ree.ult-of this council
that we can not make an agreement, we think that we can still retain your friendship as you shall ours. If you are ready and have nothing further to say, I will
now read to you the proposition of the Government, of which we will give a copy
to th_e chairman, Mr. Lawyer, and also several copies to the committee, as they may
reqm_re, so th_at they may have ample time to ~xplain every provision of it to every
man 1~ the tnbe, and tak11 a day, or two days 1f necessary, before you meet us again
and give us an answer. If you are ready I shall now make the proposi+,iou.
The proposition was accordingly read by Commissioner Robert Schleicher, as follows: We propose that yon shtLll reserve (if you desire so large a quantity) 65,000
acres, to be described by legal subdivisions, for wood and timber. For the balance
(509, 734: acres) '_Ve propose to pay you the sum of $1,274, 785, an average price of $2.50
per acre. Of tb1s sum we propose to pay you in cash, as soon as possible after the ratification of the agreement, the sum of $4:74, 785, or $249 to each and every member of
the tribe (estimatin~ the number at 1,905). The remaining sum of $800,000 we pro-
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pose to place iu tbe Treasury of the United States to draw interest at the
per cent per annum, and to pay you as follows:
Tho fir t year, interest .. : ............ ..... . - - - . : .. : - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - • - - · - The e ond year, $40,000 mterest and $100,000 p~m?1pal. ....... - - - - • - - - - The third year $35 000 interest and $100,000 prrn c1pal. ......••. - - -. - - - - .
Th fourth y rf,r, $30,000 interest and $100,000 :pri~cipal. ............. --··
The :fifth year, $25,000 i;11-terest and $100,000 pr~nc~pal. ............. - - - - - The sixth year, $20,000 mterest and $100,000 prmc~pa~ .....•.•• ........ - ..
The eventh year, $15, 000 interest and $100,000 prm01pal. ....••..... .....
Tho oigbth year, ~10,00_0 interest and $100,000 :pri1;1cipal. ...............•.
The ninth year, $0,000 mterest and $100,000 prmcipal ...... ............. .

rate of 5
$40,000
140,000
135,000
130,000
125,000
120,000
115,000
110,000
105,000

----

Cash for first payment.......................... .............. ..........

1,020,000
474, 785

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1, 494, 785
We will also agree to purchase for yonr use two portable saw-mills. If you a.re
willing to retain a smaller quantity of timber land we will pay you $2.50 an acre
for the amount you relinquish, say 30,000 acres, $75,000, irhich we will add to your
:fir t payment.
ow, as I said before, we shall make several copies of this proposition to be
given to the committee and as many of you as may seem necessary, so that they
may expl ain to the balance of the Indians, and we now propose to adjourn till Saturday morning if you sa.y so, or, if you think that isn't enough time, until Monday
morning, or any other time that you think you will want to meet us. That is all.
Rev. An urn LAWYER (by Interpreter Whitman). Do you say that we shall not
answer thi to-day~
ommi sioner ROBERT CHLEICHER. We think it will be better to take a full
day to com;ider it, that we may report to Washington that you have taken ample
time to talk the proposition over; that every one of you has had time to bear of it,
and that tbe answer b as been well considered.
Commis ionor JA rn F. ALLEN. I want to say, in addition, that we will put in
the agr cment whatever may be necessary to secure to every man an allotment, and
not to hav the land open until the patents are issued, as we promised you yesterday, ancl, if you so desire, not to open the surplus land until the :first payment has
been mad .
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. One reason why we prefer you should wait a day or
sob fore giving the answer is that you may have an opportunity to talk to all the
m mb rs of the tribe interested, and we do not think we can, in justice to the Government, accept an answer without due consideration on the part of your people.
The ovcrnment has a right to assume that all the members of your tribe have a
right to consider it, and hence we ask you to give the matt er full and due consideration.
E ROE MOSE . I do not misunderstand you; you have spoken. I do and have
under tood all you have said, but it seems you don't understand what I have said.
The Indians that are here, that are assembled here, have taken land, but don't
kn w wh re the e lands arc. For that reason, I say to the commission: Where is
that land that has been allotted f You give ui, this to think on and consider over,
and w·bat i it t~at we shall con ided You, the commissioners, spea,k with refernc t the makmo- of money to -day. We would like to be rich as well as yourselves
lik to b' ri ·h, but w are not ready. We woulcl like for you to let us have time to
talk among our Ives and finish up and come to some conclusion before making the
pr po ition to u . Th e Indians h:P.'e been brought to grief before from the fact
tha~ th Y had promis s made to them tha.t have nevor been fulfilled, and when the
Indian wanted to b allottecl land they were not allotted according to their desires,
and h uncl r tands fr . Allen to say that those that have not allotments there will
b all tm ·nt surveyed for them. I think that perhaps nearly half of these Indians
pr nt hav not got th ir lauds allotte<.1 to them, and I don't know but some of
th m bat are waitrng their pat nts will find out that some of their lands lie on the
cliff and bluff'. of th river. Show us the land that is outside of the allotments that
y u hav om t pnrcha e and then we "'Vill know.
• mmi ion r R nERT
IILEICHER. I have heard what my friend Mose.s has said.
Y terday h ame qoe tion was asked and Mr. Allen answered it, saying that this
Governm nt wa willing, and yon can make it a part of tho agreement, that a snrv ~or hoald b emJ?loyed for , year or two years if necessary, at the expense of the
ov rnm nt wh will be right with you and who will go out any time and survey the
land an<.~ how the corn r of ach allotmf'llt to any one of you that don't kno~
wh r_ hi c rn r are. .As to making you our proposition for the purchase thi
m rnmg, ye terday you told us that we had spent threi days in council and we had
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not made you an offer. That is the reason we make you an offer this morning, so
yon could talk it over among yourselves, and if a surveyor shows yo~ yo~u corners
and you have them all marked and know where your allotments are, it will be easy
for you to know which is the land that the Government wants to buy.
Mr. WHEELER. With reference to the land unallotted that you speak of, I want to
speak a few words. I speak with reference to the lands and the tract that has been
left out of the allotments, and I speak in the interest of the people you see here.
They told me to speak for us. I do not wish to revolve that and turn it over in our
mind~, and, as we have already said, we do not wish to let it go from the fact and
to the end that this unallottecl land is for the rising generation of our people to
whom no allotment has been made and that is the country we intend for them.
There is nothing more.to it. There is no hard feeling in the matter, but we do not
wish to sell.
·
Commissioner ,JAMES P. ALLEN. My brother seems to misundersta,nrl. the s~tuation
and the law. If there is an Indian who was living at the time Miss Fletcher left the
reservation he is entitled to and will he given an allotment, but no child who has
been born since, or who may be born hereafter, can have an allotment under the
law. This the Secretary of the Interior has already decided. Your children wHl be
provided for hereafter by inheriting the property of their parents. Your surplus
lands can not be leased for agricultural purposes and can be of no use to you. The
question for you to determine, not for this committee alone to determine, but for
every man of this tribe to determine, is whether you will keep 500,000 acres ofland
or whether you will take $1,500,000, which you can spend for your own benefit
and for the benefit of your children for all time to come, by giving them a good education and leaving them, when you are gathered to your fathers, a comfortable farm
well fenced and provided with comfortable dwellings. This is the offer we want
you all to consider. We want you all to think it over in your minds. Place this
vast area of land in one hand and $1,500,000 in the other, and take your time to consider it, and meet us here on Saturday morning, or such other time as you may
appoint, and give us an answer, looking to the Great Father of us all to guide and
direct your minds.
Rev. ARCHIE LAWYER. I will reply in a few words to Mr.Allen,fromWashington.
I am glad to hear him say what he bas said, and refer us to the ~'ather above, who is
Father of us all, to direct us aright in our consideration of this matter. I will say
to the 'President of the United States, who probably was the means of your coming
here, you have come to us and, I think you have said before, come to see us with
friendly feelings, and on friendly terms, and you speak to us in that friendly manner, do you, As I have understood and understand you to say that you didn't come
here with the expectation or intention of keeping anything from us, or hidden, that
is for our good. I wish to ask you and would like to have an answer from the commissioners with reference to my people, with reference to the regret that they might
have if they should not answer in the affirmative or come to some terms.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. I want to say that I not only entertain the most
kindly feelings to Archie Lawyer, but for every member of this tribe. I have no
particular interest or purpose of my own in making this proposition to you. I am
not personally interested in this settlement away out here, and I am only urging
you to accept this proposition because I firmly and confidently and conscientiously
believe it will be for your best interests. The reason the commissioner said you
· might regret it, if you did not accept the proposition, was not said in any manner as
a threat. We only meant that if you did not sell your surplus lands when you have
this opportunity, and found that yon ha,d not the means to improve your lands and
make yourselves comfortable, you might feel sorry that you hadn't taken the money,
just as when you had a good chance to sell a pony you might in a little while wish
that you had the money for it.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. Mr. Chairman, I now move that this commission and council adjourn until Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.
Rev. ARCHIE LAWYER. I have just told them that you of course bad something
important to do and we would meet here again on Saturday, and probably that would
be the last day of the commission, and it was getting cold and probably they were
anxious to get home.
The commission here adjourned and concluded with prayer offered by Rev. James
Hines.
FIFTH DAY OF COUNCIL.
DECEMBER 9, 1892-10 o'clock am.
ARCIDE LAWYER. With the consent of the commissioners we will open our council with prayer by Brother Allen.
Elder JOHN ALLEN (Indian). Prayer in Nez Perce (not reported).
Commissioner ROBERT ScHLElICilER. It is now nearly forty-eight hours since we
adjourned, and we are pleased to meet you all again. We have no doubt it has
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taken you all that time to consider the proposition that our Governme~t, through
the commi ion, has made you, a,ncl believe that you wil~ be ready some tu~-~ to-day
to give u an answer. We believe you have well considered the proposit10n and
know how surprised most of you are at the liberality of the offer that the Government ha made you through us. This offer in itself shows you tha~ the Government
wants to tr at you like a father,. who, when his sons come of age, s-ryes th.em enough
money o that they can s~ar~ m life and earn a comfortable _hvmg without any
further a sistanco from their father. The Government at Wasbrngton does not act
lik a st pfather to yon, but shows you that you are his sons that he loves. The
Gov rnment makes you an offer to pay you twice as much for your lands as he has
be n elling Lrncl for to the white man.
You have said that you love your country. It is a credit to you, and we all know
that you love it. The Government does not ask you to cease loving your country.
They do not ask you to leave your country. They ask you to stay right a~ yo~r
homes. They ask you to improve your country so that from year to year 1t will
increase in value, tliereby enabling you to support yourselves and children in comfort for the rest of your lives and reserving the principal for your child.ren. We
believe in time they will be worth thousands where they are now worth hundreds.
It bas been estimated that from one-third to one-half of the remaining lands are
totally worthless for farming, so the Government will not be able to sell them. So
they will lie open even after you have received your last payment for it. You will
still be entitled to the use of it in common with the white man. There is a law
which forbids any man to fence in land not his own, and you know that no white
man will buy these rough lands, so that these will be free to you and your people.
Outsid of your allotted lands you will still have grazing lands, and it will be many
years before t.bis country will be settled enough to compel you to keep on your own
lands. We hope you have carefully considered our proposition, and hope the answer
you will give us to-day will be a true expression of the opinion of the great majority
of the members of your tribe that are of age. Anything less than that is not what
th Government wants, because the motto of the Government is the greatest good
for the greatest number. If th ere are any of the provisions of this offer that you
have not all thoroughly understood, or any one of them that you have doubts about,
w ar still ready to explain to you. Nor will we promise you anything that would
not be auctioned l.,y the Government or would not be carried out to the letter.
If the amount of money men tionecl in our offer has l1een interpreted by our interpreter, Mr. Whitman, so that perhaps some of you did not understand, we will let
one of your elves, Mr. Reuben, for instance, whose knowledge of English is as good
as onr own, tran late it for you as we read it again.
(Here the proposition was translated to the tribe by James Reuben from the official
copy.)
Gn R x MOSES. With reference to Commissioner Schleicher, the one from Lewiston, Im an, it is with kind feelings we receive the intelligence that the President
i the father of us all, of yourselves and us, and we have known that this was the
reason that the Pr sident was our friend, for we have understood he was our friend
anc1 father. You have, of cour e, come from your father. We are a good many of us
roun l here and assembled here in council, and we have not seen this President of
your , the Pr sideut of the United States, and although we respect him as our
father, you are among the oldest of bis sons. Myself and these Indians that are
as mb1 <l in council are the youngest of his sons. You are wise. I am ignorant,
and _th
In~ia,ns also . You are strong; I am weak, and also these my people.
Tn:kmg t_hat mto consideration I am :tilled with weakness like going out as it were.
\: 1th r i r nee to myself and loving my country as also my people do, how can I
c cle t you my country when my people are but young and weakf Let our father
whom I haven .v r se n take this mal,ter easy and go slow, that the matter of our
country may come to a clo e and from time to time we will see how things progress.
o w _ay to_ our fath r, have pity 1Jpon us. Let some time elapse and perhaps those
cla swill bnng a better nnderstanclin~.
!JARRI
]{~p K P PA LIH KIN. 1' or sometime I have beard what these, my
fr1 nclR, have aid, and you three commissioners who have come to us from Washington. nnd r. tm1d how I am. This is the third ime I have explained or expressed mylf, tl(a _I hon]d like to lrnve the Government pity us and "- ait until such time as
h :fin_1 ·brno- up of the allotted lands is completed.
I po1~1t to he. East and say to my father in the East, he is my father, and say
h_av pity o~ us rn u h time as I have brains and can conduct myself in all operation as white m n. \Vo fe 1 ourselves very far behind the white men. I am not
n w v ry near b m ~n civilization. Wait for us. We have children in school, and
th Y xp t to b , 1 e by and by when these allotments will not be :finished, and
t th ncl that I thinl- my country is for my people, and is for the rising generation.
and ,,- bav no land to ell.
'E R E Mo E . I want to ask these three gentlemen, the commissioners, a ques-
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tion.· I sn,w an article in a Lewiston newspaper,the Teller, a,nd want to know ifit
was by your authority it was published. Ha<l they author!ty from yo?- to say that
whether the Indians came to terms or not the Government would certamly open the
reservation,
.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. That is like a good many newspaper reports that
you see. The commission ers have not given authority to any newspnper to say the '
Government will open the reservation without your consent. The art icle has escaped
my notice, but I have been told since I came to the reservation that there was such
an article in the paper. It was not anthorized. 'l'hat may a.IL ba,ve come from the.
complaint that has been made that white men trespassed 011 Indian lanils. You
have complained to us that white men tresspassed on your reservation, a1ld wl1ile
the Government has promised yotr to keep white men o1f, it has many times failell
to do so. ·while the Government has aimed to keep white men's stcck off t,lle reservation, sometimes it b as been almost impossible for the India,ns themselves to keep
their cattle and horses off wh ite men's land, ancl so we have to be patient one with
the other._ But the newspaper report is unauthorized.
JAMES REUBEN. We are placed upon the reservation, and we are placed here by a
treaty, and by that same treaty all have agreed with reference to the stock which
go out of the reservation. I say they are driYen out by white men, who not only
drive them out but steal them as well. I do not want to misrepresent the trouble
between the Indians and whites, but this is the truth, and I could hold up my right
hand and swear to it.
UTA.SIN MA LIH KIN. I see you the three commissioners who h.ave come from a distance. I am a poor, ignorant persou, who says nothing about law, but I have listened and understood what you have sa id. At first I understood you to say you came
after tho sale o(lauds; after the allotment is made. I understand your instructions
were for the commission ers to come here and council with the N' ez Perces, with reference to the sale of the unallotted lauds. To come and see t1rnm and see whether
they assent to the terms of the treaty with reference to that land, or not, who have
come to us. Tbat is the way I understood you at first, but it has been my understanding that the Government was not to decide in such matters for them. ·when I
heard that you had another treaty for them, it was all right, and I feel very weak
and discouraged with reference to ourselves and the sale of the unallotted lands,
and can't assent to it.
JAMES LAWYER. We shall not, my friend, stir up bard feelings among us. In speaking to the Indians and saying we as his brothers (the commissioners), the Government in Washington, as it is the fatller of these commissioners, it is also our father .
.The Government did not, at any previous time, tTy to deceive our fathers, who are
long since d eatl and gone, and I can sta,nd here and say that I do not wish to deceive
or lie to the Government, but I shall always acknowledge my allegience to the Government as long as I live.
I shall not, as it were, put something in my hand behind my back to draw on the
Government and cause them to h ave hard feelings. vVe think it is not right to keep
-anytli i11g back for fear of causing a misunderstanding or hard feelings'. Of course
I have come to the age of manhood, and although we all are grown up to manhood,
but feel like a child and wish for you to wait awhile on us until we are better prepared to assent to this treaty. As I look back upon my people and see they are
young J1nd scarcely rea<ly to battle with circumstances by hard work for their own
maintenance, I can not assent to your having our land, my elder brother.
,
Rev. WILLIAM WHEELER. With friendship and fri endly relations we have spoken
together and we undenitand each the other. In what has been said to-day there is
nothing of an unfriendly feeling between us. Law is counted upon, truthfulness
consequently talking on law, it is not our desire to have bard feelings. But. I :find
that our people are not able to take care of themselves, and to that end I can not
assent to sell you the reservation. I love it very much and so do my people, and
my people are ignorant, and that is why I say what I do.
At this time the council adjourned until 2 o'clock, closing with prayer by Brother
Hayes.
Rev. JAMES HAYES (Indian). Prayer in Nez Perce language. [Not interpreted.]
Council resumed at 2 o'clock on afternoon of fifth clay.
Commissioner BEEDE. One of the speakers, George Moses, who was · here this
morning ca1leu. our attention to an article in the Lewiston 'l'eller which I had not
seen . I understood him to say that the reservation would be openeu by the Government whether we obtained consent of the Indians or not. Since leaving the council
this forenoon I have taken pains to obtain a copy of this paper, and I :find it does
not state wbat I was l ed to believe. The item reads as fo]lowr,t "Mr. Beede has
expressed the opmion that if the matter can not be adjusted the Government will
take action at once and the reservation wm be opened. He thinks it is the intention of the Department to close up the matter dnring the present administration ."
Now the article seems to say that if the matter can he adjusted with the Indians it
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will be opened. It does not &ay that the reservation would · be opened with?ut the
consent of the Indians, and while I do not remember precisely th~ conversation, yet
I find no fault with it b ecause the Government wa,nts the r eservat10n for the purpose
of opening it to white sett,l_eruf'nt, and ~e promise you if the I~dians would conse~t
to the opening, we would m corporate m tb.e agreement that it be not opened until
the first payment be made to the Indians.
.
JONAB. My friends, you who are sitting there (the commissioners), you have
alreadv understood me. I have said I have a great deference for the Government,
and re":flecting and revising my duty to my ancestors who are gone, they ~ho kept
all treaties and laws, I know and understand and remember the wordmg of the
first treaty to which I bold. There were orders an<l stipulations of the treaty for
them to make permanent improvements, improvements that they could stay with.
Also the treaty told them that they would have a church in which they could stand
up and speak of religions matters, That treaty also granted to us a schoolhouse
in which to teach our children, so as to educate them up to the same standing as
white children. All of these things which I have mentioned we have, but there are
many other things which are not completed. My mind is already made up, the same
as my people here have already expressed themselves, and at such time as we are
ready and in the right condition, then we can consider with reference to your having
the land. And now I say to you, my seniors, and to my seniors at the Department,
that we can not consent to your having the unallotted la.nd.
Es KA WIN THOMAS. I have a few words to speak to the gentlemen, the commissioners, in the way of answering them. You can very well see these Indians that
are in this house, all our people, and we can look forward and see that there will
be generations to come. I have already unders tood what you have said, and I
think it will be the best way to leave it to the generations to come. So I can not
consent to its being sold to the Government.
Rev. JAMES HINES . We have already talked this length of time, and we understand each other. I do not think they do what they do with a misconceived idea.
Our deference to the Government is of the strongest kind. You are on the reservation to treat for the sale of the lands. That I understand you to say. To which we
say to the Government that we are very thankful. We speak, recognizing the Government as our parents. We are very weak. You for yourselves can see that we
are not strong. Calling you our friends, we will say the country is ours. We show
up to you our thoughts, a,nd ask of the President and the Government to have pity
on us, and keep our country as it is for the present. We think and answer you
to-day that we can not let you have the land.
BARTHOLOMEW. Recognizing you as my seniors 'tis with pleasure I see you here
to-day. That which is my mind that I show you to-day. They, our seniors, who
ma<l.e the treaties understood I them. They, our seniors, held fast to all the provisions of treaties. I am a descendant of those with affection in my heart. Consequently, I am led to show to you, the three commissioners, my heart as it is. The
land of which you speak is for my children, and I can not let you have it.
PEo PEo Mox Mox. Those of you who have come, it is well you have come and
seen our people as they are. You have already known the minds of ~he Indian s for
the last three days. You came from where autbority emanates with ears to listen to
what we say, and you brought with you eyes to look and see these people as they are.
Therefore, I think it was wise for the Government and the President to have sent
you here, to see and learn for yourselves, and we have opened up to each other onr
heart~ and find ourselves to be as we are. Consequently) I say to you to-day-you
that. 1s the elde~ one of the commission from our father, and to you the one from
Lewiston-I say it so you can understand, and to Mr. Allen, I also say to you, what
you take back to Wal:!hington do not forget to take back in good shape. I say to
you three I can't let you have this country, my friends. So do not forget it, and take
that to Washino-ton also.
JAME~ RUBE . Those who ought to have due deference have listened to what bas
been said by those who have spoken. Some of these have great herds of stock and
cattle, a1;1-d friends who are fixed the same way, friends of those who live near them,
so th re 1s no other way for them to say except what they have said. Consequently
th y have made up their minds; can't let the Government have the lands for white
settlementt as th •ir stock grazed on that land and they wanted the land for that
purpo~e. l ~ave not ma~y cattle or horses, and most of those that are here seated in
council a_re m the same fix as I am, not having many cattle or horses. So as they
are workmg on tho principle which will lead to their bene~t I wish to take a conr e
which will lead to my benefit and that of my people. I don't think I should be benefite.d if 1 ft empty-~anded with reference to the conntry nnallotted. I don't know
the idea ofth se Indians; but I do know my own impressions, and those are to let the
Government have the laud. In saying this that 1 have already said to you, think
not_ th~t it is con enting to the amount which yo u have offered us. In that land
which 18 unallotted of which you speak there is mi11eral, good agricultural and good
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timber land. I think that the Government should give us $2,250,000, That I think
they could afford to give. I do not look upon the Government as poverty stricken.
In coming to such an agreement as that and ceding that land to the Go-,:-ernment_I
strip from my friends that part of the country alluded to and ~he use of 1t for theustock. Then I will be satisfied, not with the amount you mention for the unallotted
lands as I have said before. So there is no use for us to tire each other any more on
this matter unless you have authority. There can be nothing done other than what
ycrn have listened to. That is done and over with. That much I say to you.
HARRISON. With my own ears I hear what my friend Reuben has said, and on the
other hand I hear what they have said, my seniors, and of my own age. One person
has n.ot the privilege or is empowered to lead this many people just as he sees fit.
I would like to see who there are of the same opinion as my friend, James Reuben;
I think he stands alone.
JAMES LA WYER. At this time there is no person who li.as entire control of this
matter of this country. As soon as we heard you were here (the commissioners) you
have seen and listened to these and they are the only ones who have complete
authority to speak in this matter. There is no one person authorized to set a price
upon the lands in question, but all these Indians are to be listened to. Should one
man assume authority or spea,k for them all the people would all be grieved.
Neither would our father, the President, sanction it.
JAMES REUBEN. I prefaced it, when I spoke to you commissioners, that what I
said to you was my own mind. Consequently I rise to have the amount specified
erased and let the Indians specify the amount for themselves, but in taking back I
do not say I take back or rescind anything I have said outside of that. What I have
said I stand to. All of these Indians know that I belong to this part of the country,
and I know very well that my father was never raisecl up on this part of the reservation, but I am the son of one who was brought from another part of the country
and brouirht here and set down here. That's the sort of chilll I am. I think that I
shall concur with the Government's idea to let them have the country, in case we,
should come to an agreement to let them have the land, as it will be for our children's
comfort and benefit that come after us.
JONAH. My seniors, you, the three commissioners, I again speak to you. This
amount of country that has been allotted has been allotted and surveyed, and they
have been allotted to the people named by record of each place to each man's name.
That is all well as far as it goes-to those that have been allotted land. But the
rest of the unallotted land is for the children of the rising generation. I have
listened to what James Reuben has said, and in case he is dissatisfied with the land
allotted to him, it is his privilege to sell it.
EDDIE CONNER. I have listened and heard all that has been said by all these.
people, and I have also listened and heard what has been said from the first, and I
have listened to the desires and wishes that have been made known to you of all
who have spoken, and I was placed upon this committee which was selected to talk
for the people, and I rise to tell you what I think myself, and that is the same that
Reuben has said and concluded, and as that is just the same as I think myself, I
say it.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. I am glad to know that at least two members of
this committee of twelve have the courage and unselfishness to speak in behalf of
the common people. The old man who is fast approaching the end of life, the poor
woman needing the necessaries of life, arid all the body of people who are not rich
and who have not large h erds of horses and cattle, these are the ones the Government
wants to benefit. The Government is educating your children. They have over
yonder an excellent school. There is none better among the whites. There these
children will learn to tak e care of themselves, to be useful men and women, with the
inheritance they will receive from their parents, and with their share of the money
they will receive, they wi11 be amply paid by the Government and provided for. I
want to correct the misapprehension which seems to exist with reference to the
unallotted lands. Land can not be allotted.to your children that come after these
allotments are made, and if you want to save it for them you can save the value of
it by i:;clling it now, taking the interest on it yearly, and keeping the principal in
the Treasury. But in my opinion that would be unwise. Your first duty is the
duty you owe to yourselves and to your children who are living, all of whom, down
to the last baby_ who was born before the allotting agent left the reservation, has
the same quantity of land as all of you. Look after those who are living and trust
those who may be born hereafter to the care of our Father and your accumulations
that you leave behind you.
ARCHIE LA.WYER. I wibh to say to you and those at Washington that we are not
able to speak with reference to money. You speak as if they did not know how to
take care ofmonQy placed in their possession immediately. I don't speak with reference to 1;1yself or wit~ r eference to the committee, but for all my people who are
poor. Neither do I wish to cast away from me any law or order issued by the_
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President. I am standing on this place on land that does not belong to us, but to
the whites. We are talking together in a stranger's country. The land belongs to
the whites and tho few words I have to say are for you to listen to. I think t,hat
quite an a~ount of ~o.ney should be ~aid to these Indians~ also to the women who
are in the same cond1t1on as at such time as the woman, Miss Fletcher, came to us.
be told them that they were to take land that was surveyed. She told the~ that
after the allotment was made, the unallotted land should be kept for them, m case
you should c?nclude to sell or not to. To-day th~re are several. of our peop~e, the
women especially, who have taken cold and are sick, and she said to us that 1t was
ours to keep, and our minds are made up to that effect. And in accordance to what
Miss Fletcher has told us, and as I have told you before, I think it is the opinion of
all tho people in the council not to sell the land. I call for them to say what they
think and they assent to it. Our minds are made up.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. There is a peculiarity attending this council not
common in such cases. When we first came among you you told us that you had
appointed twelve of you to speak for the people, and each one of the twelve had a
right to speak for the people. You remember that we told you that we wanted to
hear from all Nez Perces and that every member of the tribe was interested in the
matter, and that no one should be prohibited from speaking his opinion. One
of the members of your committee at that time told us with great dignity that
he was clothed with shame that we should think of allowing ignorant people to
speak in council, an.cl now while you call upon the people to indorse what you say
you don't hesitate to say to Reuben and the man who had spoken with him,
intern gent as any among you, you deny to these members of your own committee the
privilege, tbe right they have under your appointment, to speak their honest con,ictions to this commist;ion. 'l'he commission gives them the right and the privilege and will hear what they as well as you or any other members of the tribe may
have to state as to their convictions of what should be done in the matter presented
to you.
HARRI ON. You understood what I said with reference to what Reuben has said.
I understand what the elderly gentleman has said with reference to the twelve
councilmen bein~ authorized to speak for us. Of those twelve ten say we can not
let yon have the land, and of that twelve two say we will let you have the land. I
see what you are wri1ing and what has been written, and I say as I did before, that
we can't let you have the land, and we do uot wish to be led by two men.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. Should all of you in council select fifty men
and give them full authority to sell your lands for you or make an agreement with
tho Government, and every one of that fifty should sign his name on paper to sell
the land, the agreement would not be worth the paper it was written on. The Government fully recognizes that the reservation belongs to you all; that the child of
the poorest man in the tribe has the same interest in the matter as the richest man
in the tribe, and even if you should make up your minds against the Government
each one of you will have to sign his name (that is, over twenty-one years of age),
aml h will have to t;ign for himself. The law gives a man a right to sign for his
wit and children, but he can not sign for a brother. So before we make any agreem nt with you the opinion of all of you has to be expressed. Every man over
twe~ty-one years of age wil~ have to say yes or no, an<l even if the majority refuse
to sign the agreement we will have to get the names of all those who say yes and
tho _e wbo say no. If the majority says yes, it is good, but even if tl10 majority is
agn10. an arrreement we will have to report to Washington the names of those who
favor 1t n well_ns those wbo oppose it. It is getting late now, and this thing is still
~ u~,· _itlecl n_ 1t was tw? lays ago. We were in hopes to adjourn this evening, but
fincl it, 1nipo. ·1hl o, nnd will a<ljourn to meet you again on Monday at 2 o'clock.
Al JJrn LAWYEl. There will be this number of Indian~ present on Monday. We
thonght_th~y wonhl a<ljoum sine die this evening.
omn1ll's1011 r 1 1rnwr SCHLEICHER. Wo can't adjourn sine die this evening. We
mn m Pt )·on ?,11 ngai11. Thi matter· is not yet sett,l ed and we are not ready to
r port, t ', a ·b111gtou, and will insist on seeing you again and hope all will be able
t b It re :londay at two o'clock.
_T ·1 'J\IA LIU HI . I do not wish to say anything with reference to convening
a ~11_1 on 1 11day . , om e one els may say something about it. I did not know the
opinion of my yonnrr r brethren. I would like t o know the opinion of many of
th m to th . n<l tbat I can know and sec them take a ri ing vote. They, the Indians,
ntHl fanlt with what I aid abont a ri ing vote.
'E JWE, 1 E . ly fri u<l I am going to ay !Jut little. At the time, my fri nds,
when w • fir t omm n · d talking about this matter we didn't commence or intend
at any tag of the ouncil to tir up strife or hard f cling. I thourrht all the way
al n from he nr t that, in o-oo i i elinrr this council woulcl be brourrht to a clo e.
In h_a v nt we bonld not s parnte in sha,meface<lne . We the committee were
appomt d to meet this commis ion and we thought that it was our duty and priv-
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ilege to show you as we have shown you in our own regard, that we speak for the
good and the benefit of these people, and in our own behalf. I have listened and
· heard what Reuben has said and also Eddie Conner. So far as they view it from
their own standpoint, anu as it affected our people, I am at a loss to know who gave
those two, Reuben and Conner, authority to speak for the committee and for the
p eople. I think in friendship just the same of them before they expressed th(lmsclves as they have with reference to the matter in question. Standing in front of
you the commissioners and in front of all in the council, I should like to ask of Reuben wHh reference to the $2,000,000 proposition that he made. I want to know if
he takes back that part of the proposition and stands upon the other part of it.
JAMES REUBEN. That is what I say, $2,250,000 was the amount I stated. James
Lawyer kicked over that offer, and it is for the people all assembled to say the price
and not one man with reference to the $2,250,000 that I asked and ordered to have
erased and still stick to my opinion to let the Government have the land; although
I did not say for the amount offered. That's the answer to George Moses' question
that he asked me.
Rev. JAMES HAYES (Indian). Prayer in the Nez Perce language, not interpreted.
Council adjourned until 10 o'clock Monday morning.
SIXTH

DAY

OF COUNCIL.

DECE:\IBER 12-2 o'clock p. m.
Rev. JAMES HAYES (Indian). Prayer in Nez Perce, not interpreted.
Commissioner SCHLEICHER: Our friends, we ar~ pleased to meet so many of you
to-day. Some of your speakers, the last time we met, told us very many things; a
great many wise things. They also said a few things that I would like to speak
with you about. Now, you said the white men were the President's oldest sons and
that you were his youngest sons. I want to tell you now that up to two years ago
all the white men in this country were like you, the President's younger children.
Some of you know as well as I do that Idaho has just been made a State. Two
years ago before that time the President would send you or us a governor and he
would send us our judges without asking if we wanted any or not; just as he sent
you agents and school teachers without asking if you wanted any or not. But
when Idaho became a State two years ago the President gave us the right to elect
our own governor and our own judges from the people that live nronnd here and
among ourselves. And now the time has come that the Government wants yon to do
likewise. He wants you to become like us his oldest sons. He wants every one of
you that is twenty-one years of age to say who shall be governor, who shall be the
judges, and who shall be the sheriff of the county, who shall be the justice of the
peace among you; and in fact he wants yon to have as much power as whites.
You have said to us your people are not intelligent enough to assume the responsibility of the citizen. This we can't report at vVashington, because we know better.
Some of you have been to Washington. They have been seen by the Government;
they have been heard by the Secretary of the Interior, and be knows you are all
intelligent as the white people.
Three years ago I was going to New York, and when I got to Spokane Falls I met
Rev. Deffenbaugh, and with him was one of your own people, Felix, from Kamiah.
They were going to New York and we traveled together. There were dozens of
gentlemen on the train who had never seen an Indian and who thought all Indians
w:,ere wild. They got acquainted with Felix and they spoke day after day with
him, and they would come afterwards and say to me, "Is this the way: the Indians
are progressing in civilization, or is this the only one f" I said, "No, he is not the
o~ly one. I know plenty more myself, and I know there are plenty more in the
tribe, that I am not acquainted with, that are just as good as he is and just as
abl~ to _fill any position as any white man." I was speaking truth and I was proud
to live m the country, and these men would tell me that the nation of Indians which
ha_s plenty of such men as these was well fitted to become citizens, and they should
think they would make just as good citizens as any white men with better education. I don't believe there is any one here who would not make a good citizen and
go to the State of Idaho and help make the laws to rule both whites and Indians,
and not o_nly the c~mmittee, but I believe many more that are just as well qualified.
We believe that m opening up your unallotted lands you will confer a great ben. efit on yourselves, because the whites will settle among you and will farm their
lands, and after awhile a railroad will be suro to come and cross the reservation and
benefit your lands as much as their own. vVe who live here without a railroad, we
think we are free men, but we are not. We are slaves of the weather. When the
snow is on the mountains you can't go to the country, and when the ice runs on the
Clearwater you conld not cross even for a day if your friend was dyincr on the opposite shore. You told us last week that the snow was deep on the ~ountains and
you wanted to go home before it got deep. Now compare this state of things with·
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what it woulcl be if you ha<l. a railroad rnnning from here through the country.
Yon wonlc1 not have to irouble n,bout the wenther nor snow in the mountains. You
wonl<l. be able to stay here at your ease until you were rnady to leave, and when.
ready to go you woul<l. take t,he tr~,i n right her~ and in three hours would be at
home. There are a great rnauy white men who like you don't want progress, and
say the way they lived their cbi ldre~ should live, but.they are getting fewer ev~ry
day. This ,-..orld moves and tho ch1ldren now growmg up don't want to live hke
their fathers. They want to live better, they want more to eat and better houses,
better beds, better roads, so that they won't have to go on horseback, or go in
wagons or buggies, but so they will get there quicker and more comfortably. And
so all over the world.
The whites an<l. the Indians, as well as the blacks, they all want to improve. And
all of yon, ancl all the white men of this country, if you do the best you can to hold
this country back you cau hold it back but a few years, but you can't forever. For
tho children who come after us, when they leave here and go abroad and see the
comfort in which these people live, both whites and Indians, they will be smprised
an<l. they will say, "Are they any better than we are that they have so much more
than we, and that their lives are so much easier than ours fl! and they will think,
"What were our fathers doing when all this development was going on f Why did
not they do likewise, or were they asleep fl! You have seen yourselves in the last
twenty years the changes that have come over you, and I remember the time, and
so do you, when between the Clearwater and Spokane there were not twenty people.
They had plenty of grass, more than on this reservation, and with all their grass
you saw they were poor, and it is only six or eight years since the railroad ca.me
here so they could sell all they raised, and get the cash for it, all(l they became rich.
But here some of you told us the other day that many of your people were not
ready to mix with the whites. I am told that a great many came from the country
where they could have taken their lands away from the whites. They came and
took as close to the whites and the railroads as they could, and their judgment was
good, because they know that their lan<l. will bring more near a railroad than back
on a mountain where land is just as good, but where they can't sell what the land
pr du es. Now would it not be right that those of yon that have taken your allotted lands on Colcl Springs and Meadow Creek ancl in the Kn,rniah country and on
North Fork should have the same chance to get as good an income from their lands
as tho e who were lucky enough to get theirs near a railroad f And thi1::1 they can
only do by allowing the reservation to be opened, il.nd by having it farmed, and
there is no reason why this whole country here should not be as rich a,s the Palouse
country is. You have seen other changes among you. Ten years ago the Government kept soldiers at Lapwai. Soldiers are an emblem of war. War brings suffering; it brings huuger, thirst, and it brings poverty to women and children, and this
worl<l. is getting too wise for war. Nobody wants war any more. What do you see
instead of solcliers ¥ You see good schools and go.od teachers, which the Government sent you tC\ teach your boys everything necessary to make them good and succes ful men, and your girls everything that will make good women and housewives
of them. These are the arts of peace. Peace means plenty. It means good houses
and comfortable living. Gives you the leisure to stay at home when the weather is
bad, and everything that makes life worth living. It is the hope of tlJis commis1::1ion,
as it is the hope of the President of the United States, that this nation of Nez
~ere s, who were a.I ways among the :first in the arts of war, should, now that the
time ha come, be one of the first m the arts of peace.
E R 1~ M ES. Twice already I have saicl to you three commissioners I undertand P rfectly what has been said. I unclerstoou in reference to everything spoken
of_to the encl and in the direction that you are speaking. I do not, as it were, set
as1cle you who honld be shown reverence, or anything you have said. You are good
men. I b lieve you are good men, but turn round and look round you and see that
the e Indian are not the same way good. So far as I myself am concerned, I think
I could take my place among the whites, but I turn round and I see these people
ro~md here nr not in the same condition. Listen and learn of me the reason why I
:nd I was of the younger brethren of the Government. There is one white man
who has b n ettled upon this reservation about thirty years-I think that len<Tth
of tim . I b~ve spoken and my people have spoken on that matter several times,
bnt we ar till troubled until to-clay. He has in a number of instances branded
the attl and hor e of the people you see here. We have shown that matter up to
he authoriti s at Wa hington several times, and they seem to have failed to remove
that on man off the reservation . For that reason I would like to tell yon, as I have
told you befor , that these people are not ready until we know how these allotments
are. The name of that white man is Caldwell.
ommis ioner Ja~rns P. ALLEN. I simply wi h to state as to the case of Caldwell
that :tie originally. came on the reservation under that provision of treaty ~hich
permits the establishment of stage stations or hotels for the accommodation of
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travelers. After the mail route was abandoned, of course he .has no further right
there, and the Department has ordered his removal, and it was rep<:rt_ed to _the
Department that he was removed and no doubt he was removed; but 1t 1s possible
that he has come back. If so and the matter is properly presented to the Department he will be put off again'. It will not be the fault of the Department if anybody' remains on the reservation who ought to be put off.
.
JAMES LAWYER. That provision of the treaty only had reference to th~ time
being a,nd did not expect them to keep the land al~ogether. It w~s ~ small p~ece of
land and the land was to be used as. a stage stat10n. Whether 1t 1s there, rn the
treaty, or not, it should have _b~en that th~ agent sho~ld have authority, if he overstepped the privilege of remarnmg there, to remove his cattle and ½orses. He can
g et them as far up as to the canyon-and they go that far-and brmg them back.
Not only that, in going there he is not particular, but gets some of ours too. Last
year I had a cow ancl a calf and a yearling, ancl this man took th::im from us, and
only with considerable trouble I was 1:1nabled to get them back agam.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. My friend Lawyer has given a far better argument than I can give why you should sell the land. As I have said before, the
Department h as ordered Caldwell off the reservation. It was supposed he was off.
If he is back again with his cattle and horses it only shows the great difficulty the
Department labors under 3,000 miles from here in keepint such men off the reservation and keeping it clear of cattle and horses so that it would be of some use to you.
If you will sell the surplus lands and have the money for it, it won't then make any
difference if white men's cattle roam over ii. But they will not, for settlers wHl
come and take up land and fence their farms, and that will keep cattle not only off
their lands but it will help to keep them off your lands, for before the cattle can get
on your farms they will have to come over white men's farms. 'fhe white men will
be interested in keeping them off their lands and so help to keep them off your lands.
I said the other day that when the land is settled up with farms and settlers all
round inside and outside and mixed among you there will be no difficulty in keeping
cattle off your land. Now, this is a strong argument why you should dispose of this
land, and is une of the reasons why the Secretary and the President are anxious you
1:.l10uld do so.
The Government has made you th e most liberal offer in my opinion that has been
made to any tribe since Harrison was President. The only tribe that I can remember
that have received $2.50 per acre for any considerable quantity of land is the
Sisseton and Wahpeton tribe in Dakota. They had a smaller body of l and, very
little of which was waste land not good for agriculture. We paid the sa,me price
we propose to pay you for all your land including the worthless land or nearly so.
But we did not make such liberal conditions as to cash payments. My only fear in
regard to this offer is that the President and Congress will think it too high, but we
believe that if we can secure your consent to sell the land, that we can convince the
President and Congress that while we have made a very liberal offer it is such an one
that Congress may approve considering all the circumstances of the case.
WILLIAM WHEELER. I have already to you said and answered in the negative
twice. I am broken up in the matter although you, the commissioners, speak well.
I have not from anything particular that has been said now, but I have said no from
the start. James Reuben asks you in commencement of the council with reference
to your authority in coming here and how much you expected to pay. You did not
say at the outset of the council you were instructed to say how much, but you were
to make the trial for the sale of the lands. I look around at my people and c0me to
some conclusion that I could not live right mixed up with the whites. We are not
ready; consequently I say no. ·with friendship I have said to you we are not ready
to take a step of this kind. That is my mind. I have before expressed it.
JAMES LAWYER. I am or my mind is very much exercised with being here in the
mud. I have been used to a good bed, and not rolling from side to side in the mud,
which is not pleasant or comfortable.
I have felt as if I had my ha,n ds bound and put into prison and no way of unloosing myself. And from the fact that on coming you were not authorized to offer any
particular amount, and the amount you offered authorized by Congress; consequently we had better stop right where we are.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. Lest there may be some misunderstanding in regard
to this Caldwell matter, I want to read one single clause in the treaty proclaimed
April 24, 1857, as follows: [Reads.] "And the said tribe consent that upon the public
roads which may run across the reservation there may be established at such points
as shall be necessary for public convenience, hotel or stage stands of the number or
necessity of which the agent or superintendent shall be the sole judge, who shall be
competent to license the same with the privilege of using such amount of land for
pasturage and other purposes connected with such establishment as the agent or
superintendent shall deem necessary, it being understood that such lands for pasturage
are to be in.closed and the boundaries <lescribed in the license." Now, never having
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been with the ez Perce tribe before, I don't know whether that cla.use relates ~o
Caldwell or not· neither do I know whether a.ny subsequent treaty ha,s repealed 1t
or not. Of cour~e the Department will try and relieve you, if it can. But, if by Y?Ur
own consent under treaty or otherwise either in this a1·tic]e or any other the thrng
is o complidated that the Department can't easily reach it, that is why you must be
patient.
~ow in reo-ard to the remarks of William Wheeler, I think he object s to t h e agreement becau;e he a sum es we have no authority to name any ·amount. I want to tell
him and yon that not only Congress but the President have authorized us by law to
n .-,.otiate with you and others for the purchase of your and their surplus l ands, and
authorizes the appointment of this commission to carry out the law. So f!1r as you
are concerned our commissions authorize us to deal with you for sale of la_na and the
onl:v restriction placed on us in regarrl to the price we agree to pay you 1s that ~ur
agreement with you shall _be subject to ratification by Congress, and that the price
to be paid you sha11 be farr and reasonable. vVe have endeavored to make you a
fair and liberal proposition, which ha,s already been stated by Mr. Allen. We have
placed the amount at what we believe to be the outside limit. We have not made
this proposition with any purpose or intention to advance the price. All the same
wc believe it to be for your best interests to accept the same, and when in general
terms yon decide to m ake an agreement with us, based on these terms, then all these
smaller details can be a.rranged between you and us.
Some of you are at home, some of you are quite a distance from home, Commissioner Allen and myself are many times farther from home than any of you, and to
get to our homes we will have to go over snows as deep and deeper than any of you.
We believe it better now that all are together that we remain until an agreement is
concluded, or until we ascertain by your own sign:-,,tures on paper that the majority
of your peo11Je are opposed to making an agreement. We are willing· to give you
another day for consideration, if you desire it, without trying to obtain signatures,
and if yon need three or four days more to consider the mat,ter, we can wait even
that long, but you must not stand between us and your people, p·r eventing us from
getting tho free expression upon paper of every male adult of the Nez Perce tribe.
JONAH. I understand what Mr. Allen bas already said. I understood you to say it
wa not for you to say with reference to this treaty and showing itup to the Congress.
I say to Mr. Beede we wish to all listen to what you have said . I am sorry as to this
evening and this morning, one, two, and three with their pack horses sta.rting for
home, as already some few have started for home, and we do not wish to do anything
without their knowing it. We would rather put this treaty off till spring.
Commissioner .JAMES I?. ALLEN. It is getting too dark to continue much longer.
I know that some of you want to stay till to-morrow because Mr. McConville is to
gi_ve a social to-morrow evening so that I presume those, with those who live n ear,
will ma,ke as full a council as usual. This house is quite as full as at any time I ha,ve
seun it. We will adjourn now and consider the matter further to-morrow, when we
can probabl ' arrange some plan for getting some expression of every member of the
tribe and rent:h a general conclusion on Wednesday. Now, I want all in the house
to think of this matter carefully and prayerfully, and we will meet you a gain to-morrow at 10 o'clock.
A~wum LAWYER. I am the pastor at the Second Presbyterian Church at Kamfah.
I w1 ~ t.o ,peak to you taking into consideration that I am their pastor. I teach
th mm a Christianlike manner so as to behave themselves as Christians. The church
ha. e1d 1·s and is well organized and supports itself. That wisdom which I have
gamed, that I strive to impart to my people. I speak to my membership in my
church that we maintain ourselves in form of a church and also in reference to the
Government. I always tell the church members that we .are to advance as the Governm nt wi hes us 10. I tell them with reference to such laws as will come to them
in all probability exacted by the United States. That's the way I teach my people
who are the members of my church.
JA:\rn REUBE . That wb.ich Mr. Beede read with reference to Caldwell I do not
thin~ is appL'oJ?riate to Ca]dwell's case. He is entirely outside of that in person
and rn apphcat10n . He, perhaps, has not less than seven or eighthundrecl cattle and
ho_r e . I und .r tan<l that it is the duty of you commissioners to keep these persons
oft the r~servat1on. It seems to me that you sweep away and make it clean for inte_rlop r hke Caldwell. In 1876 there was a commission came here and assembled m
hur b, 01:11-po cl of J~rome Stickney Barstow, Gen. Howard, and H . Clay Wood.
Th ey pr~m1sed that the1r report to the Department should be that the whites on the
r ' rvat1 on should be removed. Th e recommendation of that council was that Cald~ ell should be sent o~there~ervation. I amat a loss to know because you are on their
side. In ca e you wish whites to be on the reservation as they should be, why do
you take ~he part of u h folks as CalclweH Y And till another thing I have to ay
to you, with all due deference with r eference to your sayino- that was a liberal offer,
but seemed to question in your own miml whether that would be ratified or not. It
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is my idea and wish to sell to ~he Government, tbr~mgh yon commi_ssio~e~s, the ."urplus land in queRt,ion, but not for the amount submitted to us. I thrnk 1t is too little
you offer. That isn't the price we have set upon it. I have never sent word ·t o the
Government that I had land for sale, that you should come in accordance with that
message sent, and offer the price. I think that when you leave the question among
us to think over that I will tell you to think the matter over also. We can't let you
have it for that price, and at such time as we shall be tog~ther _at 10 to-morrow to
try and bring the amount of the number of acres on the reservat10n before the allotment was made and also the amount of land that has been allotted to the Indians.
Then we can find out how much there is on the outside of the allotments. I have
been desirous that we should come to some agreement, but we lea\te this matter for
you to consider and try and bring the answer to-morrow.
The commisioners were informecl by Archie Lawyer that they could leave and the
Indians would remain and talk over matters between themselves.
SEVENTH

DAY

OF COUNCIL,

DECEMBER 13, 1892,-10 oclock A. M.
ENOCH POND (Indian). Pr.a yer in Nez Perce, not interpreted.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER . My friends, we have spoken a great deal, and
you have spoken a great deal else, and you and we think now the time has come not
to make such long speeches, but devote ourselves to business.
We were requested yesterday by some speakers to bring you this morning a list
of the number of a,cres in the whole reservation, and the number of acres that was
allotted and tb e number of acres that is left for you to dispose of.. This we are prepared to do. And we will now. read it out and ask that the interpreter shall translate it slowly, so that every one can understand it, as follows:
Acres.

The reservation contains .............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 756, 968
The allotments comprise.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182; 234
Leaving a surplus of lands .......... ____ .... ___ ..................... 574,734
Reserved for wood and timber... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64, 820
509,914
If the amou.nt of timber land is reduced to 34,820 acres it will add to
surplus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 30, 000

And the surplus to be sold will amount to .....•.............•....... 539, 914
Making your first payment, according to the terms offered, $549,785, or $288.60 for
each man, woma.n, and· child, reckoning the membership at 1,905, subsequent payments will be as follows:
~
First pa.yment ( or for each family of fl. ve, $1,440) . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . • • • $288. 60
End of the first year, each........... ......................................
21. 00
End of the second year, each..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73. 00
End of the third year, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
70. 00
End of the fourth year, each . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
68. 00
End of the fifth year, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65. 00
End of the sixth year, each. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63. 00
End of the seventh year, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 00
End of the eighth yeat, each .............. ____ ...........••.. ·. ____ •.......
57. 00
End of the ninth year, each.... ...........................................
55. 00
820.00
We h aive here macle figures based on a family of five. Those whose families are a
little smaller would rece ive less, and those whose families were larget would ieceive
more in proportion. There are some who have families of ten. Their part would
be over $8,000. We hope all of you will understand this proposition. It is a most
li?eral one. 'l'here. rna:v be a slight v_ariation in the last payments, after eight or
nme years, because 1f you want the children that are to come after to get equa,l share
there will be more of you to divide among. Should there be less people in the tribe
than now you will get a, little more. These figures are made on what are here to-day,
and if there should be a few more allotments to be made, which would reduce the
total amount, you probab1y will receive them.
You are all aware of this liberal offer, one that will enable every man of the tribe
to improve his land, build comfortable homes on his allotment and make such other
improvements as will leave your children able to live without working much themselves if they don't feel like it. They can hire white men to do their work and still
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have cuough every year to keep them and family in comfort. We would call your
attention to the fact that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs who asks you to make
thi.· bar<Tain is l>etter acquainted with the true i nt er ests of _the Indians than ~ou
lik ly are y oursel ves. He has not only charge ?f you but has rn charg e_ every In~ian
tribe in the United States. He has seen what 1s best for t h em all. His whole trme
i (levoted to that object and bis desire is for the greatest g ood of the Indians, and
h would n ot ask you to do this unless he ~n~w t h at this ~s for your great adva~tag . We know !,tis, that your_duty as Christians should impel you to do what 1s
for the gr atest good of your children.
Yon know that Ill great majorit,v will be benefit ed by it. As I told you yesterday,
you may delay t his matter, but if you don't do it your children w ill, and they will
l>e ·orn• that you did not do it for them, because it will b e a loss of time. You could
as well' undertake t o stop the Clearwater here and ask it to run back to the Forks as
to ask this world t o stop progressing. Your children ar e learning and they are fully
'Jllal to wh ite children in learning, and they will never be contented t o live as their
grandfathers did. You have progressed yourselves wonder fully in this g eneration.
·w hy should you stop the work now and leave it for your childr en t o do, because
th y will do it and you know it, and in duty to them y ou should t :1k e the first step.
It i true that a new condition in life may come awkwar d to you the first y ear or t wo,
but yon know that a child before it walks toddles for weeks, b ut it gets its legs soon
and learn to walk like a man. When you become citizens it may be awkwa rd for
you tho first year or two to do as much as white men, but you will be proud of it and
yom children in after years will be proud of their fath ers . The matter of becoming
citizC'n of the United. States does not depend on this treat y, beca use t he allotment
law that the Government bas made for all Indians provides that as soon as you get
yonr pat •n ts for your lands you shall be citizens and you sh all be subject to t he law
of tlio onntry in which you live. Then why, if you have t o obey t hese l a ws, sh ould
yon not h('[p make them'?
G1rnH.GE io ES. You have talke<l a long time and I don't know that I shall t alk
a lon!-{ tim , an<l p rhaps a short time, in reference to your comparison of the child
tha.t crawls au<l afterwards walks. These people that you see here are in that catalogu of crawlino- who have not yet walked. As I said yest erday for myself, I can
walk. You mnst not think to come to me as others come, t hinking I am blind as
my people ar blin<l. I look all(l see just the same as you see and I want to show
yon in tho am mamier as I showed up to you yesterday. These Indians whom
you e here are alr acly made slaves of by the same kind of laws as we are now
talkb ig al,o nt . On this creek there are perhaps twenty or thirty dwelling places
fr ill her to where it ends. One man is allowed by the l aw to trample on that
many p opl , men, worn n, and children from chil dh ood. I have been on this reservation and right h re; I don't remember having seen t h at man ye-t, but on this same
1. nil haves en Indians living, and you don't seem t o believe what I have said to
you t o-clay, nor do I believe either that the Secr et ary of Indian Affairs would
b iev me if he were here to-day. Neither do I thin k t he Secretary of the Interior
woul cl b li ve me.
either do I think the President of the United States would.
Th mau who pretended to have a claim on this land, his name is Langford, and it
r a ·h 2 o_r 3 mi~es up and down the creek. It is true, while I acknowledge that you
r my mor wit h reference to the Government, and I of the youn gest of the father
f tb
'ov r oment, I have before now, and whenever I do show this matter to the
. v mm n~ I :1m t hl'Own back ancl feelin 6 a deferentia,l feeling for the Government;
till, IP r 1 t 1~ what I s~y and the position I have t aken , and wait till my people
ar r •ady for this, then with reference to this matter w e will know what to do.
I v. \ ILLIAM: WIIEELER. I don't know what to think about this matter in refern ~ t thi P~ac w h re we stancl.. In case we knew the precise bound aries and how
th1 m: tt •r will ?Olli _out, t~eu perhaps we will be ready to talk about it. We think
th m t r of this clan:%!- wlnch has j 11st been spoken of and the corners of the allotm nt honlcl l)e w 11 fixed ancl aettlecl bef'ore we do anythin g with r eference to the
uuallott d land. W would like for the Government to settle that question before
an_vthin~ o~·thi kind i clone.
0101111 • 1 u r JAME ~- ALLEN. As to the matter of the Langford claim, the
ov •rnm ·~ ha no~perm1tt. d La!3gford t o occupy t his l and. The Government gave
t _pauld10~ c rtmn _land rn ~ht~ valley subject t o the rig ht of occupation in the
Indian • ,fr. pauldrn~ ol<l his nght to Mr. Lan gford. Now while it is probable
th t th (,ov _rnm nt will not take back the l and they will pay for every acre of
L ngford clauo, a1!1e a _we pay for Janel. t o the white man. You are not going to
1
on lollar on th1 claim. As to the allotment I am very mnch surpri ed that
tb r. i , n.v compla~nt from Wheeler. The e allot ~ent s h ave been surveyed, and I
·. it on the utL. nty of Brigg and of Miss Flet cher that every Indian that wanted
t kn w wh re h1 allotment and corners wer e w a hown t h em but because we
ku ' th ·re, re om of you who did not avail yoursel ve of the privilege of being
hown you r corner we propo e<l. the ot h er day to put in the agreement a provision to
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employ a surveyor for about two years, if ne~essary,_ as it is the express wish of the
Government and not yours to show such Indians then corners, and to help them to
mark and to know them. Now the Government kept a special agent and surveyor
here for four years for this very purpose, and i~' you don't ente_r into this agreement
by w bich we provide a surveyor for you, you will have to provide your own surveyor
and at your own cost to find your corners, which yon can't :find because you would
not take the trouble to go with the surveyor.
HARRISON KoP KoP. My friend, we are getti?g tired. I shall not tal~ very long
and will not be hard to understand. That which George Moses has said makes a
comparison with reference to Caldwell or man at foot of hill. All these Indians
that are here take exception to his remaining inside the reservation; we are clothed
with fear looking to the example of that case. They are all afraid in that !egard.
They feel as if it were helpless. Perhaps they don't feel that w ay at Washmgton.
Although you might say you will not be treated that way, we are, as I said before,
clothed with fear, and though you might say what is good for us we can't assent to it.
J AMES REUBEN. I wish to direct my conversation to the chairman of the commissioners. I want to know at what time they can expect to commence receiving
the pay for this land. All of those who have their names in that register of allotted
lands, will they be entitled to receive money! After the matter bas been settled can
they receive that which would come to them through the death of their friends from
the time the allotments closed to the present time f And children that were born
since, would they be entitled to the muney, and from this time up to the nine years
children that would be born in the meantime! That much I have said.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. You ask when first payment will be made.
We could not settle the date, but our opinion is that after the agreement is made
and is ratified by Congress it may be sixty or ninety days until such agent as the
Government sends to pay the money could be here to make payment. It is to be
made as soon as possible after the ratification of Congress. With reference to the
second question, we propose that the first payment shall be made to all that were
allotted land, and those that died since, whether children or old men, their share to
go to their heirs. After the first payment we think it would be wise for everyone
of you to count the children that were born and give them an equal share with the
balance, and so on until the nine years are out, and leave out those who die in the
meantimei leaving the proportion about the sa,me. We would not insist on the way
you make this arrangement. If you prefer it we can make it a part of agreement
that the payment of the money from now until the nine years are up according to
the allotment book or any way you prefer it. The money would be yours, and we
would be willing you should say yourselves how it should be disposed of.
JONAH. My friends, you, the three commissioners, are our friends. We are becoming tired, maybe because we do not understand each other. I want to address what
I have to say to Mr. Allen. I understand him to say the allotment has already been
made and that the allotment surveyor will not after this show you the corners,
The poor person, male or female, or the child would have no money to pay a surveyor
with to show them the corners, ·but we all think we would like to know where the
corners are and what amount of land each one owns, and I understand from what
Mr. Schleicher bas said, from Lewiston, our neighbor, that should we not make the
agreement, we would perhaps rebuke ourselves for not having done so. Consequently we are led to an opinion rather mixed. If there is nothing to sever this
matter we are talking of it will remain as it is until spring. I have said and will
be better prepared to give you an answer.
.
ED. RABOIN. Just a few words I should like to ask the commissioners. We have
already been refused the privilege of saying anything, we of the common people, but
I insist on talking because what has been st,ated is to my interest, with reference to
the land already alluded to up and down this creek at the mouth. In 1871 I came on
the reservation to this creek from the mouth. From the mouth up t,here are probably
twenty houses occupi ed by that number of families, and also I speak of old William
Craig havjng a claim donated to him on this same creek above us. I knew at tho
time that that land belonged to the white men. That is already run off and distributed among the people, and why did not Miss Fletcher allot to us this land in question the same as she allotted that to others up there, and then he further understood
the commissioners for the land that is unallotted the commissioners propose to pay
us, and I went to Miss Fletcher and told her I was living on this land and had lived
on it for a long time. We wanted it allotted to us. She shook her head and said,
" No;" and she furth er said, '' Those of you who are living on this land take your
allotments on the high lands and I will have them surveyed for you." She further
told them to take the allotments as she had indicated. "In case this land falls to
you then you can have allotments made on this." She did not say it to me only, but
to many other Indians who live on this creek, and when I hear you · propose to pay
ns for the land on this creek, in what direction shall we go who are now living on
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this lnud f Onr homes and barns and fruit trees, such as have them, shall we tear
them down dig up and remove to some other place, or what will we do~ My improvements' are worth $2,500 on this patch right up here, don't know but it would
overrun that. I have got everything necessary for comfort and living well. There
are many others of my frien<l.t:1 situated in like manner. That much I have said to
you.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. It is now 12 o'clock, and I will say a few words to
Mr. Raboin after dinner.
Council adjourned until 2 p. m.
Council resumed at 2 p. m. of.seventh day.
Chairman ARCHIE LA WYER says we will not be assembled but a short time.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. As stated by my brother this morning, the time is
far spent and we are tired as well as you. We now propose, if you desire it, that
you appoint one or two only to meet with us to prepare an agreement to be submitted to the adult male members of the tribe for signature, und we can tell then
without mistake as to how we will stand, and every man must have an opportunity
to sign this paper. We hope this committee will everyone assist by leading in the
matter. So far as the Langford claim is concerned, about which so much has been
said, if thought best we can accept that transfer in this agreement. You need not
cede it if you do not desire to, and every other little matter that we can not afford
tho time to discuss here can be embraced in the agreement if deemed best. We
could continue to discuss day by day until spring comes and bring no result, but
Wa hington is looking for an answer from his children of the Nez Perce tribe. I
might propose, if there is nothin~ in the way, that we propose two or three of the
members of your committee to jorn with us in drawing up an agreement to be submitted to your people to-morrow for signature. The Langford claim may be left
just as it is; that is, the Indians can hold the possession of it just as now and we
wont ask you to sell that claim. Just except that in the agreement in the lan<ls
you sell, provided you desire it so.
·
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. Mr. Chairman, we would suggest yourself as
the chairman of this co1.0mittee, and James Reuben and you two to choose another
one to assist us to draw up this agreement.
Mr. WIIITMA They want to know if it was the idea of the commissioner to dispens with the other committeemen and allow these three only to help arrange the
agreementt
Commissioner ROBERT ScHLEICIIRR. No, that is not the idea. The idea ia to have
these three men assist us in drawing up the agreement, and that t!J.ey submit to you
as we progress in the work and get your approval to everything, aud when the
agreement is all made we 8hall submit it to all the people.
GEORGE MOSES. I am tired out, Whitman . It is n,lmost as it were that I should be
left a lifeless body here on the floor. These people will never forget the friendship
you have al ways extended towards them, and you folks think it well for these people
to do something that might benefit your people, the white men, and I wish to be the
same way, to do the best I can for my own people, and in doing that do just right.
What is there outside of what we are talkin~ about that should be listened to and
not Ii .t~ned to b"!1t what is reduced to writmg hereY We that have been on the
oppo 1t1on that 1s what we expect to subscribe to, and aside from that we have
nothing to do.
JA I_E. LAWYE~. My elder brethren, the commissioners, you have already known
wha_t it 1s to be tJred, a I also know, and we think that it is for these to put a couclu ion on the matter, th se who have been elected as speakers. I think these people whom you all see, tbe great majority of them, say we can make no cession of
the land.
hould I ask the question for them to speak their minds in this matter,
I have nob sitation in saying that nearly all of them would say, '' No, we can not
sell the laud." I think if we &hould be in council assembled for twenty days, we
love our country and would answer no.
mmis ioner qyn BEF:_Dlt. We are not asking a rising vote. You don't ~n_ow
what you are votrn 00 on nnt1l you know what we propose for you. Are you w1llmg
that_ L wy ·rand Reuben should act as a committee with us, and those two to choose
a third on , and. tb n the ~ote that counts to be on paper, as you sign yes or no, that
vot_ to countt But my friends must not presume to count for them before they put
th ir n m s on pap r.
K P KoP PE LIR KIN. I have listened to the comruis ioners for sevH RRI
eral days. At first I wa plea ed with what they said; first when he heard you ay
you had come to buy the country, I thought, perhaps, one or two day , wh n I
learn cl from you that ou were here in the interest of buying from us that land
unallott d; and I replied to the corn mi · ioners, I don't know the amount of land
unallo tt d; but notwithstanding you offered us $2.50 per acre, but I thought my
T.
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country was g-ood, that it was a nice country, was also good for its timber: I did
not at that time wish to sell it, and expressed myself in that way, as it were;
almost knelt ct.own to you, and sent that to Washington. I did not say it with a,ny
ill feeling to the Government or yourselves, only to show you that I love my country
and did not wish to dispose of it.
. .
.
.
U TSIN MA LIH KIN. I wish to sh0w yon, the comm1ss10ners, what I tlnnk of 1t, that
which my brothers and George Moses have said. I have a,Jready hear<l. from James
Lawyer to the same effect. That is my mind. The reservation as it is holds my
country as it is. You that have come to buy our land, I say this to yon.
BARTHOLOMEW. My seniors, I want to show you my mind. This day I think a
grea,t deal of my country, and yet a while I do not wish to part with it. You ha~e,
of course, offered us a just amonnt of money, but that offer I don't pay any attention
to. Until ::iuch time ao I know how much lantl there is unallotted I can not sell to
you. That much I have said to you.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. We told you this morning how much land you had.
You have told us many times you did not want to sell the land and all we ask is to
come to your people with a paper and those who don't want to sign are not compelled
to. Those who do, no matter whether rich or poor, must all have a chance to say
so, and we don't want now to be hindered in this work by the continual opposition
of a few men. You tell us these people were all one way If t,hey are they can say
so on paper. The paper will tell you how many favor the path marked out by the
President and the Government, and how many are opposed to it, and there is no
compulsion either way. Now I would suggest tl.1at your committee join with this
commission if they are willing to assist us to draw up this paper, and if they don't
want to we can prepare it ourselves.
PEO PEO Mox Mox. You have been sent here by your country. There is a law
which is expected to clo right same as George Moses has said . You have come with
reference to that part of the land which is unallotted. I think I can truthfully say
that is the part of the country you came about, and we all know the num her of days
we have been in conncil. and this is already red ucecl to writing to be ta,ken to Washington and shown there, antl the one from Lewiston, who was appointed to see his
friends here and know how they think, and we know how each other feels with reference to this matter, this which has been said and reduced to writing will go to
Washington to be shown and read. They will see and know what we have said here
in council, and they will by these proceedings of the council know that we are
against selling that which is unalJ01,ted.
Rev. WILLIAM WHEELER. Mr. Whitman, he wants to know at what time they will
be able to rea<l that paper in case you get it up.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. To-morrow morning.
Rev. JAMES HAYES. I am not one of the committee to talk, but I should like to
speak a few moments. Ifhe reverts to the matter spoken of with reference to the
proposal spoken of by Reuben, that he did not wish to sell for that amount of money,
and I have not heard you (the commissioners) say, we will enlarge on that amount in
case the commissioners have made up their minds, as Reuben expressed. I would
like to kn ow if they have. Archie Lawyer told them (the people) if there were any
of them that wished to speak, not to say he had prevented them from domg so.
Adjournment moved by Archie L awyer until 10 to-morrow morning.
AitCHIE LA WYER. It is suggested by the committee that you the commissioners
should make that paper without any assistance from the committee.
Commissioner CYRUS Bl!:EDE. There is one thing about it, if there is any member
of the tribe that desires any particular provision inserted in the agreement he should
ma,ke it known to the committee.
(Discussion among the Indians).
Rev. JA:\1:ES HINES. I want to know with reference to that paper if it will be the
majority that will sign or notf
The COMMISSIONERS. The majority.
HARIUSON s~Lys that no one shall be allowed to sign in the dark, but in an open •
assemblage like this.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. They can all have the privilege of signing their names
h ere that want to, but that wont prevent the commissioners from presenting it elsewhere, but every Indian will sign for himself, make his mark; and many of the people
are in Lewiston, some in Kamiah. They can have, if necessary, the opportunity to
sign, and the same with Meadow Creek.
JAMES REUBEN. There are a great many here. who would not want to make an
agreement to sell for $2.50 per acre. A great many insist that I shall ask an advance
on that offer and they will sign; in case the agreement to-morrow comes without any
t'a.ise the answer will be in the negative. That part of my country which is asked
for your offer is not half price, and the whites all arouncl us know it is very good
country. It would be worth $50 au acre if plowed and fenced, and from what the
Lewiston Teller says it is as rich a country and as deep a soil as any in the United
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States. It is already given out in the Teller, and all t,he North, South, East, and
West know it, and the paper wants all to come and settle on it as it is a very rich
country.
Council adjourned by Archie Lawyer. Prayer by Rev. James Hayes.
EIGHTH DAY'S COUNCIL,
DECEMBER 14, 1892-at 10 a. m.
Prayer by Rev. James Hayes.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. We have come prepared this morning to
submit to you the agreement which we proposed to make you, and before we r ead it
I would state to you that you have told us here, and we know it to be true, that you
had lost a great deal by white men's stock pasturing on the reservation for the last
twenty years, for which you have received nothing, ancl we propose to compensate
you for that loss, and remove any possible objection you may have to this treaty we
have raised. The offer we will make you this morning is from $2.50 per acre to $3
per acre. This will make $250,000 more. This is more than the Government ever
paid before to an Indian tribe for their ]ands; but we hope when we r eport to Washington that we added this price for the sake of compensating you for the loss you
have sustaineu through white men's stock eating your grass for so many years that
the Government will see the justice of this aucl approve i t . The Government's
intention is good. They did not wish to see you lose your grass, but you know how
difficult it is for them to keep white men's stock off the reservation. We also want
the Government and Congress to know that it was this commission's sincere desire
to make this agreement with you, and if we fail to make this agreement we know
we can't be blamed, and it will all rest with yourselves. This agreement is long,
but we will now read it to you.
Here the agreement was read by Commissioner Schleicher.
Adjourument proposed by Commissioner Cyrus Beede until 2 p. m.
Council resumed at 2 p. m. of eighth day.
Commissioner JAM1<:s F. ALLEN. I make the statement now of the amount that
you each will receive of the several payments, and, as we provided in this agreement,
that those persons that are dead as well as those born since shall share first payment, I have estimated the number entitl,id at 2,000, so that the payments will probably exceed a little the figures given, and cannot, as I see, fall below it, the first
payment, $313, to each person as follows:
First pa~ ment ... ___ ................. __ ................•. _...............•. _. $313
Second payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
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No.y., _I would suggest that James Reuben take this agreement and explain it to
you au m case you do not understand it.
JAMES LAWYER. I understand that agreement to be the same as was read this
fo~enoon, but our opposition t o this treaty, in which we said "no," cloes not appear
1:1th reference to what has already been put on paper, and the answer in the nega.t1v , w can't let you have the land.
\ IL~IAM WIIEELER. In this paper we do not see whai; we hn.ve already reiterated.
Ther~ 1s one there that gives a few of the speeches that have been made in opposition
to , hi t1:'e3:ty, consequently we can't sign this last one you have handed to us.
.
Co~D?-1 ,noner ,J.ilrns F. ALLEN. We ha,·e listened day after day to speeches m
oppo 1~1on from me~bers of this council.
ow, if any of the committee ha anything
to ay rn favor of this agreement we want to hear it. The general rule in the Hou e
ofR p~ . entatives at Washington is that those in favor and those opposed to any
propo 1t1on shall have an equal division of time and an equal number of speakers on
both ~ides.
ow, w~ a~e 3 to your 11. If there are any of the members of the
committee who are m favor of the agreement we would like to hear from them,
and then would like to hear from anybody in the house either for or ao-ainat the
propo ition, and woulcl now like to hear from .Jame Reuben.
JAME REUl3EN. He says he does not wi h to read this agreement to the people as
the people do not wish to hear it. In ca e thi treaty made now is signed and becomes
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law does it do away with or amrnl an prevjous treaties? I do not wish any deception' used, but wish to know if you succeed in making this treaty does it or not annul
all previous treaties that have been ma<l.e ~
.
Commissioner JAMI£S F. ALLEN. The effect of this agreement would not be to alter
or change any of the provisions of former treaties, except as they ~Lre modified hy the
new agreement. All other provisions will stand as they now are, and we will add a
clause to that effect in this agreement that is being made. I believe it as well to
state in this agreement that we are now trying to obtain your signatures to, shall
not alter or change any provision of existing treaties except so far as directly changed
by this treaty.
JAMESRECBEN. In case the treaty should be made and the first payment he made,
and, as it is stated, that the money is to be put in the Treasury of the UnitedStates1
would or would not annuit,ies be sent here for each one as at present'? In case such
annuities should be sent to us would they or would they not be purchased with our
money from the Treasury, or from what fund would they be paid~
Commissioner JAMES F . ALLEN. I do not want any misunderstan<l.ing, but that
.everything should be fully understood now. Everything that your treaties provide
for will be continued ju st the same as if this a.greement never was made. For quite
a number of years , ho wever, Congress has appropriated $6,000 to be expended for
your benefit. This $6,000 is a pure gratuity which Congress can omit to make any
year when it sees fit. I do not know whether it will be continued another year or
not, whether this agrtJement is made or not, nor I do I know whether this agreement
_w ill make any difference or not. The whole matter of the $6,000 rests with the
Treasury and Congress: But this much I do know, that not one dollar of the money
derived from the session can be paid to you in any way other than as herein provided for, unless the majority of the tribe should request some other mode of payment.
I mean that, without your consent, unless the agreement is not ratified, it must be
paid in cash.
JAMES REUBEN. With reference in the future to carrying on the schools that are
above us here, would the expensei; of carrying on those schools be taken from our
money in the Treasury or be paid from some other fund f
. Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. As I said before, not one dollar in the Treasury
can b e used without your consent, but must be paid in cash. The Government provfrles for the school in pursuance of its policy of educating Indian children, and
while I can not predict what Congress will do, I do not know of any reason why
they should change their policy for some time to come at least.
JAMES REUBEN. I want to know the probable size of the 32,000 acres of land to
.which you refer.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. Thirty-two thousand acres is not quite a township and a half~ and a township and a half is nearly 9 miles long and 6 miles wide.
So if this timber was in one body it would be 9 miles one way and 6 miles another
way. It is, however, located in different tracts in different parts of the reservation
convenient to the allotments.
U TSIN ME LUI KIN. I am at a loss to know, or ignorant, but still will ask a question. You have beard what James Reuben bas said, and we are much tired out and
.do not wish to accept the agreement banded to us. With reference to the treaty
and matter of agreements which have been sent to Washington and sent back again
for signatures, I am acquainted with those circumstances. We had the matter of
the agreement before us yesterday, and we signed and we were very nearly even. I
don't know whether or not these Indians are acquainted with American law and
want to know if that, meaning the written report, will be forwarded to Washington in the shape and manner that we have spoken on the opposition to this treaty.
When you came here and informed them to meet the Nez Perces to talk about the
unallotted fonds I did not think we would have become so tired or talk so many
days, and at the first I thoug ht we would 11ot be delayed very long, because I thought
you would soon find we were in the opposition.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. This ma,tter seems to go on the same way. These
8 or 10 members of the committee keep repeating their objections. Now we
know that these men are rich and are trying to stand between us and the poor' people. They mean to maintain their riches at the expense of your poverty. Now this
1s a great disad,:antage to those who are trusting to their f~iends ?n the comm;ttee,
and we should like the people to speak for themselves. It 1s possible the chairman,
Archie Lawyer, bas something to say. If so, say it nowf And if James Reuben ha,s
nothing more to say we will call on some of these pe.ople in the house to tell us
their minds in regard to this matter.
ARCHIE LAWYER. We are not all ignorant of what you say to us. Many of us
understand what you say for our good. I know it of my own knowledge that which
I have heard from you. That with reference to what you have said (Mr. Allen)
causes me to rise and speak. Councils of this kind should be for rich and poor both.
,I would like to say that it woulu be my wish to stand and express my ideas in favor
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of th poor, both male and female, and orphans.

That much I have answered, Mr.

AllR•uy,· \VrLLT.DI "TIIEELER. That question
· wh1c
· h R eu b en as.k e d Y?U fi rs t w.as m. cas e
th treaty that w are trying to make now would not be rat1fiec~ m Wash11;1gton to
•lo the matt r without our consent. The way I understood 1t was that it would
h. v<, to be brought back an<l ratified.
.
.
.J . IE LAWYER. Yesterday we thought (among whom ~as.Archie Lawyer, U tsm
m lih kin) th:it to-day was set apart for them to sign their signatures.
(,Jarn • Ha,,· • here explained to the Indians.)
.
.
'ornrni. ionn JA:-.rn P. ALLEN. Is there anyone 1n this house who wants to say
anythinrr in r <Yarcl to this agreemenU
(,Jame: L:tw;·er a keel the Indians to come forwarcl if they had anything to say:)
FBLI • Co1nmTT. I never did cast from one side to the other the law or the Pres1d ut. All laws seHt here by the President see~ our future, and in that future sees
poverty for 11s. I am ?n the side of the po?r, for I am one of that kin_d, and I do n?t
wi ·h to irup1·do anythmg to the benefit of such persons . . In ca,s e this agreement 1s
a · •nted to ancl becomes a treaty we wish only that religious persons would be our
11 ighbor . I am tired, and know w ell the committee is tired; consequently I have
hown yon what I am.
Exo 'II Io 'D. I speak to you, my brethren. You have caused yourselves to get
v f\' tir d, a also the people are tired. At the time that Reuben asked you you
(li,f not answ r him. He told you for a certain price he would talk about selling
th land, to which we did not answer. In the start you were not sent with particular or in tru tions, but you had come here with authority to ask us with reference
to wlrnt w ar talking about. I understood at the time that ·in case the decision
N'a!i iu t,h 11<'gative that is bow it woul<l be. They thought you had only come to
• k with r ft•n•n to the unallotted land, and they had made up their minds not to
let ~· 011 lrnv it. This committee say we do not wish to l et you have the land, and I
hn ve li t •n cl to what you have sa,id in the way of persistence in the matter, and I
. k m~· •l f why do you in i t; and I understand you are saying the Indian committee
r in oppoHition to th wish of the Government. From that remark I gather the
impr . ion that th opposition of this committee will be misrepresented at Washin~ton. That mu h, tc.
gl>, J AHOJ . I am really ashamed, and I preface my remarks by saying that I am
r,v 11111 ·ha ·barn d, wh n I listen to tho e who are in the Government employ, and
I thinl nl:-;o that tho e who are the ministers receive, of course, some money from the
Gov<irnnwut, I n nr the conr e th y take. These, all of them, think we are the
ont•. 1111<1 w think those are our children. They look to our children as being those
ho in th ir ol<l ag will render them assi tance. The Government, looking upon
11H' ci Il)(lia.nH whom they have helped, exp ct assistance in return. Those who have
pn, 11m <l to a , i ·tin ' v rnment matters. All those who are employed in manual
1, lwr : r . p' ·t <l. Tho who have stood up in opposition to their parent, and
, ~1 in it wonl<l 1, well to dislodge them allfl pnt others in their places; and I am
fill .<1 with a n e of pity aucl of sorrow when I hear my brother say no. All my
A 111or and tho
r co rniz .cl a our fatb r are professed ChristianB, and not very far
wa~' from thPm th ir hildr n ar in poverty, and thjs they nan see by turning their
."" owanl. th m; bnt I al N"ays hav' b en vain of my father whom I am talking
to; hn l11•y now pl. er them. lv sin the renr anrl. wish to be in advance of the more
111111011 p •opl1.
I think of a truth it would look well and please me if they were
n •11 to thi agr •em nt for their purpo e and for the good of ourselves. When
I lo l· nd •.' thiH r at numb r of Indian , many much smarter than I, all of them
11 111n11y with blank •tH ou are much more averse t o it than I am and I think I
honl,l lik1 to <' th -' my father , l ad ont and all the other Inrl.ian~ follow them in
f1 vor of a ·1· •ptiug this a~rc•cment that w shonld be well cared for. I am, of course,
th
•rv: ut of the Go. rntr~ nt, and you can look at me ttncl see so; and I wish we
onl«I ~hoo. c• : comuntte · from th p opl who wonl<l sirrn ; and I do not want to
ta!ul 111 with any on who do . not wi h to sign. I wish all would sign.
,h<>HGJ-: • lo. J-; • I wonlcl lik to sav a few word with reference to what my aon
rs, know that I am under that h ead, a laborer
hn • 1 ill., 'l h '· thr · , J' OU commi · i
r th , ''<•rnm .nt, ncl I pr ume that all three of yon are aware I get my wages
· rJ month_ 1111 wh_ n v ~ auyon i brought b~fore me for justic~ I give the ~att r 11~1 • nn,l..111 t on, 1cl ration. Whatever Id c1 'ltl houlc'I be clone m the premises
h, t ! c:!1T1 •.cl nt hut to-day, with ref r n<· to what w e have been talkinO' about,
hat 1_ ol a cl1ft•r n n< tur .
d not think th
ov rnm nt-although an employ6
f w_h1 ·}! I am-I. <lo n t on i<l r that th
overnm nt pay me for this kin<l of work,
all 11w m ~01111<·ll, r h tl h~>nl<l make any acrific against my people that would
mo1111t t~,,nt . Th. e Inclrnn of th Lapwai le, d m a tho judge of their
npl •. 1 h
v r ame p eopl d . ig-natecl me a on of t he committee tom et ·on
tbt • c mn 1i i n r . . ' n qn n ly I am not a ham cl of anything I have done o
far
b
v rum n 1 one rned; but iftheGo,ernment hould undertaketokeep

n
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me, or I s honlcl take any exception to the manner in which I was treated by t~e
Government with reference to the position we are talking of, that which to us 1s
important in case all these Iu<lians should say we will let the Government have the
land, I will say no.
.
Commissioner CYRUS BEIWE . It is getting clark; there h as been a great deal said,
and we find that the Indians who cry tired the first are apt to make the longest and
most .frequent speeches. I want to say one thing to the poorer class of pe?ple. If
these people who own a thousall(l head of cattle aH.d horses on so many h1lls were
obliged to pay pasturage, as white men ·would have to do, then these widows and
orpbtms would not have to be supported by the Government. l am almost inclined
to think, from the speeches that have been rna,de, that some who speak may not have
any wife and chi ldren to draw for in that way in the division of this money ; some
of the poorer people may be richer than only th0se who h a ve cattle and horses.
Now, we propose to adjourn. This agreement, through being handled over and
over again, having got some"·hat soiled and scratched, it is hardly suitable to send
to Washington. So we will have it written over to-night just the same as this,
every item, and bring it to-morrow for signatures, and this thing can be settled at
once. Those who desire to accept and 11ispose of the surplus lands can do so by
signing this agreement, and if any of our friends a,re so tired and so unwilling to
sjgn the agreement it needs uo more long sp eeches to tell us so, and we will not
ol;>lige such ones to stay any longer. Those who do want to sign we shall be glad to
see, and then we will get such other signatures in such a way as may seem to us best.
PEO PEo Mox Mox. I want to answer one thing. I thought we were to-day to
speak with r eference to the opposition by the officers from Washmgtu1.1., and I feel
very sorry and am filled with pity for those who have not been called to that position. From the first I have considered all the while they were sent from Washington here, and we acknowledged our allegiance to the Government at Washington
case there should be anything here carelessly said the Government wtmld censure it.
We that are here understand what each other thinks with reference to this matter.
I have not nor do I expect to get tired talking. I am the speaker for these people
you see her(l, and you were sent as a commission of the Government to ask us
Indians with reference to this land on the reservation. That much, etc.
Commissioner CYRUS BEEDE. There is nothing said in council by anybody but
what is all written down, and no one need be afraid that his speeches will not appear
on paper at Washington. Now, Washington asks us to bring them the decision of
the majority of the people, and no man can speak for so many men and put them
down. The man who speaks from the bouy of the house has as much influence as
the committee, and Congress and the President and Secretary and commissioners
listen to him as they listen to the committee; also'as representative men, but you
can not vote the vote of the people.
KoP KoP HARRISON. The el<lerly gentleman has made a remark with reference
to which I should like to ask a question. Do you or do you not say that those who
are in the opposition shall not be entitled to a seat in this assemblyf They (the
people) all understood so.
Commissioner CYRUS BEimE. I did not say so. On the contrary, we want you all
here, for we do1Jothing in the dark. We uring eve rything to you in broad daylight,
but if you are too tired to come and have no further interest in the matter, we do
not intend to force vou to come.
KoP KoP HARRISON. l understand you three commissioners to say to these Indians
t~at they are P?Or. I think that, perhaps, you speak truthfully, and I take exception to that pnce of $3 an acre. If you had offered a larger sum per acre I would
then think yon bad pity on these my people. I can not consent to let my country
go at that price.
JAMES LAWYER moved to adjourn until Wednesday at 10 a. m.
Pra:yer by James Hayes.
TENTH DA Y'S COUNCIL.
Decernber 15, 1892.
Prayer by Enoch Pond.
Commissioner ROBEHT SCHLEICHER. Mr. Chairman the aoTeement
that we pre0
pared for you yesterda,y we had written over, and it' would be ready altoa-ether to
submit to you but from the fact that we have h eard that some of you propo~ed some
amendments. We ?ave s_t,riven to consider every reasonable objection that any of
you hav~ m~cle agam~t this a~reem~nt, and we have made every provision to remove
th?se obJect10ns. Still, the few mmor changes you may make, some of which are
berng prepared here now, we are ready to consider. Some of you have also been to
the agent this morning and told him you wished to reserve some of your burial
grounds. This is a very reasonable proposition, and we are willing to make it a part
of the agreement 01· anything else you may wish in that regard that can be reasonably acceded to.
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GEORGE MOSES. Those persons who went to the agent this morning, I think, perhaps, it would have been well enongh for them to say to the agent that those lodges
tba t belong to us should be included in the agreeme1;1t. We are a.ware that our
burial groands have been already marked out and provided for.
JAMES LAWYER. I do not expect to speak very long this morning. Of all the
officers of the Government who have ever come to us, including Government inspectors none have accused us of opposition to the Governo1ent. These and all sueh
offir'ers as have come to see us have always admitted the friendship we have extended
to the Government and have called the Reservation Iudians of the Nez Perces tribe
the law-abiding people.
I speak to you, the commissioners, as our elder brothers. From the time the first
treaty was made, and since the first treaty was made with us by the Government and
all sribseqnent treaties, I have always lived up to, as also have my people. Consequently, I take exception to your saying that I oppose the wishes of the Governm~nt,
either myself or my people. To the contrary, we adhere to the laws of the Umted
States. We have met there, my friends, with reference to the cession of the lands
already spoken of. Without any wish to talk of other matters, my friends, listen to
what I say. Our country is very rich, and we do uot wish to part with it, and consider it worth $100 per acre. We do not wish to accede to the transfer of the country
in qnestion, my friends.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. We have heard what our friends have said.
We a11 know that the Government at Washington knows that the Nez Perces have
ever been friendly Indians and always tried to obey the laws. My friend who bas
spoken is the son of old Chief Lawyer, whose memory is still green in the hearts of
the white men as well as the Inuians. He w1;1,s known to be a man who, more than
others, has led the Indian to live in peace with the white men, and I am told that
the olcl chieftain usf'd to brag of the fact that during all bis long career as chief of
the Nez Perccs not a drop of white blood was shed by him. He was proud of it and
proud be bad ever obeyed the law of the Government. If I wish to be an obedient
son to my father I do not wait until he tells me to do this or that, but when I find
he wishes me to do something I do it at once. We do not know if the Government
ever will tell you that you must give up your land We do not think it will. There
i no case of the kind on record, and since the allotment law has passed and gone
into effect and commission signed for the tribes to negotiate for lands unallotted,
not on tribe bas refused, and if you refuse it will be the first case of the kind
reported at Washington.
JAMES LAWYER. I said this here before we adjourned, to you, the allegiance I owe
to the Government, and any aggression on my people I would consider it necessary
and would go to Washington, k.neel down at the door, and supplicate the Government for mercy. In all treaties we have been told that in case of any aggression
committ don us by white men we were to report the same to Washington, from
whith, and the only place from which, we were promised relief.
,'AL:\10 RIVER BILLY. You see me, and you see, too, I am left of the number who
helped to make the first treaty with Governor Stevens in '55, as also the treaty of
1 63, made by Mr. Hale. I learned then, and know what I learned then was true.
Ancl I was one of the speakers at both treaties, all of which that was spoken of. I
r J11<•mh r well Mr. Hale told us that the former treaty made by Governor Stevens
w:v, as it wore, fenced in and all right, and I was also told by him at same time that
the <'onntry hacl been inclosed according to the treaty and prevented the entrance
on the r servation of any white man and any who should try to set aside or break
down th boundaries of that reservation. Should it be done by us Indians, we
110111<1 t. ke the matter in band, but if by the white men the Government should be
app~al cl to. In ca e your agent would not take cognizance of the matter, it would
li • for ;yon to push tbat agent out of office and refer the matter to the Governmeut.
P rh:~p~ it may b on account of having another President, who is a Democrat; perliap.· it 1s h who has made the edict for breaking down the lines of the reservation.
Kc?P !COP HARRI. ON. Yon have spoken to these Indians, you three commissioners,
ln~t m c·a I hon!d go to t~e fountain head at Washington, I would not go there
with th .·p ctatu;>n of makmg my wants known to the common people and get any
re<lr
from thm1 m the matter for which I would make the trip; but if I should go
to th
OYcrnm nt I should go clir ctly to the fountain bead and to the seniors who
have th cliff r nt departm nts in charge.
At 1t ti_m you om~i. sioncrs arrived among us you were told by the people we
have appomtccl a comnnttee ancl have authorized them to speak for us. But I ba,e
alr acly uncl r tood thes commissioners to say to all these p ople and answer u yon
common prople in thi committee. I do not think for my part in case that it hould
be fini bed up in that manner allowing these people referred to to peak; it would
b a random and he MT em nt to no ffect. Ther fore, it is my intention not to be
influenced by th
pe ple in whatenr thev do to-day.
C.APTAL.~ Jon
1y heart i very tired. VI only wish to ay a, few words. I wish
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to speak for those whom yon see sitting here, many who are young, others who are
orphans. I say that the land to be ceded i-;hould be $12 an acre, and that the child
that is an orphan should receive $1,000. That's all.
Rev. ·wrLLIAM WHEELER. It appears to me at this length of time yon, the commissioners, have disbelieved what we have said to you. We think the conclusion
all the Indians have come to should govern the termination of this matter. You
have as much as said, you, the members of this committee, have and are stanliing in
the way of other people. To the contrary, we have not stood in the way, but they
have all expressed thernsel ves in opposition to the ceding the lands in question, and
we onl y assent to what they have said . They, the people, say we w ill not part with
the country in question, and we only assent to what they have said. They, the
people, say we will not part with the country in question, since we, this committee, say
the same thing. But you, my friends, the commissioners, urge upon us and the people to accede to this agreement. Perhaps there is some other way that I might
arrive at the true sense of feeling of this people in the matter, but I am inclined to
think that all these Indians will answer you in the negative, and say no.
(Here a list of amendments, which was drawn up by James Reuben, was read by
him to the Indians and interpreted by Mr. Whitman.)
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. As we may have to take these amendments
under consideration, and to some extent alter the arnendrneuts we have made, if necessary and if possible, we will adjourn till 2 0 1clock, when we will be ready to submit to you an agreement as good as we can make it, and ask those who favor it to
sign it, and those who don't shall be at perfect lib erty not to do so.
Counsel adjourned with prayer by Rev. Ar<1hie Lawyer (Indian). Prayer in the
Nez Perce language and not interpreted.
Adjourned until 2 o'clock.
AT 2 O'CLOCK P . M.
Council resumed its session.
Commissioner JAMES F. ALLEN. We have considered the amendments suggested
by Reuben, and have to say as follows: The first one in referonce to p a,yment of
sconts, etc., who served in the United States during the Joseph War in 1877, we have
no idea of the amount of money this in voles and we can't pledge the Government to
the pa;yment of a sum of which we know nothing, nor is it a matter that pertains at
all to the price of your land. It is a matter to be presented to Congress by the
p arties iu terested in receiving the amount. The next article provides that any Nez
Perce shall enjoy the same rights and privileges as to hunting and fishing as they
n ow enjoy according to Government t reaties. This is unnecessary for two reasons:
First, you will in a short time be citizens of the United States and will have the
same rights to hunt and fish as white citizens have. In the second place, we have
already provided in the agreement that the provisions in former treaties now in
force and not modified by the provisions of this agreeme nt shall be continued in full
force and effect; so that the right to hunt and fish will be just the same after this
agreement is signed and ratified by Congress as it is now.
James Reuben also suggests that 75,000 acres of timber land should lle reserved.
From the best information we can obtain of Mr. Briggs, the surveyor, and James
Stewart, there is only 65,000 acres of timber land on the reservation; of course, we
can't reserve more than there is. By going over the plats we believe the quantity
we propose, 32,000 acres, will be more than sufficient for you. This timber is sele cted
so as to supply the people at Lapwai and at KamaindJ North Fork and South Fork
of the Clear Water, and Meadow Creek, and other parts of the reservation, if there
are any, where there are allotments.
The next article provides that hereafter no citizen of the United States shall have
any right to sue in any court of the United States for damages for depredations
committed by any member or band of the Nez Perces prior to this agreement. We
can not undertake to change the laws of the United States permitting its citizens to
sue in its courts. We have, however, provided in this agreement that no part of
the money to be derived from this cession shall be u sed to pay depredation claims
committed before the agreement was made, but shall all be paid to you as provided
for in this agreement, which is cash.
Also, that payment shall be made in five years instead of eleven years, and twice
a year. We can't consent that all the money be paid in so short a time. It would
be all right to pay the whole of it to some of you men, but to others of your people
it would not be wise to do so. We propose that all of you shall have at once enough
to give you a start, to help you lrnild your houses, improve your lands, and give
you all the comforts of life. These we want you to h ave, something for ten years
every year so as to add to your comfor t. We do not think it wise to divide the
money into two payments, but as to that point we are not so particular.
The fifteenth article wb ich he proposes provides that the Government will continue the s-ratuities which they give you, and shall maintain the present school
and m:1ike it a training and industrial school for the neighboring tribes. Neither
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of these can we undertake to do. The gratuity is a matter within the control of
Conrrress. It may and doubtless will be continued for a while, at least; I don't
know how long; bnt we can't add this to agreement provided for. And same way
in regard to schools. I have no r eason to suppose Congrese will not provide for
schools, bnt he will not undertake to compel it to do so .
.!'\ow, at the earrn,st solicitation of some of your members we consented, somewhat against our better judgment, to increase the price we first offered to $3 an
acre. ~ow, that is the highest price we can possibly pay, aml we can't add to the
agreement anything which wonld make the price more tbau that. It is the Yer?
best offer ever made to an Indian tribe, and, in my opinion, is tb e best that will be
made to you. It is so high that, so far as I am concerned, I don't much care whether
you take it or not. The only reason I would like yo n to sign it is because it is so
good a thing for you. If you can't be made to see it, aU right; we can't help it, and
my responsibility ceases .
JAMES LAWYER. My friends, you, the Commissioners, who are sitting here, we have
already gotten tired. I say for the last time, if y ou wish or desire it you may take a
standing vote of those opposed, and when they have risen to their fee t and shown you
who they are and how ma,ny they are, after they being seated an opportunity "ill
be given for those to rise to their feet who are in favor of ce~ling the land in question. That is what I want to know, if the people shall rise and give their vote.
Commissioners Schleicher and Beede answer ed no; Allen dissented.
Commissioner ROBICRT SCHLEICHER. We have promised you that we would have
this agreement ready and offer it for signature this afternoon. Our offer of nearly
$2,000,000 is too important for anyone to answer in a minute. We can not, in justice
to us and yourselves, report back to Washington that when we made you au offer of
$2,000,000 or nearly so, ancl that on the spur of the moment, you refused it. Wise
men change their minds. Many have come to us the last few days and have told us
that they wanted to sell, and many more do not wi sh to sell to-da,y. They may think
the matter over for a day or two longer and then change their minds, and if an
opportunity was not given them they would say later that this commission was
hasty, and we said "No'' before we had time to think, and they, the commissioners,
skippe<l over the hills and telegraphed to ·washington that we say "No." Now, to
show our good fa,ith, and that we pledge the Government of the United States to
carry out every provision in this agreement, as the law provides, and then we shall
~sk you, or at least those that want to, to put their names there also. If not, there
1s no compulsion, but e,ery man shall have a chance to sign bis name or say ''No."
-Xon have tolcl us many things and we have told you many things also . Yon are
tll'e<l and we are tired, and we propose to adjourn this council to-day, and those who
are tired can go home. We shall go home, but we shall leave this paper at the
agent's ?ffice several days, and anyone that wants to can sigo t here, and sign before
1r. Whitman or any one of the commissioners there. We shall not be far away, so
that if a con. iderable number of you should wish to meet us again next week the
agent will give us notice, and if by next week yon stm think you have nothing more
to ny m~ll we see there is not _enough of you to L :gn, we will then make our report
to Washrngton. I shall now sign myself and so will these other gentlemen, and the
balance i left with yonrselYes .
( n tion reuarding Langford claim answered by Commissioner Schleicher.)
,JA)IE R1rnnE . I never gave to the e commissioners the privilege of coming to
a~.Y couclu ion with reference to this treaty. That which I bad the right to think
of aucl exp~·es myself about I never clivestec1 myself of that privilege, giving it to
them to thmk and speak for me. This country jt is for me to hold to and think of
aurl to T> ak of with ref rence to the treaty which wo have talk ed about. I ha.,e
n y<-r s-iv u this commie ion the authority to take into their own hands how I should
thmk_or. pea~ ~ith reference to this which we have talked, and what interest barn
I got !n it, a 1t 1 made after you have rejected a ll the amendments which I have
s1;1l)llntt d t? you for ins rtion. You seem to think it is only right for yourselves to
p;1v a sent ma matter where I have refu eel to assent . Consequently, I say to you
th! e, th commis ioner . li ten to me, and tllat well, when you yourselves only
~lunk th matt rover and r duce to writ.ing this treaty which you have done; t~at
_1. a ~:i.per of your_ own gett!ng up; there is nothing in that for me . ~d it r emams
ID rcf1:r •n~e ~o berng anythrn of an _agreernent, it would be a treaty 1f there was
an. thmg m 1t for my benefit or accrurng to me after being signed by ourselves and
yot~r clve, . In th
ame manner in which I ha,ve spent day after day ~efore you
arr1Y d I hall pend the days ucce cling each other. And I say to you with all due
re\' r ?CC! who have been sent lier , seeing nothing in it for me I keep my ha~d
from :1f...,ri1mg it. If I could e anytbinrr reduced to writing in that agreement ID
any of jts provi ion that came from my heart my hand would be moved to i~n it.
Ii~ ca e yo1~ hould 1 ave this for many day in uccc sion, a th re i no w1 h of
mme contarned thorejn, my name will not be attached to t hat pap r. It s m to
me that, although I am the younger child of the Government, I am not favorably
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consulted in this ·matter, but, as it were, jostled about, and this i~ what I have shown
you. ·what I have said bas only been from my own heart, and I do not wish to
stand in the way of others who wish to sign .
JOHN ALLEN. Tnat which Reuben has said and sat down he bas guessed my mind
exact.ly. At first, when Reuben was in favor of signh1.g the treaty, he guessed me at
that time also, and to-day what he has said I assent to. He has guessed me again.
'l'hat much I render assistance to Heuben.
GEORGE MOSES. It might be well enough for me not to say anything, as already
the commissioners know how I feel in the matter, as also my people, whom you see
in the assembly, with reference to what h as b een said. James disagreed with me,
and you, who should be shown revere1JCe, have shown me how the matter stands,
I follow him in the direction of what he h::is said, as I think that his skin is off the
same material as mine is. We are looked upon by tbe majority of whites as animals
or insects who crawl, but I do not think ourselves very much inferior to the whites.
Look and see. My sight and my breath, and my thoughts are the same, and the
same way of moving my muscles that other men have; yet that is the way it seems
we are thought abont, and, although it may be left here for days, it will get but few
1-. 1gnatures.
EUGENE MELICAN. Ut sin meh li kin. I shall not say very much. I follow in the
same channel. This length of time I have listened to the commission ers. In the
diTe ction of what Reuben has spoken be has said that no more amendments he will
1nake. vVe do not wish to be troublesome to you, the commissioners, or cause hard
foeling. ViTe think it is time to adjourn and say no more.
Commissioner RoBER'F SCHLEICHER. That is our opinion, and we think it time to
end these useless speeches. We asked you the other day, before we drew up this
agreement, that your chairman, Archie Lawyer, James Reuben, and any other of
your own selection to meet and help us draw up this agreement, so that we could
get everything in that agreement both agreed upon, and which would have been
satisfactory to all, but you refused and would not allow any one to help us, and said
we should do it alone. We sat up all night doing it the best we knew how. We
put in every provision we thought would please you and were not unreasonable, so
that the Government at Washington and Congress would. approve of it. Perisonally, I would like to see you receive $10 a,n acre. In fact I would rather see you
have $20. Then there would be woney in the country. All of you would be rich,
but this is beyond our power, and I honestly b elieve the Government will not give
one cent more than that what we have offered, or the President approve. ,Ve
have had all this trouble for nothing. We have done the best we could, and we hope
you have and we will now adjourn. This commission is not quite their own masters.
They are workin g under instructions from , V-ashi ngton. Whatever instructions we
receive from them we are bound to obey. If they tell us we shall meet you again we
shall try to do so. If they say go to Kamiah and meet you at your homes we will
go if the snow is as high as our necks and we do not get stuck on the way. And if
they say go to the North Forks and see our friends there, we will go there too, and
so to Meadow Creek, and see Bartholomew, if at home. In other matters we'll do as
I said before. We will leave the paper here for signatures, and if none of you will
sign then it will bear our signatures alone. We will come again in a few days
and see how many have signed. That is the best we can do.
ARCHIE LAWYER. That which was to be appended to the treaty, which Reuben got
up, was outside the treaty, but intended to be appended. The subject-matter was by
yourselves rejected, although we desired them very much. We must not adjourn
this council wit.h hard feelings to each other.
Commissioner ROBERT SCHLEICHER. We have spoken from our hearts also. Those
amendments that Reuben proposed Mr. Allen has explained. We could not make
them a matter of treaty, but might add them as recommendations, except in the matter
of paying in :five years, and that could probably be changed to some extent, but after
some of your speakers have got up and said they wanted $100 per acre for the land,
we have seen it was no use our drawing up an agreement, and as some have said they
were so tired and were losing time sitting in council any longer, that is the reason
we have said we had better adjourn, and if any desire to draw up any paper with
all and everything you wish on this agreement, and meet us, some of you, and talk
~hem over, d~scuss every proposition, we will agree to put _them into the agreeme?,t,
1f they are of such a nature that we can hope Congress will approve. If you wish
tb a t, we will meet you at any time this week, and we think it wise for you to council among yourselves, settle every question to your satisfaction, and con.for with us
when ready and willing to sign.
JAMES REUBEN. I want to know why you t-Jhonld refuse to pay the money in five
years period. In case the cession is made the mon ey is ours, and why keep it from
us. So long as I have lived the Government has not led or fed me. In that direction and again I say there were, as it were, t hose who were in the service of the Government as soldiers. They assisted the Government, by their own hands supplying
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strenCYth to it. I was interpreter to General Howard, and know the agreement to
have been $2.50 per day each for themselves and horses, alth\m~h, perhaps, accordi;11g
to the Interior Department, the vVar Department should pay 1t instead of the In tenor
Department, and the treaty before provided for volunteers of Indians for the payment of the same price. And why not put in those amendments with reference to
the payment of Indians and scouts, as many orphans and widows would be benefited thereby. From the fact that you did not take into consideration and attach to
this treaty those amendments I made is the reason why this treaty is stopped.
WrLLIA~I vVnEELER. In case a few of the Indians should sign this agreement the
whole country does not belong to them but to all of us.
Uomrnissioner JAMES F. ALU~N. I woulcl like to ask Mr. Reuben a plain question.
In ca ewe consented to insert in the agreement the two amendments as regards the
back pay of the scouts and the payments for the lan?- to be made in five years, instc-ad of eleven years, would you or would yon not s1gn that agreement f
JA:-.rns RtcUDEN. In case those two amendments were put in the treaty you have
already said they were not of the business in question or according to law as it
shoul<l. be. That you have already saicl it would be useless to put them in only as a
recommendation, as probably they would not be approved.
Commissioner JAMES I<'. ALLEN. I want to say, in reference to what Reuben has said
rel:tting- to scouts that I clid not know anything about it; but on thefr own statemen ts there were thirty or sixty Indians employed for thirty or sixty days, at about
$2.50 per day. Such a small matter as that we might yield, and as to making five
payurnnts instead of eleven, which will reduce the amount you will receive instead
of increasing it, we consent to that, and for that reason I asked him the plain question. If these two amounts were put in the agreement would they then sign itf
JA:\IES R1rnBEN. Those amounts are not according to law and were not to be put
in the agreement and although if put in and not ratified by the Government would
not be worth the paper they were written on, and those who are enjoying life would
ha vo no beuoiit from them. That is the reason I haYe given the matter up entirely.
'lhe council tbon adjonrnecl withont day, but with the understanding that the
Irnlians might be called together to further consider the matter.
FRIDAY, December :JO, 1892.
The commission again met the Indians in council, one having been held on the
prcn-ious day by Inspector Junkin, at which letters were read from certain Kamiah
focliam; stating that their people would be unable to attend owing to the cold
w ather, etc.
After remarks by Chairman Schleicher the Indians requested that further proceedino-s be po tponecl until Tnesclay, when they expected James Reuben, who was
absent, would return, but that if he dicl not they would proceed without him.
Tllo council then adjourned.
TUESDAY, January 3, 1899.
Th eonncil met in the agency schoolroom, about 90 being present. The advantao- of the proposed agreement with certain arncnclments acceded to by the commission in clef r nee to the wishes of James Reuben, who was still absent, were explained
by the commissioners. After discussion by the Indians, those who were in favor ot
signing Ml agreement were requested to attend another council on the next day.
Adjourned.
WEDNESDAY, January 4, 1893.
A ounoil met in accordance with understanding on yesterday, about 55 being
p~e nt;. The changes proposed were further explained by the commissioners and
d1 ·u · ed by the_ I~clians. The latter objected to any provi ion for the support of
the school and ms1sted on semi-annual payments of the full amount within five
ear. . A_ft r a fruitl _sa. attempt to persuade the Indians to accept the proposed
mot~dic t1 n the comm1ss10n was compelled to yield. The Indians were then asked
to sign th_e agree:'Ilent as then prepared and ready for their signatures, it having
been prev1ou ly signed by 10 members. Eddie Conner, one of the committee at the
fir t council, then came forward and fllgned the agreement, being followed by a
numb r of Indians.
Council adjourned.
TIIURSD.A.Y, January 5, 1899.
A council wa h ld at tbe agency, at which the provisions of the agreement were
furthn explain cl and jut rr retecl to the Indians, after which it was signed by Jonah
Has
one of th committee at the first council, Abraham Brooks, and Red Wolf.
Council adjourned.
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THURSDAY, January 12, 1893.
Met the Indians in council. Rev. A. B. Lawyer, James Lawyer, Vt sin ~eh li _kin,
Kop Kop la peh li can, Felix Corbett, and a few others from ~~miah,_w1th qmt~ a
num11er from Lapwai, being present. The agreement was agam explamed and dis.:
cussed with no appreciable results.
After announcement by the commissioners that they would visit Kamiah for the
purpose of counseling with the Indians there the council adjourned.
THURSDAY, January 19, 1893.
The comm1ss10ners met the Indians in council at Kamiah (65 miles from the
agency), on this day, and also on Friday and Saturday? the attendance va~ying from
50 to 100. The signatures of Rev. A. B. Lawyer, chairman of the committee, Rev.
Silas L. Whitman, and Paul Corbett were obtained. Other Indians refused to sign
unless the chiefs would do so. They all spoke in opposition, and were supported
by James Reuben, who came from Lapwai for that purpose.
There being no prospect of obtaining further signatures and the commissioners
being in imminent danger of being snowed in for the winter, they decided to return
to Lewiston and recommend the postponement of further efforts to obtain signatures
until spring, the number of signatures obtainep. being 117.

A BILL to ratify and confirm an agreement with the Nez Perce tribe of Indians in Idaho, and to
make appropriations for carrying the same into effect.

Whereas Robert Schleicher, James F. Allen, and Cyrus Beede, duly appointed
eommissioners on th e part of the United States, did on the first day of May, eighteen hundred and ninety-three, conclude an agreement with the principal men and
other male adults of the Nez Perce tribe of Indians, upon the Lapwai Reservation,
in the State of Idaho, which said agreement is as follows:
Whereas the President, under date of October thirty-first, eighteen hundred and
ninety-two, and under the provisions of the act of Congress entitled "An act to
provide for the allotment of lands in severalty to Indians on the various reservations, and to extend the protection of the laws of the United States and the Territories over the Indians, and for other purposes," approved February eighth, eighteen
hundred and eighty-seven, authorized negotiations with the Nez Perce Indians in
Idaho for the cession of their surplus lands; and
Whereas the said Nez Perce Indians are willing to dispose of a portion of the tract
of land in the State of Idaho reserved as a home for their use and occupation by the
aecond article of the treaty between said Indians and the United States, concluded
June ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-three:
Now, therefore, this agreement, made and entered into in pursuance of the provisions of said act of Congress approved February eighth, eighteen hundred and
eighty-seven, at the Nez Perce Agency, by Robert Schleicher, James F. Allen, and
Cyrus Beede, on the -part of the United States, and the principal men a.nd male
adults of the Nez Perce tribe of Indians located on said Nez Perce Reservation, witnesseth:
ARTICLE!.

The said Nez Perce Indians hereby cede, sell, relinquish, and convey to the United
States all their claim, right, title, and interest in and to all the unallotted lands
within the limits of said reservation, saving and excepting the following described
tracts of lands, which are hereby retained by the said Indians, viz:
In township thirty-four, range four west: Northeast quarter, north half and southeast of northwest quarter, northeast quarter of southwest quarter, north half and
east half of southwest quarter, and the southeast quarter of southeast quarter, section thirteen, four hundred and forty acres.
In township thirty-four, range three west: Sections ten, fifteen, thirty-six, one
thousand nine hundred and twenty acres.
In township thirty-three, range three west: Section one; northwest quarter of
northeast quarter, north half of northwest quarter section twelve, seven hundred
and sixty acres.
In township thirty-five, range two west: South half of northeast quarter, northwest quarter, north half and southeast quarter of southwest quarter, southeast
quarter section three; east half, east half of northwest quarter, southwest quarter
section ten, section eleven; north half, north half of south half, section twenty-one;
east half of northeast quarter, section twenty; sections twenty-two, twenty-seven,
thirty-five, four thousand two hundred acres.
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In township thirty-four, range two west: North half, southwest quarter, north
half and southwest quarter and west half of southeast qua,rter of southeast quarter,
section thirteen; section fourteen; north half section twenty-three, west half of east
half and west half of northeast quarter, northwest quarter, north half of southwest
quarter west half of east half and northwest quarter and east half of southwest quarter of ;ontheast quarter, section twenty-four; section twenty-nine, two thousand
sev n hundr d acres.
In township thirty-three, range two west: West half and southeast quarter section
six· sections sixteen, twenty-two, twenty-seven; north half and north half of south
half r;ection thirty-four, two thousand eight hundred and ei,<rhty a cres.
In township thirty-four, range one west: West half section two; sections three,
four; north half and southwest quarter section eight; north half section nine; north
half and north half of southwest quarter section eighteen; northwest quarter section seventeen, two thousand nine hundred and sixty acres.
In township thirty-seven, range one east: Section twenty; section twenty-one,
le s south half of south half of southwest quarter of southeast quarter (ten acres),
one thousand two hundred and seventy acres .
In town hip thirty-six, range_ one east : Sou th half of sections three, four; sections
eleven, twelve, one thousand nme hundred and twenty acres.
In township thirty-six 1 range two east : Sections sixteen, seventeen, eighteen,
twenty; all of section twenty-five west of boundary line of reservation; sect.ions
twenty- ix, twenty-seven, fonr thousand two hundred an d forty acres.
In tow11ship thirty-five, range two east: North half of sections sixteen, seventeen,
section twenty-seven; north half of section thirty-four, one thousand six hunhred
acres.
In township thirty-four, range two east : East half and east half of west half of
southea t quarter section twenty-four, one hundrecl acres .
In township thirty-four, range three east: Son th half of sections nineteen, twenty;
north half; north half of son th half; southwest qmtrter and north half of southeast
quarter of outhwe, t quarter; north half of south half of southeast quarter section
tw nty-three; north half; north half and north half of southwest quarter and southea t quart r of south\.Yest quarter; southeast quarter section twenty-four; north half
and southeast quarter of 11ortheast quarter; north half of northwei:;t quarter section
tw nty-fiv ; south half of northeast quarter of northeast quarter section twenty-six;
ct ion twenty-nine; northeast quarter of northeast quarter and south half section
thirty; northwest quarter ancl north ha,lf of southwest quarter section thirty-one;
ll rth a t quarter; north half and southeast quarter of northwest quarter section
thirty-two; northwest quarter; north half of southwest quarter, section thirty-three,
thr thousand even hundred acres.
In township thirty-three, range four east: South half of south east quarter section ighteen; northeast quarter and fraction northeast of river in east half of northw t quarter section nineteen; fraction west of boundary line of reservatfon, in section twenty-two; west half and southeast quarter of section thirty-five, one thousand
fonr hundred and forty acres.
In township thirty-two, range four west: Fraction in west half of northeast
qu. rter of outhwest quarter; fraction in northwest quarter of southeast quarter
.sc•c ion one; ection two; south half of section six; west half and southeast quarter
of northea t qnarter of section nine, one thousand four hundred and ten acres.
In town hip thirty-one, range four west: South half of northeast quarter; southeast quarter of northwest quarter; northeast quarter of southwest quarter; southea t f{narter ection seveuteen; northwest quarter section twenty-one, four hundred
and ighty a res. Total, thirty-two thousand and twenty acres.
ARTICLE

II.

It i al o tipulated and agreed that the place known as "the boom" on the Clearater River, n ar th month of Lapwai Creek, shall be excepted from this ces ion
and re. rv cl for the ·ommon use of the tribe, with full right of access thereto, and
tha!; th trac_t o~ land ad.jo ining said boom, now occupied by J ames Moses, shall be
allott cl to hun m such i.nanner as not to interfere with such right. Also that there
hall be r · rv d from sai<l es ion the land described as follows: "Comm enc in O' at
a p in at th mar in of 1 arwater River, on the south side thereof, which i three
h_unclr d ard below wher the middle threacl of Lapwai Creek emptie into Raid
nv l" run th nc up th ni;:1ro-i11 of aid 'learwater River at low-water ma,rk, nine
hn?clr d (
) ard to point; run th uc outh two hundred and fifty yard to a
p mt· th n
onthwe terl , in a line to the ontheast cor ner of a stone buildin 17,
partly fini h cl a a chur h · thence we t three hnnclr d yard to a point; thence from
. aid poin northerly in a trai<Yht line to the point of beginning; and al o the adjoinm tractoflandlyino- outl.Ierly of aicl tract, on the outh end thereof· comm ncin at
the said corner of saia church, and at tlle p int three hundred yards west thereof, and
0
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run a line from each of said points. • One of said lines running 011 the eastside and the

other on the west of said Lapwai Creek; along the foothills of each side of said creek;
up the same sufficie:6.tlyfar so that a line being drawn east and ~est to intersect the
aforesaid lines shall embrace within its boundaries, together with the ~tst _abovedescribed tract of land a suftlcient quantity of land as to include and comprise six hundred and forty acres; ,I for which described tracts of land the United States stipulates
and agrees to pay to William G. Langford, his heirs or assigns, the sum of twenty thousand dollars, upon the execution by said Langford, his heirs or assign~, of~ release and
relinquishment to the United States of all right, title, interest, or claim, either legal or
equitable, in and to said tracts of land, derived by virtue of a quit-claim deell of February fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, to the said William G. LangfordJ
from Langdon S. Ward, treasurer of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions, which release and relinquishment shall be satisfactory to the Secretary of
the Interior, and it is stipulated and agreed by said Nez Perce Indians that upon the
execution and approval of such release and relinquishment, the right of occupancy of
said Indians in said described tracts shall terminate and cease, and the complete
title thereto immediatly vest in the United States: Provided, That any member of the ·
said Nez Perce tribe of Indians, entitled to an allotment, now occupying and having
valuable improvements upon any of said lands not already occupied or improved by
the United States may have the same allotted to him in such subdivisions as shall
be prescribed and approved by the Secretary of the Interior, in lieu of an equal
quantity of agricultural land allotted to him elsewhere; and for this purpose shall
relinquish any patent that may have been issued to him before the title to said
"Langford" tracts of land shall vest in the United States, and shall have a, new
patent issued to him of the form ~tnd legal effect prescribed by the fifth section of
the act of February eighth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven (twenty-fourth
Statutes, three hundred and eighty-eight), covering the new allotment and that portion of the forme:r allotment not, surrendered. It is further a,greed that five acres of
said tract, upon which the Indian Presbyterian Church is located, as long as same
shall remain a church, shall be patented to the trustees of said church; that the said
five acres shall not include .improvements made by the United States; the said :fi:ve
acres to be selected under the direction of the Commissiouer of Indian Affairs."
ARTICLE

Ill.

In consicleration for the lands ceded, sold, relinquished, and conveyed as aforesaid,
the United States stipulates and agrees to pay to the said Nez Perce Indians the sum
of one million six hundred and twenty-six thousand two hundred and twenty-two
dollars, of which amount the sum of six hundred and twenty-six thousand two
hundred and tweuty-two dollars shall be paid to said Indians per capita as soon as
prac~icable after the ratification of this agreement. The remainder of said sum of
one million six hundred and twenty-six thousand two hundred and twenty-two dollars shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the "Nez
Perces Indians, of Idaho," and shall bear interest at the rate of five per centum per
annum, which principal and interest shall be paid to said Indians per capita, as
follows, to wit: At the expiration of one year from the date of the ratification of
this a~reement the snrn of fifty thousand dollars, and semiannually thereafter the
sum 01 one hundred and fifty thousand dollars with the interest on the unexpended
portion of the fund of one million dollars until the entire amount shall have been
paid, and no part of the funds to be derived from the cession of lands by this agreement made shall be diverted or withheld from the disposition m~de by this article
on account of any depredation or other act committed by any Nez Perce Indian,
prior to the execution of this agreement, but the same shall be actually paid to the
Indians in cash, in the manner and at the times as herein stipulated.
ARTICLE

IV.

It is further stipulated and agreed that the United States will purchase for the
use of said Nez Perce Indians two portable steam sawmills, at a cost not exceeding
ten thousand dollars, and will provide for sairl Indians, for a period not exceeding
two years, and at a cost not exceeding twenty-four hundred dollars, a competent surveyor, for the purpose of fully informing said Indians as to the correct locations of
their allotments and the corners and lines thereof.
·
ARTICLE

V.

It is further stipulated and agreed that the lands by this agreement ceded, shall
not be opened to public settlement until trust patents for the allotted lands shall
have been duly issued and recorded and the :first payment shall have been made to
said Indians.
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ARTICLE

VI.

It is further stipulated and agree~ t,hat any ~e~igious society_ or other organization
now occupying under propt1r authority, for rehg1ous or educat10nal work among the
Indians any of the lands ceded, shall have the right for two years from the date of
the ratification of this agreement, within which to purchase the land so occupied, at
the rate of three dollars per acre, the same to be conveyed to such society or organization by patent, in the usual form.
ARTICLE

VII.

It is further stipulated and agreed that all allotments made to members of the tribe
who have died since the same were made, or may die before the ratification of this
agreement shall be confirmed, and trust patents issued in the names of such allottees,
respectively.
ARTICLE

VIII.

It is furth er stipulated and agreed that the :first per capita payment, provided for
in Article VIII of this agreement, shall be made to those members of the Nez Perce
tribe whose names appear on the schedule of allotments made by Special Agent
Fletcher, and to such as may be born to them before the ratification of this agreement: Provided, That should it be found that any member of the tribe has been
omitted from said schedule, such member shall share in the said payment, and shall
be given an allotment, and each subsequent payment shall be made to those who
r eceive the preceding payment and those born thereafter: Provided, That not more
than one payment shall be made on account of a deceased member.
ARTICLE

IX.

It is further agreed that the lands by this agreement ceded, those retained, and
thos allotted to the said Nez Perce Indians shall be subject, for a period of twentyfive y ars, to all the laws of the United States prohibiting the introduction of intoxicants into the Indian country, and that the Nez Perce Indian allottees, whether
under the care of an Indian agent or not, shall, for a like period, be subject to all
the laws of the United States prohibiting the sale or other disposition of intoxicants to Indians.
ARTICLE

X.

Representation having been made by the Indians in council, that several members
of the ez Perce tribe, to the number of about fifty.; as per list hereto attached,
served the United States under General 0. 0. Howard., in the late war with Joseph's
Band of said tribe, as scouts, couriers, and messengers, ancl that they have received
no pay therefor; it is agreed that tho United tates, through its properly constituted
authority, will carefull_,, examine each of the cases herewith presented, and make
such reroun ration to each of said claimants as shall, upon such examination, be
found to be due; not exceeding the sum of two d ollars and fifty cents per da.v each,
for the time actually enga~ed in such service; it being understood and agreed that t he
time of service of said claimants in no case exceeded sixty day . And it also having
been mane to appear that Abraham Brooks, a member of the Nez Perce tribe of Indian, , was enga<Ted in the service of the United States in the late war with Joseph's
Band of
z Perces, and it al o appearing that the said Abraham Brooks was
wounded in said service, and that by rea on thereof, he is now in failing h ealth. and
ha been for several years; that he i1:1 now nearly blind in consequence thereof; it is
a<Tre <l that an imrestigation of all tbe facts in the case shall be made by the proper
authoriti s of th
nited tates, as early as practicable, and that if found sub tantially as h r in reprc nted, or if f01md worthy uncler the law in such ca es provided, he shall 1, allowed and paid by the United States a pension adequate to the
senice and di ability.
ARTI LE

XI.

Tbe xi. ting provi ions of all former treaties with aid ez Perce Indian not
in con i. ten ti with the pro vi ions of this agreement are h er eby continued in full force
an d effect.
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XII.

- This agreement shall not take effect and be in force until ratified by the CongreBS
of the United States.
In witness whereof the said Robert Schleicher, James F. Allen, and Cyrus Beede,
on the part of the United States, and the principal men and other male adults of the
Nez Perce tribe of Indians, have hereunto set their hands.
Concluded at the Nez Perce Agency, this :first day of May, anno domini 1893.
.

ROBERT SCHLEICHER,
F. ALLEN,
CYRUS BEEDE.

JAMES

1. A. B. Lawyer.
2. Peter Lindlsey.
3. James Reubuns.
4. James Stuart.
5, Antoine Bronche.
6. Jessie Hart, his x mark.
7. Edward Broncheau.
8. Basil Broncheau.
9. Billy Davis, his x mark.
10.· Paul Broncheau, his x mark.
11. Looie Broncheau, his x mark.
12. Norman, his x mark.
13. Moses To kai a laht, his x mark.
14. E. J. Conner.
15. Thomas Beale.
16. Noah Bredell.
17. Cagle.
18. George Reymond.
19. Samuel Lott.
·20. Peter Kane.
21. Charlie Bartlett, his x mark.
22. John Wish la noca, his x mark.
23. Philip Yum to lote, his x mark.
24. Billy Compo, his x mark.
25. Benjamiu Anderson, his x mark.
26. John Levi.
27. Joe Brouchet, his x mark.
28. John Allen.
29. Mat. Whitfield, his x mark.
30. Fred. Lott.
31. Curry Tab a boo, his x mark.
32. Jim Doolittle, his x mark.
33. Charles Stevens, his x mark.
34. John Cut nose, his x mark.
35. David Wish ta kin, his x mark.
36. Captain .John, his x mark.
37. Jacob She we ka set, his x mark.
38. Seth, his x mark.
39. Peter Pliter, his x mark.
40. Captain Kane, his x mark.
41. Sam Willy, his x mark.
42. ThompsonShoh la tum a, hisxmark.
43. Ti lop itti, his x mark.
44. Yap in sote, his x mark.
45. Jacob Ta wish wai, his x mark.
46. Eugene Rowley Ta me me o hat, his
xmark.
47. Abraham Brooks, his x mark.
48. Jonah Hayes, his x mark.
49. Red Wo]f, his x mark.
50. Silas Whitman.
51. Caleb Charles.
52. Darwin Corbett.
53. Charles Lindsley.
54. Thomas Bronche.
55. Basil Broncheau.
56. Osias Lawrence.

S.Ex.31-5

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.'
80.
81.
82.
' 83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.

Si kam kul, his x mark.
Ed ward Pakal a paike, his x mark.
Wishtashcut, his x mark.
Willie Smith.
Taka akowkt, his x mark.
Three Feathers, his x mark.
John Minthorne, his x mark.
Jim Wab yat mash yownyown, his
x mark,
Coyote, his x mark.
Tom Isaac, his x mark.
Wa tsa tash ilp ilp, his x mark.
Wa yuh pa aw een, his x mark.
James W. Maxwell, his x mark.
Johnnie Pinkham, his x mark.
Sam Morris, his x mark.
Tes la wood, his x mark.
Jesse Paul, his x mark.
John Tab a boo, his x mark.
James Grant.
Nat White.
Edward Raboin.
Abel Newton.
Titus Thompson: his x mark.
Pe tum ya non, his x mark.
James Fleming, his x mark.
James Snow.
William Jackson.
Charlie John.
Amos George (Hin ma turn se lu),
his x mark.
James Slickpoo.
Tom Carl, his x mark.
Nip nop ti nepos, his x mark.
John Mathew, his x mark.
Carl Ip nap ton si yico, his x mark.
Sam Wilson (Tahmayood), his x
mark.
Sam Frank (Wet y'at kikb), his :x
mark.
Joseph Mathew.
Frank Housis Ca.psis, his x mark.
Rev. Silas L. Whitman.
Paul Corbett, his x mark.
Henry Po:weke, his x mark.
McCarty Mesh na, his x mark.
Dick Te wah ka ip ats, his x mark.
George La ha hos.
Jeff Davis, his x mark.
Te pe Ian nat kipt_, his x mark.
James Moses, his x mark.
Thomas Crovked Leg, his x mark.
Harvey Tse ni yo, his x mark.
Eneas as ha na poo, his x mark.
William Carter, his x mark.
Star J. Maxwell.
Frank Viles.
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Sampson Smith.
Charle1:1 Homer Allen.
Michael Enyers.
Jesse Andrews.
Felix Corbett, his x mark.
Abram Johnson, police, his x mark.
amuel J a beth, his x mark.
M. Joseph Ta wis wa haikt, his x
mark.
11 . Samuel Bicklett, his x mark.
119. ed Webb, his x mark.
120. Warren Corbett, his x mark.
121. Henry Emos, his x mark.
122. Thomas Allenwood, his x mark.
123. George W easkess, his x mark.
124. Fitch Phinney., his x mark.
125. Tom Hudson, his x mark.
126. Yellow Bear (Ha hats mox mox), his
xmark.
127. Pierre Corbett, his x mark.
128. Watesilpilp (Johnson), his x mark.
129. Geo. Washington, his x mark.
130. Francois Broncheau, his x mark.
131. Benjamin Daniel, his x mark.
13:&. Louis Hoonah, his x mark.
133. Temena il pilp (Red Heart), his x
mark.
134. Yellow Bull, his x mark.
135. Cha,rles Miles (We ow a seps kum),
his x mark.
136. Jame Lawyer, his x mark.
137. Bartholomew Moody, his x mark.
138. Johnnie Allen (Tash wa tush), his x
mark.
139. Philip Williams (Lap ayh lu to).
140. Jay Gould, his x mark.
141. Jason Condit, his x mark.
14.2. I entuck orbett, his x mark.
143. Benjamin Five Crows (Cottonwood),
his x mark.
'
144. Harry Anderson, his x mark.
145. William Jonas Wistata.
146. I aac Bonaparte, his x mark.
147. Willie Wat wat tsits karnin, his x
mark.
148. W le ha, his x mark.
149. Weti lomne, his x mark.
150. Wa sha ne ca to kit kom, his x
mark.
151. He min (Wolf), his x mark.
152. Bob Jame (lli sle kin), hi x mark.
153. imon "\ hitmau, his x mark.
154. Philip Mc.E arlaud.
15-. Cha . .McConville.
156. Hom r 'on<iitt.
157. Philip Willia~.
158. Jos ph Allen, his x mark.
159. 1o
(I ta mil h), his x mark.
160. Thoma foore (Wah nic nute), his
x mark.
161. Billy orb tt (Pamapoo ), his x mark.
162. Andr w foocly.
163. Je
( potted Eagle), his x mark.
164. Jame H. Williams.
165. Tom 'hnnk (T i lu), his x mark.
166. Jo eph (Bl ow yute), hi x mark.
167. Je e (T nattakaynu),hisxmark .
168. Jim (R d Coyote), hi. x ruark.
169. Thoma (Pai yu1:1h hush ush in), his
x mark.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.

170. Tommy Gould.
171. George (Peyapayo we tah leeket),hia
xmark.
172. Tom Chits loo, his x mark.
173. Dick Johnson, his mark.
174. Pa ko lee ka sat, his x mark.
175. Robert Williams, jr., his mark.
176. Hy yy no hin, his x mark.
177. Half Moon, his x mark.
178. James To ye him, his x mark.
179. Amos Wap she Ii, his x mark.
180. William Williams, his x mark.
181. James Nat, his x mark.
182. Silas Corbett.
183. Es tut kar yes ye, his x mark.
184. Walter Nesbit, his x mark.
185. Charles Half Moon, his x mark.
186. Jim Yal mash, his x mark.
187. Stephen A. Meek.
188. Mel melsh tal e kai ya, his x mark,
189. Pah kas la pikt, his x mark.
190. Ip she nee wish keen, his x mark.
191. John Ruben (Sha wish wa tal), his
xmark.
·
192. Enoch McFarland (Ka wa han), his
xmark.
193. Yatmaho sote (Charlie), hisxmark,
194. Pa kash la wat yakt, his x mark.
195. Henry (E na lumpkt), his x mark.
196. Wish tash kut, his x mark.
197. AlexanderTsek yah wit, hisx mark.
198. Red Owl (Josias), his x mark.
199. Paul Jackson, his x mark.
200. Red Bird, his x mark.
201. Elute· pa ow yeen, his x mark.
202. Lasko la tat; his x mark.
203. Phillip, his x mark.
204. Daniel Nahs wap ahaikt, hisxmark.
205. Wy e na kat ilp ilp, his x mark.
206. Asa Wilson, his x mark.
207. Courtney W. Meek.
208. Joseph L. Meek.
20~. See law wa kilk (Billy), his x mark.
210. Nicholas, his xmark.
211. Lee Phinney.
212. Thomas Williams, his x mark.
213. Charlie (Pa wees wa hikt), his x
mark.
214. Danil Lamont.
215. Its eta yah yah esiewanin, his x
mark.
216. William Jackson.
217. James Moody.
218. Joseph Broncheau.
219. Lewie James.
220. Lf3wis Carter.
221. Re<l. Bull, bis x mark.
222. ela wat, his x mark.
223. Amos Moffett.
224. Te at mo , his x mark.
225. Luke am, bis x mark.
226. Oliver S. Lind ley.
227. Luke W. Williams.
22 . Willie mith.
229. Isaac Micheal.
230. George l\fox mox.
231. Ja k All n.
232 . George amuel, his x mark.
233. Titu 1cAtter his x mark.
234. Barneba1:1. his x mMk.
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235. Jim Wilson (Snake Jim), his xmark.
236. Moses Kaintuck, his x mark.
237. Peter Noah (Eya mak sa mat kikt),
his x mark.
(No. 8, who again signed at 55 to be
deducted leaving 236).
237. Lewie Williams, per Ed. Mcconville,
attorney in fact.
238. Hugh Thompson, per Ed. McConville, attorney in fact.
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,
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239. Samuel Tilden, per Ed. McConville,

attorney in fact.
240. Josiah Red Wolf, per Ed. McCon-

ville, attorney in fact.
241. David McFarland, per Ed. McCon-

ville, attorney in fact.
242. Ralph Armstrong, per Ed. McCon-

ville, attorney in fact.

County of Cumberland:

Know all men by these presents thali we, whose names are hereby subscribed, do,
each for himself and all together, hereby nominate, constitute, and appoint Ed
McConville, superintendent Fort Lapwai Industrial School, our attorney in fact, for
us and in our name, to execute and sign the contract now being signed by members
of our tribe, at Lapwai Agency, Id aho, between commissioners, on the part of the
United States, and the Nez Perce tribe of Indians for the relinquishment to the
United States of all their right, title, and interests in and to tracts of country in
said State of Idaho, except the allotments to the Indians in said contract provided
for. This power is further given with full power of substitution of another for our
said attorney in fact by him and without right of revocation. And whatever our
said attorney may do in the premises we and each of us hereby ratify and confirm.
And we further certify that we are advised and understand the contents and conditions of said contract.
Witness our hands and seals this 7th day of April, 1893.

Witness:
R.H. PRATT,

DAYID McFARLAND.
RALPH ARMSTRONG.
LEWIS WILLIAMS.
HUGH THOMPSON.
SAMUEL TILDEN,
JOSIAH R. WOLFE,

, Capt., U. S. A.., Supt. Carlisle Indian Indust?-ial School.
NEZ PERCE AGENCY, IDAHO, May first, 1893.
We, P. B. Whitman, Edward Raboin, and James Grant, do certify that the
annexed and foregoing agreement by and between the United States and the Nez
Perce tribe of Indians, in Idaho, was by us fully interpreted to said Indians and
they made to understand th e same; that after said interpretation the said Indians,
whose names appear subscribed to said agreement, signed the same, or authorized it
to be signed in our presence.
We further certify that said subscribers are members of said tribe and reside upon
the reservation set apart for said Indians in Idaho, and that said subscribers are
male adults over the age of twenty-one years.
Given under our han<l at the Nez Perce Reservation this :first day of May, 1893.
P. B. WHITMAN.
EDWARD RABOIN.
JAMES GRANT.
NEZ PERCE AGENCY, IDAHO, May 1st., 1893.
I, Warren D. Robbins, U. S. Indian agent at Lapwai, Idaho, hereby certify that
the male adult population of the Nez Perce tribe of Indians is three hundred and
ninety-eight (398).
This certificate is made upon my best knowledge, informatiolil, and belief, derived
from the records of my office, and fortified by all other sources of reliable information as to ages.
Given under my hand at the Nez Perce Agency this :first day of May, 1893.
WARREN D. ROBBINS,

U. S. Indian A.gent.
List of scouts, courier,, and messengers refer1·ed to in "Article ten" of the Nez Perce
agreement.
Young Timothy,
Its ka hap, Dick.
John Levi.
Jacob She wa sat.
Daniel.
Charlie 'rlitl kim,
Moses Stimilh.
Nesq ually John.
Sam She kamtsets knn in. Titus Elu e nikt.

John Reuben.
Abraham Brooks.
Noah Peep horn kan.
Levi (Old).
Paul Kalla,
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James Connor.
Paul Hot hosh.
John Cut nose.
Fred Lott.
Sam Lott.
Benjamin Pahat Ko k oh.
Johnnie Allen.
Phillip Yum to lote.
J onah Hayes.
Wi h tash kat.
Abraham Wa tsin ma.
Henry Yum ush na kown.
Frank Hush ush.
Joe Rabusco.

Yu w ish a k aikt.
Amos wap she lai.
Matthew Sot t oks.
Young Noah (Bre dell).
Ish ka Tset s kun t sets kun Thomas Pai ush Hush usb
in .
in.
L uke Billy P a k a yat we kin. Kai wee push Simon.
Ta ma lu shim likt.
Its ke a (Levi).
Michael Tr ap tash tsets
Sakiak wit (Left Hand).
kuni n .
Capt. John.
James Slickpoo.
Luke Um ush na kown.
Peter Slickpoo.
Me op kow it (Babe).
Paul Slickpoo.
Asa Wilson.
Ha hats Ilp ilp (Red Bear).Johnny Leonard.
Sam Lawyer (Atpips).
Kentuck.
James Too ye hin.

Therefore,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the said agreement b e, and the same hereby is,
accepted, ratified, and confirmed.
'EC . 2. That for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act into effect
there is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of one million six_ hundred and sixty-eig:ht tho~s~nd
six hundred and twenty-two dollars, of which amount the sum of one million
dollars shall be placed to the credit of "the Nez Perce Indians of Idaho," in
the Treasury of the United States, and sh all b ear inter est at the ra.te of five per
centum per annum. Said sum of one milli on , six hun dred and sixty- eight thousand
si.· hundred and twenty-two dollarR, toget her with the interest on said sum of one
million dollars, shall be paid to said Indians, or expended for their benefit, as provided in articles two, three, four, and eight of said agreement: Provided, That
non<> of the money agr eed to be paid said Indians, nor an y of the interest thereon,
shall he, or become, liable to the paymen t of an y judgment or claim for depr~dations
committed by aid tribe or any member thereof before t he date of saiil. agreement.
EC . 3. That the ecretary of the Interior be, and h e hereby is, authorized to cause
the lands ceded, sold, relinquish ed, and conveyed t o the Unite<'!. States by said agreement to be appraised by a commission of thr ee per sons, to be appointed by him,
whose compensation shall be fixed by him, and i mmediat ely after the approval of
such appraisement by the Secretar y of the Interior arid the issuan ce and receipt by
the Indians of trust patents for the allotted lands, as provided for in said agreem nt.
The lands so ceded, sold, relinquished, and conveyed to the United States shall be
op n d to settlement by proclamation of the P resident, and shall be subject to dispo al only under the homestead and town-site laws of the United Stat es ( excepting
s ction twenty-three hundred and one of t h e Revised Statutes of the United States,
which shall not apply), excepting the sixteenth and t hirty-sixth sections in each Congres~ional township, which shall be reserved for common school purposes and be
snb.i ct to the laws of the State of Idaho : Provided, That each settler on said l ands
shall, 1,efore making final proof and receiving a cert,i ticate of entry, p ay to the
nit d tates for the lands so taken by him, in addit ion to th e fees provided by
law th um at which said lands shall have been appr aised, to be in no case less
than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, on e-h alf of which shall be paid
within two y ars from the date of original entry ; but the rights of honorably discharge 1 Union soldi ers and sailors, as defined and de cribed in sections twentytbr hnn,lr d and four aud twenty-three hundred and five of the Revised Statutes
of th
"nited tates, shall not be abridged except as to the sum to be paid as
afore aid. There i her by appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
othen vi appropriated, the sum of five tbonsand dollars, or so much thereof as
may h n ee ary, forth purpose of making the appr aisement h er ein provided for.
E . 4. That t h Commi sioner of Indian Affairs be, and h e h er eby is, au t horized
to employ a comp tent surveyor for a period n ot exceeuing t wo years, at a compensation not ex ecling tw lve hundred dollars per annum, for th e purposes stip ulated
in arti le four of aid agre ment, and he is also aut horized t o purchase two portable
saw mills, a provided in said article four.
E C. 5. That the ecretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to examine the claim
of those Indian who rvcd the United States under Gen eral 0 . 0. Howard in t he
late war, with Joseph's ban<'!. of said trihe, as scouts, courier s and me sengers, referred to in article ten of said agreement, and also as t o the claim of Abraham
Brook , mentioned in said article, and report his findings and recommendations to
Congress.
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